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 P R O C E E D I N G S 1 

 8:30 a.m. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The meeting will now come 3 

to order.  This is a meeting of the Advisory Committee 4 

on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on Thermal 5 

Hydraulics Phenomena.   6 

  I'm Sanjoy Banerjee, chairman of the 7 

subcommittee.  Members currently in attendance are 8 

Said Abdel-Khalik, Sam Armijo and Bill Shack.  Mike 9 

Corradini should be on the phone and our consultants 10 

supporting the subcommittee meeting are former ACRS 11 

members and actually chairmen Graham Wallis and Tom 12 

Kress. 13 

  The purpose of today's meeting is to review 14 

a briefing and hold discussions with NRC staff and 15 

industry representatives on WCAP-16793-NP Revision 2, 16 

Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering 17 

Particulates, Fibrous and Chemical Debris in the 18 

Recirculating Fluid including the associated models 19 

and test data that support this report. 20 

  Tomorrow's session will include staff's 21 

draft Safety Evaluation Report.  The documents support 22 

resolution of Generic Safety Issue GSI-191, assessment 23 

of debris accumulation on PWR sump performance.  24 

Additionally, and for information purposes only, the 25 
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subcommittee will be briefed by representatives from 1 

South Texas Project on a risk-informed approach to 2 

resolution of GSI-191. 3 

  The subcommittee will gather information, 4 

analyze relevant issues and facts and formulate 5 

proposed positions and actions as appropriate for 6 

deliberation by the full committee.    Antonio 7 

Dias is the Designated Federal Official for the meeting. 8 

 The rules for participation in today's meeting have 9 

been announced as part of the notice of this meeting 10 

previously published in the Federal Register on April 11 

25th, 2012.   12 

  A transcript of the meeting is being kept 13 

and will be made available as stated in the Federal 14 

Register notice.  It is requested that speakers first 15 

identify themselves and speak with sufficient clarity 16 

and volume so that they can be readily heard.  We have 17 

received no written comments or requests for time to 18 

make oral statements from members of the public 19 

regarding today's meeting. 20 

  I should just remark that we held a meeting 21 

regarding this WCAP earlier version of it in March 2008. 22 

 At that time there was also a draft SER I believe.  23 

Since that time -- we did not write a letter at that 24 

time.  Since that time the staff have reviewed an 25 
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additional set of experiments that have gone to support 1 

this document and we look forward to really hearing 2 

a lot about these experimental results because that 3 

was really what we were looking for 3 years ago or 4 4 

years ago now almost.   5 

  So with that in mind we will now proceed 6 

with the meeting and I call upon I guess Stewart Bailey 7 

from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations to open 8 

the presentations.  Or is it Bill? 9 

  MR. RULAND:  Just briefly.  Stu's got most 10 

of the important information.  11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 12 

  MR. RULAND:  As I look around the room here 13 

I see that all these members, all the members understand 14 

the issue of GSI-191 so no background is needed. 15 

  Today we're going to talk about one aspect 16 

of GSI-191 which is in-vessel downstream effects which 17 

of course is debris -- where debris and chemicals could 18 

block core flow.  We also briefly discuss, Stu will 19 

give us the current overall approach to resolving 20 

GSI-191 which will ultimately be reflected in a paper 21 

to the Commission next month.   22 

  And South Texas of course is going to be 23 

talking about one specific item that's going to be in 24 

that paper which is a key element, one of the elements 25 
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of the staff's resolution plan.  Stu, could you kind 1 

of describe a little bit about the safety evaluation? 2 

  MR. BAILEY:  Yes, just a couple of things 3 

here.  As you had indicated tomorrow we will be talking 4 

in greater detail about the safety evaluation on this 5 

topical report.  As you've just indicated this was 6 

first brought before you in 2008. 7 

  There's a long history behind this topical 8 

report and it's gone under a few changes I guess over 9 

time.  But if you go through the topical report you'll 10 

notice that there's also a certain amount of legacy 11 

information that was left in that topical report.  12 

We'll go through that in some detail tomorrow, but the 13 

staff does not rely on a lot of the legacy information 14 

and the staff will point out what it relies on to support 15 

the fiber limit that it is willing to accept for the 16 

in-vessel effects. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Thank you, Stu, that was 18 

useful. 19 

  MR. BAILEY:  So if you want to discuss the 20 

overall -- 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Oh, okay.  Excuse me.  22 

Is that -- it's not on mute.  Is it bothering you?  23 

Should I put it on mute?  Okay.  Mike, can you put 24 

yourself on mute and only activate it when you are 25 
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speaking?  Otherwise we have some noise coming through. 1 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I can do that. 2 

  (Laughter) 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You're even more garbled 4 

than usual.  Speak up.  All right, thank you.  All 5 

right.  So with that who's going to lead off? 6 

  MR. BAILEY:  I wanted to go to the third 7 

item here. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Oh, sorry.   9 

  MR. BAILEY:  That's fine.  The status of 10 

GSI-191 resolution.  As you recall we had a Commission 11 

meeting back in September of 2010 where the staff 12 

provided its options for moving forward with GSI-191. 13 

 One of the items that was missing that would allow 14 

plants to close out the Generic Letter and the Generic 15 

Safety Issue was in-vessel effects which is what we're 16 

here to talk about today. 17 

  In the Staff Requirements Memorandum for 18 

that SECY paper that the staff put up, the Commission 19 

directed the staff to look at innovative and creative 20 

options for licensees to be able to close out GSI-191 21 

while in the meantime they completed their testing not 22 

only on in-vessel effects but on zone of influence and 23 

on some other methodologies that were also being 24 

revisited or being looked at at the time. 25 
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  So what you're here today to hear about 1 

is the in-vessel effects.  The zone of influence 2 

topical report I think was just received in its final 3 

form a few weeks ago.  That at one point was on the 4 

agenda for this meeting but we will present that to 5 

you if you are interested at a later date.  And that's 6 

going to change the zone of influence. 7 

  The other information that we've worked 8 

on is the flume protocol with PCI, Performance 9 

Contracting Inc., the vendor.  So.   10 

  And in terms of creative innovative 11 

methodologies, the one that came to the forefront early 12 

was the risk-informed approach that is being pursued 13 

by South Texas Project.  I think what you'll see 14 

tomorrow is that South Texas Project is pushing the 15 

state of the art in several areas in order to be able 16 

to do this in a risk-informed fashion.   17 

  And they're looking at the range of break 18 

sizes, the range of debris generation.  They're looking 19 

at the timing of the critical events.  So it's really 20 

taking this to the next step in figuring out how would 21 

I really assess the risk associated with GSI-191.  So 22 

I hope that's a useful presentation to you tomorrow 23 

even though, as you indicated, it's for information 24 

only. 25 
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  So the staff is developing a SECY paper 1 

due at the end of next month with recommended options 2 

for closing GSI-191.   3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And making good progress, 4 

right? 5 

  MR. BAILEY:  We are. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Thank you.  So, can we 7 

turn it over?  All right.  Go ahead.  Is it Jeffrey? 8 

  MR. BROWN:  Good morning.  My name's Jeff 9 

Brown.  I'm with the Arizona Public Service and I am 10 

the chairman of the Systems and Equipment Subcommittee 11 

for the PWROG. 12 

  I certainly want to thank you for giving 13 

us this time to come and discuss our program with you. 14 

 One thing I would like to note before we begin is as 15 

you mentioned earlier this is a discussion on the 16 

WCAP-16793.  We prepared a presentation to give that 17 

information to you.   18 

  Yesterday afternoon we received a phone 19 

call from Mr. Flack regarding some additional 20 

information that the ACRS wanted to hear pertaining 21 

to information on our WCAP-17057.  In the last few 22 

minutes that we've had to put that together we have 23 

put some information for you and we will do our best 24 

to present that information but please bear in mind 25 
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that it's relatively last-minute.  And we'll start off 1 

the discussion with the information that we've 2 

developed and do our best to respond to any comments 3 

and questions that you have. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  We will close the 5 

meeting at the point when you provide proprietary 6 

information.  So, you let us know.   7 

  And the only thing we can say is that many 8 

of us who are here today were there 4 years ago so we 9 

recall fairly clearly what was in the report at that 10 

time.  So we don't need to go over that same material 11 

all over again in great depth.  Certainly you can 12 

mention it, but we want to see what's new since that 13 

time. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Sanjoy, could you also 15 

say that 4 years ago we saw a proprietary report which 16 

had a lot of figures and data in it which don't seem 17 

to be in this non-proprietary report we have now which 18 

makes it a little difficult to review. 19 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  No, I believe -- this 20 

is John Flack.  I believe the WCAP Rev 0 was -- on 16793 21 

was also non-proprietary.  I don't think there was a 22 

-- was there ever a proprietary version of that 23 

document?  No. 24 

  MR. BROWN:  No, there was not. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But the first two, 17057 1 

which is proprietary. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Revision 2 of WCAP-16793 3 

refers to two proprietary fuel debris capturing tests. 4 

 One report was written by Westinghouse, another one 5 

was written by AREVA. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.   7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And what we're prepared 8 

to -- prepare and provide on in closed session is some 9 

discussion on the Westinghouse proprietary debris 10 

capture testing.  And we'd like to do that this 11 

afternoon.   12 

  What we would like to do this morning in 13 

open session is present material about the test program 14 

which is non-proprietary, including some discussions 15 

on conservatisms associated with the testing so that 16 

we can at least establish a common basis upon which 17 

to build into the proprietary discussions. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So, I think we can 19 

go ahead with this way.  But our interest of course 20 

is what is new. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Since March 2008. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I remember March 2008 24 

quite well. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  Okay.  And we 1 

are also looking forward to the staff who of course 2 

will tell us what they think tomorrow.  That will all 3 

be open session, right, Stu?  Or is it going to close 4 

as well? 5 

  MR. BAILEY:  If you would like we are 6 

prepared also with some proprietary information going 7 

to the actual test data.  So if you have seen enough 8 

and you're satisfied with our non-proprietary 9 

presentation that's great.  Otherwise we can -- 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We'll play it by ear. 11 

  MR. BAILEY:  Okay. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Thanks a lot.  Okay. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, without the test 14 

data the rationale for the conclusion is absent. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Sorry? 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Without the test data 17 

the rationale for conclusions is not apparent. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, we are going to 19 

consider the test data this afternoon. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We're going to see 21 

enough of it. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And tomorrow as well. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay.  I guess, I hope 24 

so. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The staff will comment 1 

on the test data. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, I think what we'll 4 

do is we'll assume that the test data is going to come 5 

and then if the review of the test data requires further 6 

review, you know, we can make more time for it.  And 7 

we'll -- as I said, the emphasis is on this new data 8 

because that's really what has been done.  So let's 9 

see how it goes and then we'll go forward from there. 10 

  So, is it Tim that you're going to start 11 

off? 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes sir, I am. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's do this then. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Thank you very much for 15 

the opportunity.  Appreciate the opportunity to be in 16 

front of the subcommittee yet again.  And what I'd like 17 

to cover this morning in the open session is a little 18 

bit of background and history, just to make everybody 19 

on the same wavelength so to speak.  I'll talk about 20 

the overview of WCAP-16793 Revision 2 and spend a fair 21 

amount of time about the fuel debris capture testing, 22 

about the facility description, the test protocol and 23 

some results that are summary results without showing 24 

the actual data. 25 
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  I'll talk a little bit about test 1 

constraints or test conservatisms that we've seen in 2 

the tests.  And to close it out, a little bit about 3 

LOCADM code which is also relatively new.  It hasn't 4 

been presented to ACRS in the past, I believe.  And 5 

the defense-in-depth calculations which do refer back 6 

to the legacy items as were discussed previously in 7 

Revision 0 of WCAP-16793.  And finally, some 8 

conclusions. 9 

  Briefly, the history started with Generic 10 

Letter 2004-02, required utilities to address adverse 11 

effects of containment debris that might not be filtered 12 

in the sump screens in recirculating long-term core 13 

cooling.  The Generic Letter required utilities' 14 

responses to include the basis for concluding adequate 15 

emergency core cooling system flow is available for 16 

long-term core cooling in the presence of debris and 17 

a description of any modifications, if needed, to 18 

provide for adequate ECCS flow to ensure long-term core 19 

cooling. 20 

  The program, the current test program had 21 

an objective of demonstrating sufficient long-term core 22 

cooling for PWRs to satisfy the requirements of 10 23 

C.F.R. 50.46 that addresses debris and chemical 24 

products that might be transported to the reactor vessel 25 
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and the core by coolant recirculating from the 1 

containment sump, and debris that includes particulate, 2 

fibrous and chemical products.   3 

  Our criteria from success was removal of 4 

decay heat and maintaining the coolable core geometry. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, what is the 6 

temperature of the water that comes from the sump? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The temperature of the 8 

water depends upon the timing -- 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- which you're looking 11 

at.  At least initially you're probably about 10 12 

degrees below saturated conditions at about 40 psi -- 13 

45 psi. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Pretty warm? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It can be upwards of 16 

around 240-250. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You still have enough, 18 

you know, head for the pumps? 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it can be 240? 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There is an example of 1 

that in information you previously have.  If you take 2 

a look back at the integrated chemical effects testing 3 

that was done in the test plan there is a temperature 4 

history curve for a 4-loop, a 3-loop in an ice condenser 5 

plant that show the temperature histories.  Assuming, 6 

an assumption, an approximation that you switch over 7 

from injection from the refueling water storage tank 8 

or the borated water storage tank to recircing from 9 

the sump.  In about 20 minutes you can see that the 10 

temperatures on -- what the temperatures are on those 11 

three plots. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We should assume that 13 

the temperature of the water going through this debris 14 

is 240 degrees Fahrenheit? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Initially.   16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But does it cool down -- 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Now, that is you don't 19 

have that debris bed initially because it takes time 20 

for that to build up -- 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- but you have an initial 23 

water temperature of approximately 240 degrees 24 

Fahrenheit.  25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And then it drops to? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It'll go down to 2 

approximately 130-140 degrees Fahrenheit. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  After how long? 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Talking about hundreds 5 

of thousands of seconds.  Talking several hours. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Several hours.  A 7 

hundred thousand is quite a few hours. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.  Take a look at the 9 

long term.  I think the plots in the integrated chemical 10 

effects test procedure go out to -- or test plan go 11 

out to on the order of around 1 times 107 seconds.  12 

So long-term far out there, that's about the temperature 13 

you could expect to see. 14 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  And most of the testing 15 

has been done well below 100 degrees. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct, most of 17 

the testing has been done at ambient room conditions 18 

which is somewhere between 68 and 72 degrees Fahrenheit. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Does anybody know how 20 

the debris that you're likely to find in containment 21 

behaves at 240 degrees? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure exactly 23 

where you're -- what you're looking for. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I'm just wondering.  25 
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I mean, this stuff swept off the floor by the break 1 

flow and all that, and it's cooked at 240 degrees 2 

Fahrenheit before it goes into the core if it gets there. 3 

 I'm just wondering what happens to it at that 4 

temperature.  Temperature changes material properties 5 

sometimes. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Sometimes it does.  I 7 

think we're looking primarily at dust and dirt, and 8 

I don't know that at the concentration levels we're 9 

looking at that 240 degrees might make it. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I just wondered if 11 

anyone had asked this question and tried to answer it. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We've talked about 13 

temperature effects. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well we just talked 15 

about viscosity before. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, mainly related to 17 

viscosity rather than the effects on the material 18 

itself. 19 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Materials can dissolve.  20 

Solubility goes up with temperature for most cases.  21 

It could be beneficial. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Although experiences 23 

with textiles, and 240 degrees has a profound effect 24 

on some textiles. 25 
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  MEMBER SHACK:  It keeps chemical stuff in 1 

solution typically. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It keeps stuff in 3 

solution so it can precipitate at 130.  Okay, well let's 4 

move on. 5 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Less likely to precipitate 6 

at 240 than it is at 130, but most of the stuff, not 7 

all of it.   8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  There is some inverse 9 

solubility. 10 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Yes, there are inverse 11 

solubilities. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Now, we have considered 13 

temperature effects in other applications, in 14 

particular for some of the new reactors.  But you 15 

haven't seen any experimental database that you recall, 16 

right, Said?  There is no significant -- 17 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Very few. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Anyway, let's continue. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay, thank you.  The 20 

basis for WCAP-16793 is to provide an evaluation of 21 

long-term core cooling for PWR designs in the presence 22 

of debris ingested into the containment sump following 23 

a LOCA that provides reasonable assurance for decay 24 

heat removal.  And to demonstrate there's reasonable 25 
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assurance of long-term cooling requirements of 10 1 

C.F.R. 50.46 are satisfied with debris and chemical 2 

products in the recirculating coolant delivered from 3 

the containment sump. 4 

  Initially we're using available tools and 5 

information, and that's -- I think you'll recall the 6 

primary basis of WCAP-16793 Rev 0 which was presented 7 

4 years ago.  And with tests as warranted.  And since 8 

that time we have done testing which we'll be talking 9 

about shortly.  And we want to draw from and address 10 

the design of PWRs from all U.S. vendors.  That's B&W, 11 

CE, as well as Westinghouse.   12 

  We'll talk about and test the design of 13 

the open lattice fuel that is typical of all PWRs in 14 

the United States and design and tested performance 15 

of replacement containment sump screens which primarily 16 

is look at what you get for bypass of fiber debris that 17 

actually can reach the core.  And again, all of this 18 

is supposed to be applicable to all PWR designs 19 

regardless of the vendor. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, may I just interrupt 21 

you briefly?  The report as you said refers to two 22 

proprietary reports.  One is the WCAP-17057 and the 23 

other is the AREVA report.  So we'll hear about 24 

WCAP-17057 this afternoon, the proprietary data that 25 
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you have there. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But we will not hear about 3 

the AREVA data. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  May I ask the 6 

staff just briefly, in your evaluation, at least the 7 

proprietary part of it, would you present some 8 

comparisons between those tests too or what was your 9 

plan? 10 

  MR. BAILEY:  Yes, I know we have some level 11 

of comparison.  If you want to talk during a break about 12 

the level you're looking for we could make sure that 13 

we meet it tomorrow.  But yes, our slides do look at 14 

the comparison between the different test loops. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay, that would be 16 

useful.  Thank you. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But not only that.  18 

The 15 grams comes from AREVA, doesn't it? 19 

  MR. BAILEY:  That's correct.  20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, you may not want 21 

to say things in open session at the moment.  I don't 22 

know.  I don't want to -- 23 

  MR. BAILEY:  Yes, I don't think that's 24 

proprietary information.  25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I don't know what is 1 

proprietary and what is not.   2 

  MR. BAILEY:  That is not. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right.  Okay.  So if 4 

any -- if we stray into anything proprietary we look 5 

to you to -- because I'm not very adept at that sort 6 

of stuff, okay?  Just let us know. 7 

  MR. BAILEY:  I'll do what I can.  I think 8 

we really have to look to the data owners to tell us 9 

what's proprietary.   10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, let's go back 11 

to the SER draft.  Is that proprietary so we can't refer 12 

to anything that you said in that? 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The SER is open. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It's all open? 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's right, right?  16 

It's all open. 17 

  MR. BAILEY:  They have already reviewed 18 

the draft SE for proprietary.  There's no proprietary 19 

information in the draft. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So 15 grams is not 21 

proprietary. 22 

  MR. BAILEY:  That's correct. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Thank you. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I don't know these 25 
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things, Graham, so be careful.  All right, go ahead. 1 

 Okay. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I briefly want to talk 3 

about and discuss where we are with the revision Rev 4 

0 which was presented as we noted previously in March 5 

of 2008 to this panel.  Revision 1 was developed to 6 

address the ACRS concerns that were identified in that 7 

March presentation.  It did include some initial 8 

conservative fuel assembly testing performed to 9 

determine the mass that would not impede core inlet 10 

flow or challenge long-term core cooling.  And 11 

acceptance criteria was for long-term core cooling to 12 

be achieved if the collection of sump debris at the 13 

core inlet on fuel components would not result in head 14 

loss exceeding available driving head.  And we'll talk 15 

a little bit about that in a few moments. 16 

  Revision 2 which is under current NRC 17 

review and the draft SE that will be presented tomorrow 18 

is on.  It's the number of successful tests performed 19 

at both facilities at fibrous debris loadings up to 20 

150 grams per fuel assembly.  Very conservative fibrous 21 

debris limit of 15 grams per fuel assembly limit was 22 

established for all plants for all conditions.   23 

  However, additional testing in the 24 

revision of WCAP-16793 indicates that a fiber limit 25 
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of greater than or equal to 25 grams for fuel assembly 1 

is supported by test data as -- and that specifically 2 

is elevated temperatures which was mentioned a little 3 

bit earlier and how it might affect things.   4 

  And I would stress, and we'll get to this 5 

again, that both AREVA and Westinghouse have successful 6 

tests at 25 grams at 130 degrees Fahrenheit.  7 

Successful meaning that it had adequate meaning flow 8 

to match boil-off.  And we had to reduce the flow from 9 

the hot leg flow rates a little bit, and we'll talk 10 

about that, as one of the conservatisms a little later. 11 

 But we did have successful tests in both test 12 

facilities using both AREVA and Westinghouse fuel with 13 

25 grams at 130 degree Fahrenheit temperature.   14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Correct me if I am wrong, 15 

but we have seen presentations where the criteria that 16 

was set was -- had adequate flow to have 50 percent 17 

exit quality for some of the new reactor concepts. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I believe you're correct. 19 

 I think I was in some of those presentations with you. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  So, is this 21 

criterion the same or is it different? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  This criteria, the one 23 

I just discussed says we exceed boil-off. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Which means we don't have 1 

voiding in the core.  And we don't have wholesale 2 

boiling.  We exceed boil-off so we have more water 3 

coming into the core than is necessary to match 4 

boil-off.  And we're talking about when we've already 5 

recovered the core. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The quality is less than 7 

50 percent. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Much less. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Much less. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, wait a minute, 11 

wait a minute.  Boil-off is 1 -- quality of 1. 12 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  It actually equals the 13 

boil-off. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, we're exceeding 15 

boil-off. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, but 50 percent 17 

means you've got much more water there. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, you have to define 19 

boil-off, you know. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Boil-off -- the 21 

pictures show steam alone coming out of the core. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  With the 23 

previous application there was a strong case made that 24 

up to 50 percent quality was still assuring adequate 25 
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cooling and adequate protection against -- 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's a very 2 

different energy balance, correct?  It's a very 3 

different energy balance. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's also a very 5 

different system maintained. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  A very different system, 7 

agreed. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So I think we've got to 9 

be a little bit careful we're not mixing apples and 10 

oranges with that regard.  That particular reactor 11 

plant floods up over top of the break location and you 12 

actually vent steam out the hot leg through a vent line 13 

into the containment.  So you actually are continually 14 

building up steam and releasing it so you do get some 15 

voiding in the core for that, if I remember correctly. 16 

  This is not the case and what we're talking 17 

about, it's a limiting case for debris loading is a 18 

hot leg break which means all of the water needs to 19 

flow from the ECCS injection line through the core and 20 

out the hot leg break until such time as you go onto 21 

hot leg switchover in which case you begin to pump water 22 

-- 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Boil-off is not the 24 

issue then. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No.  But I'm saying we've 1 

already recovered the core, we already have water going 2 

out. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The cold leg, you 4 

assume that boil-off is the limit, and I think that 5 

your DNB correlations would predict there would be some 6 

overheating before you got to a quality of 1. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, I'm not looking 8 

at -- we're not talking about cold leg in terms of -- 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, I'm just talking 10 

about when does overheating start. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  When does overheating 12 

start? 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And I say that your 14 

DNB correlations would predict some overheating in the 15 

hotter channels before you reach a global quality of 16 

1. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So you're going to 18 

address this issue later on? 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Bear with me and I think 20 

we will, yes. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, okay. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You will?  Okay. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I'm just asking this for 24 

clarification.  So let's move on. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If I don't I'm sure that 1 

we can revisit it again. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  On slide 6 you only 4 

mention the fiber, you don't mention the particles or 5 

all those chemicals or the cal-sil or anything.  It's 6 

all determined by fiber? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's one of the things 8 

we'll talk about a little bit later, Dr. Wallis. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay.  Because in 10 

your reports I read that fiber was the driver. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I couldn't figure out 13 

that meant and I couldn't figure out what the evidence 14 

was and what the reasoning was.  So maybe you can 15 

explain that later. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I would hope to be able 17 

to do that in the open session and certainly in the 18 

closed session be able to do that. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Go ahead. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The approach taken in the 21 

WCAP-16793 is a combination of debris limits defined 22 

by the fuel assembly testing with evaluations that 23 

demonstrate adequate heat removal capacity for all 24 

scenarios.  Collection of debris at the inlet, 25 
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collection of debris at spacer grids and deposition 1 

of chemical and fiber precipitates on the fuel.  We're 2 

looking at the fuel in its totality. 3 

  I don't know that we presented this 4 

particular chart the last time we were in front of you 5 

4 years ago, but the two criteria that we're using is 6 

a clad temperature less than 800 degrees Fahrenheit 7 

so that we control oxidation.  Temperatures of 800 8 

degrees or less both for AREVA and Westinghouse fuel. 9 

 We get negligible additional oxidation.  And a 10 

thickness of debris buildup less than or equal to 50 11 

mils.  And 50 mils comes from the spacing between the 12 

OD of adjacent fuel rods regardless of the type of design 13 

of the fuel that we're looking at.   14 

  So, under the temperature of 800 degrees 15 

Fahrenheit you want to show that there's sufficient 16 

flow that enters the core to remove decay heat and make 17 

up for fluid as lost to boiling.  That is, the 18 

differential pressure or the pressure of the fluid 19 

available is greater than or equal to the pressure drop 20 

through the debris bed.  And we do this through fuel 21 

assembly testing and through the COBRATRAC calculations 22 

which were presented 4 years ago. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, this 800 degrees 24 

Fahrenheit, if you have a lot of water and a lot of 25 
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boiling the temperature is going to be much below that. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you will presumably 3 

approach that when you approach dry-out which gets back 4 

to the earlier question about what's the quality or 5 

the void fraction or whatever that leads to this 6 

temperature rather than a complete dry-out.  Do you 7 

have some sort of a correlation of that you use you're 8 

going to explain that later? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, in terms of -- I'm 10 

not sure I understand what your question is so bear 11 

with me. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I'm saying that you 13 

don't have to have steam-only in order to -- if you 14 

have steam-only the temperature may be 1,600 or 15 

something. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Or it could be less than 17 

that too. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is 800 with steam-only 19 

cooling or? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's steam-only cooling 21 

that will get you something.  Your temperature will 22 

increase but you're not instantly there at 1,600 degrees 23 

Fahrenheit.   24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You use steam-only 25 
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cooling? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not at all.  I'm just 2 

saying steam-only cooling -- 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I guess we'll get to 4 

that later.  You're going to tell us more about it? 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That was more or less the 6 

question I was asking in another guise.  That was -- 7 

I think we were convinced previously that at 50 percent 8 

quality that you could achieve, for that configuration, 9 

that system, less than 800.  So we accepted that as 10 

a criterion.  And there was also issues about 11 

deposition and other things. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And what became limiting 14 

at that point.  But you have something different here 15 

and we should revisit it. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Or visit it in the future. 18 

 So let's continue right now and we'll just table this 19 

question. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  Thank you.  So 21 

what we're looking for is we see see debris accumulation 22 

at the core inlet.  We have a driving head, or a driving 23 

pressure, the delta P available needs to be greater 24 

than the debris pressure drop across the debris bed. 25 
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 And the pressure drop -- or pressure driving head 1 

available is plant-specific value.  It's based on what 2 

you can build up, and this is particularly true for 3 

a hot leg break, is to the height that you can build 4 

water up into the steam generator U-tubes before you 5 

begin to overflow. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I guess the WCAP also 7 

predicts that even with a cold leg break you get water 8 

in the steam generator.  9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  With the cold leg break 10 

you will not necessarily get water into the steam 11 

generator because with a cold leg break you will float 12 

-- 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I'm not sure what we 14 

would necessarily get.  I've seen predictions that said 15 

it does go there, that's all.  I've seen the code 16 

prediction saying it does go there. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I can't -- I don't know 18 

that I've seen those. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The steam-only is 20 

again a question there for the pressure drop 21 

calculation. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Are you talking about 23 

some specific break sizes? 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, I'm just saying 25 
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that calculating the pressure drop through the piping 1 

using steam alone is not good enough because if you 2 

have a quality of 50 percent or something like that 3 

you're going to have water going around too. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  Yes. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So some of these 6 

remarks in the -- you maybe need to check the document 7 

that it isn't too optimistic about steam-only pressure 8 

drops and things like that. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  Let's make a note 10 

of that.  Perhaps you could, you know, we don't probably 11 

have the time to go through this in detail here, but 12 

get back to us on whether your calculations -- you've 13 

done simulations with COBRATRAC and with system codes 14 

and things like that, haven't you? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So you can just have 17 

somebody look at the results and get back to Graham 18 

on that. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And those are for cold 20 

leg break which would have -- 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, the concern is 22 

that if you don't have enough steam flow to carry the 23 

water around and out it builds up in there.  And then 24 

-- 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- the pressure drop 2 

may be quite high.  No? 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Possibly, or it falls 4 

back into the -- 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I think your 6 

discussion has to say something about the rest of the 7 

loop.  Not just draw a picture of a vessel, but say 8 

where what comes out of the vessel goes.   9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, so what happened in 10 

this other application which we keep referring to was 11 

they did a calculation where they varied the K factor 12 

at the inlet as you remember.  So, you know, they took 13 

into account the whole system and then at some K factor 14 

or at the inlet which was whatever the pressure loss 15 

was to the debris they got to this 50 percent quality. 16 

 And they made a convincing argument that at 50 percent 17 

quality your temperatures and deposition was low enough 18 

that you were not in a problem.  You must have been 19 

involved with this at some point.   20 

  So, that's why we are trying to understand 21 

the difference here because that was part of a 22 

calculation and the K was varied and then you got to 23 

some pressure drop, 4.2 psi or something, I don't 24 

remember now. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If we want to talk about 1 

the differences between that design this time we can 2 

do that, perhaps in closed session. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  Let's do it in 4 

closed session.   5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But the design isn't 6 

that different.   7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, he's saying that 8 

the other, of course, you always have a hole in the 9 

hot leg and you always get basically a flow from the 10 

DVI line or whatever the break is.  The break is 11 

submerged so you've always got a flow. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Exactly. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So it's a different 14 

scenario. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Exactly. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  And the pressure 17 

loss in the two-phase reading is up to the hot leg 18 

venting. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And so it's a different 21 

scenario. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It is a very different 23 

scenario. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So we need to sit down 25 
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and go through it.  I mean, let's accept this criteria 1 

for now. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And we'll just revisit 4 

it just to make sure that there is no back pressure 5 

or something which changes it.  I guess his concern 6 

is if you get water in the steam generator and things 7 

like that. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  If it has to go through 9 

a loop seal or something like that. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  Who knows.  We 11 

need to just take a look and make sure it's okay. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  I understand.  13 

Okay.  This particular concept for the COBRATRAC 14 

calculations are in sections 3 and 9 of Revision 2 of 15 

WCAP-16793.  And I believe you have the WCAP.   16 

  A local buildup of debris, the spacer grids 17 

does not impede core cooling.  And again, we do that 18 

through fuel assembly testing and an ANSYS thermal 19 

calculation.   20 

  Decay heat was demonstrated through the 21 

analyses with using ANSYS.  Decay heat will continue 22 

to be removed even with debris collection at fuel 23 

assembly spacer grids.  We've done that for fuel 24 

assembly testing with the debris limits.  Flow will 25 
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continue to go through the accumulated debris and 1 

through the ANSYS analysis, the finite element 2 

demonstrating up to 50 mils of buildup does not impede 3 

core cooling.  Section 4 of WCAP-16793, Rev 2 has those 4 

calculations summarized.  And again, I think that is 5 

information we presented before. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We didn't have any issue 7 

with that. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  Fuel assembly 9 

testing overview which I think is new and you're really 10 

interested in seeing. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  This is what 12 

we're looking for, right. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Debris accumulation at 14 

the core inlet is certainly the purpose of the test. 15 

 Fuel assembly testing was performed to assess 16 

behaviors and limits for both the Westinghouse and the 17 

AREVA fuel designs.  Both facilities used partial pipe 18 

assemblies.  There was a range of debris types that 19 

were used, both particulate, fibrous and post-accident 20 

chemical products.  We considered both hot leg and cold 21 

leg breaks.  And testing established the fibrous debris 22 

limits on a per-fuel assembly basis.  And we talked 23 

about the details of how that's -- 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, we asked -- one 25 
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of the questions we asked a lot about last time was 1 

how can you predict from a partial-height assembly what 2 

will happen in a full-length assembly. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And let me see what I can 4 

-- 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Do you want to handle 6 

that?  Because it seemed to be handled in a somewhat 7 

qualitative way before. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me see what I can do 9 

to try to respond.  And perhaps we can go into further 10 

discussion in closed session. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's just one of the 12 

questions.  And the same questions are going to come 13 

up inevitably. 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  John, you're keeping 15 

track roughly of what -- because we'll probably forget. 16 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  If I don't write it down 17 

I will do the same thing.   18 

  (Laughter) 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it's the title 20 

here, that is "Debris Accumulation at the Core Inlet" 21 

which is what you initially started to do, but the 22 

assessment of what happens in an actual core has to 23 

assess debris accumulation throughout the assembly. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay, thank you. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And you'll address that? 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I mean, based on your test 4 

results. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right.  And it probably 6 

will be best addressed in closed session this afternoon. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  Because in some 8 

tests things distribute, in some tests they don't. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  They do not. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.   11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And we can talk about the 12 

general trends. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  Okay.   14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Debris can build up at 15 

the core inlet and, as pointed out, throughout the core 16 

height.  In order to determine if sufficient flow will 17 

reach the core to remove decay heat through potential 18 

blockage it's conservatively demonstrated that driving 19 

pressure available to drive the flow into the core is 20 

greater than the pressure loss at the core inlet.  And, 21 

again, that's the equation that I think you called to 22 

question, Dr. Wallis. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Which one, this one? 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  This one, the pressure 25 
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drop through the debris.  Does that also include loop 1 

losses and so on.  So. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, you have to go 3 

around the whole loop to get the flow to happen.  So 4 

you've got -- the delta P available has to include all 5 

the components of pressure drop. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right.  Understood. 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Including a loop seal 8 

if it fills up and things like that. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  I think your 10 

concern is that with different reactor types and 11 

different things, and you know, whether this criteria 12 

needs to take into account the whole loop. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, it does, it 14 

must. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It must of course.  But 16 

at the moment this comes out as a criteria which is 17 

still non-specific, but is calculated in a relatively 18 

simplified way.  You're not running a computer code 19 

to do that. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Does it include all the 21 

necessary variables associated with flow through the 22 

loop is the question. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Understood. 25 
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  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Can I ask a question 1 

at this time? 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Please, Mike, go ahead. 3 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  So, you guys are on 4 

slide 17, is that correct? 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 6 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay.  So I guess, is 7 

it Tim that's talking? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, sir. 9 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay.  So, when you get 10 

to the next slide you talk about the configuration of 11 

-- and I want to understand the heat, the decay heat 12 

level you're expecting at this point.  Because it's 13 

not just the flow configuration but also the heat that 14 

has to be removed.  So, my question is where is the 15 

water level you expect to see and what is the -- 16 

essentially the peak heat flux you expect to have in 17 

the core that you're going to have to remove since your 18 

first criterion back a few slides is a temperature 19 

criterion.  So when you get to that slide or here can 20 

you at least address that, please? 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, I will.  Okay.  22 

Shall I go to slide 18?  Okay. 23 

  For the hot leg breaks ECCS must pass 24 

through the core to exit the break.  Driving force is 25 
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a manometric balance between the liquid in the downcomer 1 

and the core.  As debris bed builds in the core, the 2 

liquid level begins to build -- 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Can I talk about this 4 

figure here?  I think it's improved because now it says 5 

steam and liquid flow.  I think the very old figures 6 

just said steam flow.  If the temperature of the water 7 

is 140 you're putting in about 15 times the boil-off 8 

rate.  You won't get any boiling at all. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And you'll just get 11 

water going through the core. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Right?  So arguments 14 

about steam-removing debris and so on might not apply 15 

in that case. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  All right.  So there 18 

is a mode here where there's no steam coming out of 19 

the core. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's what I was trying 21 

to get across before the -- 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, there's another 23 

mode where the total ECCS flow doesn't go through the 24 

core. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's the cold leg 1 

break. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This one too because 3 

if it spills over in the steam generator then it goes 4 

somewhere else. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If it spills over. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  There is another mode. 7 

 You don't have to have all the ECCS flow going to the 8 

core.  So I guess what I'm saying is your description 9 

in the report, unless it describes all the possible 10 

modes of operation it isn't very convincing.  I mean 11 

it misses something, and if it misses something then 12 

the reader says "Why did they miss that?"  You know, 13 

maybe it's incomplete.  Therefore, you know, it takes 14 

away from the report. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, I don't think it 16 

was missed.  The concept we were testing is what would 17 

be the maximum pressure drop across the debris bed we 18 

would get -- 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I understand that in 20 

single-phase flow.  I understand. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Bear with me.  Let me 22 

finish, please.  Before you float over the top of the 23 

U-tubes.  So, all the flow would still be going out 24 

through the core and not overflow.  We did not go into 25 
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and explore what happens if you go over top -- 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, just a statement 2 

such as "All the flow must go through the core" is not 3 

true.  You can say we assume that as the conservative 4 

limiting thing or something to say that, right?   5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  If you say something 7 

which is not really valid it -- the reader notices it. 8 

 That's what I'm saying. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And also I think that 11 

you need to point out that as the water gets cold there 12 

may be no boiling in the core at all and this is going 13 

to affect some things.  14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It could well be 15 

conservative. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It could be, but just 17 

say it.   18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You probably need to.  19 

Mike, you had a question? 20 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I just wanted to -- it's 21 

kind of partly going with Graham which is are you trying 22 

to understand using this cartoon that you said there's 23 

a manometer issue which I understand.  Instead of -- 24 

I guess there was a discussion before about the quality 25 
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and the flow.  It seems to me that you're getting into 1 

a situation where what you want to track is the water 2 

level above the active -- the top of the fuel.   3 

  And so my question really is isn't that 4 

the real metric here is one metric being essentially 5 

the water level above the top of the fuel.  Because 6 

whatever flows to the core, and Graham's points about 7 

where it might actually go so you reduce the flow in, 8 

whatever flows in your starting point is going to be 9 

essentially a covered core with, I don't know, a few 10 

feet above the top of the active fuel and is not just 11 

the water level a calculational measure whether or not 12 

you're making it up? 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's the point, Mike. 14 

 Even if the water level -- I mean, it's hard to define 15 

what you mean by a water level.  But if there is a water 16 

level which falls within the core it still could provide 17 

adequate cooling. 18 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I understand that, but 19 

the first step is, I guess, is -- and I ask this as 20 

addressed to Tim, let's just use your cartoon.  So your 21 

criterion with the delta P's could actually be satisfied 22 

at that water level or two-phase boiled up level could 23 

be within the active core.  It would not be above the 24 

active core.  Am I understanding correctly? 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure you are, 1 

Mike.  And let me explain the phenomena as I understand 2 

it and see if this works for you.  Let's assume we start 3 

with no debris. 4 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Yes. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So, whatever water is 6 

being pumped into the cold leg, once you switch over 7 

to recirc from the containment sump has got to go through 8 

the core with no debris added and out the hot leg break. 9 

 As debris begins to build at the bottom or within the 10 

core there's an increase in flow resistance.   11 

  You will begin to then build up additional 12 

pressure by building a water head in the hot leg and 13 

up into the steam generator, and you'll still maintain 14 

that maximum ECCS flow.  You will continue to do that 15 

until the point where the water level builds up to the 16 

minimum height of the U-tubes in the steam generator. 17 

 At that point you'll begin to flow over and also at 18 

that point the amount of flow going into the core if 19 

you continue to collect debris will potentially reduce. 20 

 But you're still above what you need to match boil-off 21 

since you're not really boiling.  You still haven't 22 

started to boil.  Until you get to the point where the 23 

amount of water being provided to the core is not 24 

sufficient to remove decay heat. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So the limit really 1 

is boil-off when most of the ECCS spills through the 2 

steam generator and some of it makes it through the 3 

core.  That's the real absolute limit per 800 degrees 4 

F probably. 5 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  But I mean, I guess just 6 

where I'm -- this is kind of where I'm going, and then 7 

I'll stop and go on mute again.  The 800 degree F in 8 

my mind is a convenient number, but I still want to 9 

get across the two things which is as long as I maintain 10 

-- you call it the core level in your cartoon.  As long 11 

as I maintain the core level above the active fuel 12 

there's no chance I'll be anywhere near above boiling. 13 

 I'll just be a few degrees above boiling at the pressure 14 

in containment. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 16 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For the hot leg break, 18 

Mike.  For the hot leg break. 19 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay, I'm with you.  20 

Okay.  And so the 800 degrees is to my mind of no 21 

consequence.  It's really the core level.   22 

  And the second point is I wanted to ask 23 

this, is that we have no chance of going through critical 24 

heat flux because the decay heat is low enough that 25 
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the local heat flux throughout the core is way below 1 

any sort of critical heat flux.  So we're simply boiling 2 

to the point that we totally dry out and we just have 3 

essentially bare rods heating up because of steam 4 

cooling, is that correct? 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If there was insufficient 6 

flow to match boil-off the answer to your question is 7 

yes. 8 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  So, it's not a critical 9 

heat flux issue, it's simply a matter of junk on the 10 

rods or junk in the grid or junk on the lower core plate 11 

that slows down the flow that essentially I have exposed 12 

rods.   13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is that true?  I mean, 15 

he's made an assertion that critical heat flux cannot 16 

occur.  That has to be -- 17 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Well, I did a 18 

calculation. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You did. 20 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I did a calculation and 21 

the decay heat I'm getting is somewhere between 1 and 22 

2 kilowatts per square meter.  So it's nowhere close. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, the temperature of 24 

the fuel, Mike, can go over 800 degrees if you -- 25 
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obviously if you have inadequate flow, you know. 1 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  But I'm just simply 2 

trying to make sure I've got the overall picture which 3 

is I've got this relatively quiescent boiling pool and 4 

only when the water level moves into the active fuel 5 

region and I get bare rods with steam cooling, then 6 

I start worrying and the 800 degrees becomes an issue. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, yes, yes.  If the 8 

level, the so-called level -- level to me is not such 9 

a clear concept -- is above. 10 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  All right.  Thank you. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, no problem.  Okay. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And if I may, the 800 13 

degree Fahrenheit temperature limit was intended for 14 

a cold leg break, not the hot leg break.  We needed 15 

to cover both hot leg and cold leg breaks.  We spent 16 

a lot of time on 800 degrees relative to hot leg break 17 

which I think is not really strictly applicable as Mike 18 

had said unless you get into a very, very dire situation. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, if you have 20 

inadequate flow -- 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's right. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- it matters. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  When you approach this 25 
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dry-out and you get to, say, 99 percent void fraction 1 

or something at the outlet, what's the flow regime?  2 

I don't know what a level means if you've just got a 3 

few droplets and little fill in there.  What is the 4 

level when you have very high void fraction? 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me respond in a little 6 

different way than perhaps you would like me to.  The 7 

limits that we're looking at are intended to keep us 8 

from getting in -- the limits on debris are intended 9 

to keep us from getting into that situation.  If we 10 

stay away from that situation -- 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You need to show that 12 

it's bounding in some way, that this isn't a problem 13 

that you could get overheating when you have very little 14 

water there rather than no water.  So let's move on 15 

I guess. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  Thank you.  For 17 

cold leg break the downcomer is full at least to the 18 

bottom of the cold leg.  The core level is established 19 

by the manometric balance between the downcomer liquid 20 

level -- 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This is where you have 22 

the figure of saturated steam to loops. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct.  24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Which would not be the 25 
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case if you had the criterion which said 800 degrees 1 

F happens at, say, a void fraction of 95 percent. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If that were the void 3 

fraction it may not.  And I apologize, apparently the 4 

-- 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I missed that.  Come 6 

again?  What was your question, Graham? 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, this is 8 

saturated steam to loops also by the time you get down 9 

to just boil-off conditions, right? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But before you reach 12 

that condition you've got more flow going through there. 13 

 So for awhile you've got a lot of liquid going through 14 

the loop, right?  If you don't have any debris you get 15 

two-phase flow around the loop, right? 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Your theory seems to 18 

be that as you boil off, as you build up debris you 19 

might reach a limit where you only get steam going to 20 

the loop.  So what happens to all that water that was 21 

in the loop before?  Is it still there? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let's try to look at the 23 

progression of phenomena. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  First off, during 1 

blowdown after the break we're basically voiding 2 

everything.  And you're right, when you recover the 3 

core you'll get a two-phase mixture with a lot of water 4 

being carried through the core -- 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Which goes around the 6 

loop. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- around the loop.  No 8 

disagreement on that account.  For a cold leg break. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So what happens to 10 

that water?  Does it get all flushed out by the steam 11 

flow to the loop, or does some of it stay in the loop? 12 

 And if some of it stays in the loop it'll contribute 13 

to the pressure drop in the loop. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And I can't -- I'm not 15 

in a position to answer that specific -- 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, I think you need 17 

to answer that. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Understood. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Somebody needs to 20 

answer it. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Understood. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  He's going to come up and 23 

look at those numbers, right?  You're going to look 24 

at your results -- 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- and get back to us. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We'll look at the loop 3 

calculations and respond to that. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  There can't be a 5 

quality steady state.  I mean you've got water in that 6 

loop and if it's built up there and if it's filled a 7 

loop seal or something and if the steam is inadequate 8 

to blow it out it's still there.  Now it may be it's 9 

fine, maybe it's fine, it just needs to be shown. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand.  I've got 11 

-- that is a question I need to respond to. 12 

  Pressure drop from debris.  The pressure 13 

drop lost to the debris bed is a combination of fiber 14 

type and debris type in the debris amounts.  And 15 

multiple combinations of debris can reach the reactor 16 

coolant system.  The amount and combinations at any 17 

given time are related to the plant design and the timing 18 

of the arrival of the debris. 19 

  For the testing that we've performed, both 20 

AREVA and Westinghouse, the 30-day total debris limit 21 

is tested in order to produce a bounding limit. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you say here timing 23 

of arrival of the various debris.  I agree with that. 24 

 All your testing was in this assumption that putting 25 
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the particles in first was going to be conservative? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But this isn't what 3 

really happens.   4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It may not be what 5 

happens. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it's based on that 7 

assumption or NRC staff statement?  That putting in 8 

the particles first was acceptable. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If I may, the protocol 10 

that was used for debris addition was consistent with 11 

what was approved -- 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I understand that.  13 

I understand that perfectly well. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- for the sump screen 15 

testing. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Other plants, like the 17 

one we were talking about without mentioning it, did 18 

some tests and said that it's much better to do it 19 

realistically, to say it all arrives together or 20 

something.  I remember that.  So there are other things 21 

that can happen other than what was assumed here in 22 

the protocol.  The protocol is not really trying to 23 

duplicate the arrival of the various debris. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, it's not. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It's based on some 1 

sort of assumption based on other tests with other 2 

situations, screens, in which a few tests showed that 3 

it seemed to be conservative to put the particles in 4 

first. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, I think with other 6 

plants there was the possibility of bypassing any 7 

screens at all. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  All sorts of things 9 

could happen.  But then the stuff could come in and 10 

all mix up together. 11 

  MEMBER SHACK:  I think it comes from the 12 

PNNL tests where they did all the different 13 

combinations. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They only did a few 15 

tests. 16 

  MEMBER SHACK:  It was only a few tests. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, we'll get to 18 

that later I guess when we look at your testing. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay to continue? 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you say here it 23 

could arrive but you didn't do that, you used the 24 

protocol as specified. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We are planning to get 2 

through all these calculations and everything before 3 

lunch, right?  Is that the idea? 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's my -- that would 5 

be my desire. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  Mine too.  So 7 

then we can get to closed session.  All right.  8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For the fuel assembly 9 

testing, this graphic shows the layout, the general 10 

layout of the loop for both AREVA and Westinghouse for 11 

all practical purposes.  It's a closed-loop system that 12 

provided for continually circulating fluid and debris 13 

through a single fuel assembly channel.  Distance from 14 

the end of the fuel assembly to the chamber wall is 15 

about half the distance between adjacent fuel 16 

assemblies.  So we've modeled the gap one-half away. 17 

  18 

  Flow into the bottom is constantly 19 

initially -- is constant initially at a uniform 20 

velocity.  The little device at the bottom of the fuel 21 

assembly with the diamond shape, depending upon the 22 

designs, AREVA and Westinghouse had slightly different 23 

designs for causing mixing to occur so we maintained 24 

particulate debris in solution. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Can I ask about this 1 

now? 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Sure. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It's a fairly big 4 

mixing tank, isn't it, and it's stirred up.  And when 5 

you add fibers you put them in there and they're mixed 6 

up.  Did you do anything to monitor what's left in the 7 

mixing tank at the end of the test?  Does all the debris 8 

get deposited in this core model, or does fuel assembly 9 

-- does a lot of stay in the mixing tank at the end 10 

of the test? 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  With regards to the 12 

amount of debris, the fibrous debris tended to collect 13 

within the -- 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Did it all collect in 15 

the core? 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I can't answer that 17 

specifically.  We did not do -- 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  See, this is a 19 

question that bothered me several times like that.  20 

You didn't seem to have a curiosity about what was left 21 

in the mixing tank at the end and so you didn't really 22 

know how much was deposited in the core, or the various 23 

constituents. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The particulates did have 25 
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a fair -- did have some -- 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So in some tests you 2 

had a huge amount of particulates, there were 30 pounds 3 

of particulates or something like that, which is far, 4 

far more than 1-to-1 ratio with the fiber.  Did they 5 

keep going around the loop after the bed formed? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The answer is yes. 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They did.  So they 8 

would be in the mixing tank at the end. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So they went right 11 

through the bed.   12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Through -- 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- went right through 14 

the bed after it had formed? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I would say through or 16 

around the bed.  Again -- 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Around the bed. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- we did have -- modeled 19 

the gap between fuel assemblies halfway, half the gap. 20 

 It's a 40 mil gap typically approximately. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I think that they'd 22 

pretty well have to go around, wouldn't they? 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Pardon? 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I would think they'd 25 
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have to go around -- 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Absolutely. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- rather than through 3 

that matted bed that we saw pictures of. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I agree, it would have 5 

to go around. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But, so if you had 7 

measured what's left in the mixing tank it should be 8 

in an argument about bypass, wouldn't it?  It might 9 

have been useful. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure.  Bypass as 11 

we refer to it has to do with bypass through the screen. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The screens, yes. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not the bypass -- 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you also said in 15 

some of these reports that there's another path that 16 

the fluid can take to bypass the debris bed that's formed 17 

in the core. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's an alternate flow 19 

path through the reactor vessel proper. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It would have to be 21 

there if the mixing tank ends up holding most of the 22 

particles at the end of the test.  It means they haven't 23 

been filtered out. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me ask a question.  25 
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Art Byers?  Art, did we do anything to evaluate what 1 

was left in the mixing tank after the test? 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Art, identify yourself, 3 

please. 4 

  MR. BYERS:  Art Byers of Westinghouse.  5 

There were many tests in which there is a 6 

particle-to-fiber ratio which was near 1 and in those 7 

everything was essentially straightened out in the core 8 

and the solution was clear.  And we looked in the tank 9 

and there was very little material, maybe a few grams 10 

hidden behind one of the standpipes, but essentially 11 

zero material left in the tank.   12 

  As Graham mentioned, with the tests where 13 

there was a vast amount of particulate, you know, pounds 14 

and pounds, the liquid was very dark and certainly there 15 

was a lot of particulate in the tank afterwards.  Fiber, 16 

we did not measure it on those particular tests, what 17 

was left in the tank. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So these particles 19 

then went right through the debris bed? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Around or through? 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Around it. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, we modeled gaps, 23 

each grid location adjacent to the walls of the test 24 

chamber on the order of about minimum of 40 mils at 25 
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the bottom nozzle.  And you have larger gaps as you 1 

go up the side of the fuel assembly.  The bottom nozzles 2 

and loops. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Gaps were made 4 

proportional in area to what you expected -- 5 

  MR. BYERS:  One-half.  One-half, yes. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I find it difficult 7 

to imagine.  You've got this fiber bed that collects 8 

a lot of particle and then after awhile it stops 9 

collecting particles.  Then they flow right through. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Or around. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Or around.  They must 12 

go around.  You'd think they have to go around, right? 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I saw some tests when I 14 

visited once where there was a bypass around the system. 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I think there always 16 

is, isn't there?  In these tests. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It was a gap between -- 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  No, no, I mean actually 20 

a bypass around the loop.  There was sort of a -- the 21 

setup that you're showing isn't the sort of setup that 22 

I saw.  I saw a setup where part of the flow actually 23 

went back, right?  Am I wrong or something?  There was 24 

another flow configuration? 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me address that 1 

question to Art who was there when you were at the visit. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So Art, do you want to 4 

respond to that? 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Was there another flow 6 

configuration where there was a direct bypass around 7 

the loop itself or the flow control, or am I mistaken? 8 

  MR. BYERS:  Dr. Banerjee, I'm not sure 9 

exactly what you're referring to.  There's maybe two 10 

types of bypass that would have occurred.  One was just 11 

a flow loop where the main pump pumped at a larger rate 12 

than what actually went through the fuel assembly. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 14 

  MR. BYERS:  So there was circulation 15 

between the main pump and the tank which just served 16 

to keep everything well mixed.   17 

  Regarding bypass actually in the vessel, 18 

of course on these tests where there was low pressure 19 

drop you could see where the bed was not perfect and 20 

there were places along the edge of the assembly where 21 

-- where there were defects in the bed.  And of course 22 

that area was very turbulent and fiber did not collect 23 

in that area again. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I was referring to the 25 
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first type.  So if you took this diagram here, there 1 

was a type or a line that went around the loop and back 2 

to the mixing tank, and then a part of the flow went 3 

through this. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That was for the other 5 

design, the other reactor design. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, that's right.  So 7 

I don't know if this was used for this. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It was not. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So here all the 10 

flow went through, am I right? 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art? 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Or was there a line around 13 

this whole system? 14 

  MR. BYERS:  I guess you and Tim are both 15 

right.  We started out without that bypass line in some 16 

of the early tests and the pump seemed to get hot.  17 

And just to make it easier on the pump and to better 18 

mix the tank we put in that bypass line for the later 19 

tests. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  So, that -- you 21 

used that then for all the tests I take it, right?  22 

I mean including the other reactor design as this?  23 

It was a similar tank.   24 

  Now I remember also something weird, that 25 
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if you shut this down and then you restarted it you 1 

got a much higher pressure loss in some tests with this 2 

bypass.  I don't -- it was probably not related to these 3 

tests but the tests I was looking at at that time, there 4 

was some anomalous data depending on how you operated 5 

that system, or at least some.  Is that correct? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I don't recall. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Tim, if there's a 9 

bypass that lets all these particles, when you have 10 

a lot of excess particles sort of avoid going through 11 

the bed then presumably that would apply to cal-sil 12 

and chemicals and other things that you put in the mixing 13 

tank at the end. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me get one point of 15 

clarification.  The bypass was opened up -- was that, 16 

I believe that was used for like the cold leg break 17 

test when we had very low flow.  Was it also used for 18 

the hot leg flow test where we were at 44.7 gpm? 19 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, in some of the tests 20 

toward the end of the program that bypass was also used. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For both the cold leg and 22 

the hot leg tests. 23 

  MR. BYERS:  That's correct. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Do you see what I'm 25 
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getting at here?  I mean, if this huge number of extra 1 

particles keep circulating around and don't get trapped 2 

it seems to me strange.  And if they go through a bypass 3 

then when you add chemicals they'll do the same thing. 4 

 They won't go into the bed, they'll just go up the 5 

bypass.  So they won't have the effect that chemicals 6 

would have if they were forced to go through the bed. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And I believe, and Art, 8 

correct me if I'm wrong on this, it didn't take much 9 

in the way of chemical addition to see ahead.  So, you 10 

know, quite frankly the other thing that you look at, 11 

and I think if you take a look at a standard evaluation 12 

of how much -- how long it takes to filter out even 13 

with a bypass, our criteria for calling a test at an 14 

end was we reach an equilibrium pressure.  Is that 15 

correct, Art?  We reached a pressure with minimal 16 

change. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, I'm puzzled 18 

because a vacuum cleaner as it begins to clog up collects 19 

more and more debris.  It's more -- it's a better debris 20 

collector.  Your thing as it begins to clog up becomes 21 

a worse debris collector because you've got fiber 22 

particles going around, going through or somehow 23 

escaping being caught. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I guess we should see a 25 
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diagram of the actual slope configuration.  So let's 1 

table that. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, this was the 3 

diagram, what we started with. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  So let's see what 5 

you ended with. 6 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Let me just ask a 7 

question.  I understand that you designed the outer 8 

housing of this assembly so that you have adequate 9 

clearance between the edge of the assembly and the inner 10 

wall of the housing, and that gap is half the normal 11 

gap that you would expect between two neighboring 12 

assemblies.  Is that correct? 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 14 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  And that gap is what 15 

provided the bypass for the particles to get around 16 

the particle bed, the bed that has accumulated at the 17 

bottom of the assembly, is that correct? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 19 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Okay.  Do you 20 

expect that to happen in the full core? 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 22 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  So that the entrance 23 

to these gaps between assemblies would be actually 24 

clear? 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not 100 percent clear.  1 

I think you'll see some fiber buildup, particularly 2 

at the edges of the assemblies at the corners where 3 

I think you tend to see, even in the tests we tended 4 

to get some buildup around the edges.   5 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  So the entrance to 6 

this gap in this test assembly was clear and the bed 7 

formed only at the bottom of the assembly? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not only at the bottom. 9 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  And it was detached 10 

from the walls of this housing? 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There was open areas 12 

along the grid straps where it was open, yes.  It wasn't 13 

100 percent open, there was some fiber that did collect, 14 

but it was not 100 percent open. 15 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  And if you have a 16 

full core and the first spacer grid, would you expect 17 

that that path would be blocked at the first spacer 18 

grid level? 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not necessarily.  In 20 

some cases what we saw -- and again, I'll defer to Art 21 

on some of the details of the test.  I wasn't there 22 

for all the tests.  Art was there for all of them, or 23 

pretty much all of them. 24 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  No, I'm not talking 25 
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about this test.  I'm talking about a real geometry 1 

where you have two -- you have four neighboring bundles. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 3 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  And all the spacer 4 

grids are the same level. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 6 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  And you have that 7 

gap between the assemblies.  Would you expect that gap 8 

to be blocked once you get to the level of the first 9 

spacer grid? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I would not, no. 11 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  You would not. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I would not. 13 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Interesting.  14 

Okay. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Are there reasons, Said, 16 

that you feel that this may not be representative? 17 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  I would imagine that 18 

that gap would be blocked.  There wouldn't be much 19 

bypass beyond the first spacer grid level.   20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This shouldn't be a 21 

matter of speculation.  This should be something which 22 

is shown by experiment. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I may or may not agree, 24 

I'm just asking you to put it on the record what you 25 
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feel might -- 1 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  I mean, that gap is 2 

very small, so it's very easy to be blocked.  It's even 3 

smaller when you get to the level where you have the 4 

spacer grids. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Actually it's a little 6 

larger at the spacer grids.  The minimum gap occurs 7 

at the bottom of the -- with the bottom nozzles.  The 8 

fuel sits within that bottom nozzle outline.  So the 9 

spacer grids actually have a little larger gap between 10 

them at any given elevation.  Then you have at the 11 

bottom, the minimum gap is the 40 mil gap, 12 

approximately, between adjacent bottom nozzles.  So 13 

you actually have a larger gap at the grid straps going 14 

up the height. 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Does the debris -- do 16 

the particles keep circulating because there are holes 17 

in the bed? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There's two reasons it 19 

would continue.  One would be an imperfect bed as 20 

described by Art.  The other is that you've reached 21 

a saturation of what the bed can hold.  And then it 22 

flows around. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It flows around. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct.  So it's truly 25 
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what I would consider to be a bypass. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  There would have to 2 

be an unblocked bypass for that to happen. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Precisely. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you need -- it would 5 

seem you'd need to investigate the pictures you took 6 

of the -- after the test to see if there's evidence 7 

of that.  Either that or have some measurement which 8 

you didn't do at the time of the bypass separately. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You know, I think we 10 

should revisit this when we have the diagram of the 11 

system that was used towards the end because we don't 12 

know how much of it was before and how much was after. 13 

  14 

  Maybe -- let me ask a question which is 15 

was there some overlap of experiments done between this 16 

configuration and the other configuration that gave 17 

you similar results, or the same results?  Maybe Art 18 

could speak to that briefly. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art? 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So -- because they're not 21 

equivalent.  One has a bypass right around the system. 22 

  MR. BYERS:  Art Byers from Westinghouse. 23 

 And I don't recall the exact experiment when we made 24 

that change.  I'll have to look it up and get back to 25 
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you. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  But as far as you 2 

recall the experimental ranges explored between the 3 

two configurations were different or was there some 4 

overlap?  That's what I'm asking.  If there was overlap 5 

then did you get the same sort of results? 6 

  MR. BYERS:  I'm sorry. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right.  So let's 8 

table that question as well, John. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So the particles stop 10 

being caught by the fibers because the fibers were 11 

saturated with particle?   12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I don't understand 14 

that at all.  I mean, the more particles around the 15 

more blockage there is, right?  The more particles are 16 

caught between the fibers, the more difficult it must 17 

be for other particles to go through.  You can't open 18 

it up more.  It doesn't make sense. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You mean when you 20 

increase -- so we're talking about results that haven't 21 

been shown yet. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We're talking about 23 

results that in the mixing tank had a huge -- particles 24 

and they kept circulating around and didn't get caught 25 
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after a certain time. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How can that be? 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And it could be because 4 

they just went around the other bypass.  That's what 5 

I'm saying.   6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's right, that's 7 

one hypothesis. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because there was a big 9 

-- 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's right.  11 

Because the hypothesis that you saturate the fibers 12 

with particles, therefore more fiber particles can get 13 

through just seems physically incredible.  That's why 14 

we have to -- 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So I think a lot of this 16 

discussion probably should take place in closed session 17 

so we can actually look at the detailed results.  18 

Because otherwise we're just, you know. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We've got more time 20 

later. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, we've got time. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Thank you. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's go ahead. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  The key features 25 
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of the protocol were we had fibrous debris in three 1 

range sizes: less than 500 microns, between 500 and 2 

1,000 microns, and greater than 1,000 microns.  3 

Particulate debris was silicon carbide at 10 4 

micrometers at +/- 2, the standard material, and the 5 

chemical surrogate was aluminum oxyhydroxide as 6 

prepared per the chemical effects WCAP, WCAP-16530, 7 

which I'm sure you've seen before. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 9 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  No boric acid? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No.  There was one or two 11 

tests that were done with some boric acid and we can 12 

talk about those in closed session. 13 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  Because I asked a 14 

question before and you answered it and I forgot what 15 

the answer was, but in these temperatures -- 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Take it up in closed 17 

session. 18 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  All right. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  With the fibrous debris 20 

it was the usual protocol, Nukon and -- 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- embedded in exactly 23 

the same way. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Now, one of the questions 1 

that I had was that when you get bypass through the 2 

screens the material that comes through, is that 3 

different from the material that goes on the upside 4 

of the screen, upstream side? 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me ask a question of 6 

clarification.  What do you mean by different? 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Different in size range. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The answer to that would 9 

be yes, I think it is in different size range.  What 10 

gets through the screen, unless you have, quote, "smart 11 

fibers" you tend to get smaller pieces through than 12 

you had downstream of the screen than you have upstream 13 

of the -- 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And that's a measurement 15 

somebody has made and looked at? 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The data that we have we 17 

got from plants that tried to do bypass testing.  That 18 

was prior to having a mutually agreed upon protocol 19 

with NRC, but nonetheless we got sample sizes from about 20 

five different or nine different licensees and that 21 

formed the basis for these three size range. 22 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Now, did that include tests 23 

where you had fiber everywhere over the strainer, and 24 

then tests where you had large open patches on the 25 
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strainer I guess is partly where Sanjoy is going. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The fiber that was -- 2 

tended to be over time, some of the tests were done 3 

over time so you saw what fiber bypass over time in 4 

the flume. 5 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Yes, but it keeps going 6 

around and around, right? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct.  But the grab 8 

samples were taken early as well as later in the test. 9 

 So the comparison was do we see a difference in sizes 10 

over the course of that test, and the answer was no, 11 

not from the grab samples.  So, if your concern was 12 

is it being chewed up by the pump that's recirculating 13 

it the answer was we did not see from the data that 14 

we were given by the licensees that there was a chewing 15 

up. 16 

  MEMBER SHACK:  I wasn't so worried chewing 17 

up so much as I was that if there's fibers then that 18 

makes a rather effective filter.  If they're just 19 

holes.  I mean, your fiber distribution, you know, is 20 

pretty short. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's right. 22 

  MEMBER SHACK:  I'm not sure whether that's 23 

in the open literature or not, so I won't mention the 24 

numbers, but they're small.   25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, we need to explore 1 

this more and I'm just trying to be not too quantitative 2 

here. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 4 

  MEMBER SHACK:  There were no references 5 

to that, you know.  Everybody -- both in the SE and 6 

your document says, you know, we got this from reports 7 

but there are no specific references to that in either 8 

document.   9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So we'll come back to this 10 

and certainly it's of interest to us to understand how 11 

you arrived at these sizes. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You got three lengths 13 

of fiber, three lengths of fiber, that's what size 14 

range? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Three ranges, yes. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Three lengths. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You didn't change the 19 

diameter or anything? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Say again? 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You didn't change the 22 

diameter of the fibers at all? 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They're all the same 25 
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diameter? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And the particles are 3 

all the same size? 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Within a small range. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, if I do a filter 6 

test with balls all the same size they stack up and 7 

there are holes between the balls.   8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Sure. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  If I do a test with 10 

balls of different sizes or dirt I get rocks and the 11 

sand fills the gaps in the rocks and the fines fill 12 

the gap in the sand and the clay fills the gap, and 13 

then eventually I get a solid soil.  So soil -- a range 14 

of particles is different from mono-sized particles. 15 

 If you have particles all the same size, you know, 16 

it's like a sinter. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  If you were -- this is 18 

of course we're in this area of speculation, but if 19 

you were dealing with just a packed bed of particles 20 

what you say is correct.  But if the particles were 21 

going into the interstitial spaces -- 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You couldn't get into 23 

the interstices -- 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- between the fibers -- 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- the same size. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, yes, whereas if they 2 

were going in between sort of -- I mean this is all 3 

speculation. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Filters are made this 5 

way and oil bearings are made this way.  When you take 6 

sintered particles and you stick them together they're 7 

all the same size and liquid goes through. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So there's something 10 

different. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But that's a purely 12 

particulate -- 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Why did you have them 14 

all the same size? 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Here you've got a fibrous 16 

bed into which particles are intercalated. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But they're all the 18 

same size.  So you can't fill the gaps between the 19 

balls. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, you can't fill the 21 

gaps between the balls but -- 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You can't fill the 23 

gaps -- 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- the gaps between the 25 
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fibers. 1 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  The fibers won't have 2 

the same size gaps anywhere.  They would be different 3 

sizes. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's true. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you have to have 6 

something like a chemical surrogate to fill those last 7 

little holes. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And when you put this 9 

chemical surrogate, the pressure just goes -- 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Sometimes goes up and 11 

sometimes doesn't.   12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So why did you guys 14 

have particles all the same size?  That's not typical 15 

of what happens in a containment. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The reason we chose 17 

particles of the same size, we chose the minimum size 18 

particles that would give us what we thought to be a 19 

tight packing and give us a maximum pressure drop. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you have to ask 21 

the question of what does this do to the filtering 22 

capability of the bed.  If they're all the same size, 23 

if they're all the spheres which I suppose they're not, 24 

but if they were, you'd never get a complete blockage. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, let's ask the 1 

question in a slightly different way.  This was guided 2 

probably by the head loss testing that had been done 3 

on the sump screens. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  With regard to the head 6 

loss testing was there an effect of particle size 7 

distribution on the head loss or not? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  On the screens? 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That I can't answer.  I 11 

was not involved in screen testing. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, maybe the staff 13 

will address that then at some point. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What I don't 15 

understand is why -- 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Sorry.  You will 17 

probably address these issues in your SER so we are 18 

prematurely asking the question, but is there evidence 19 

-- just to resolve this as quickly as possible -- that 20 

having a poly-dispersed particle size distribution led 21 

to higher pressure drops than a mono-dispersed one on 22 

the screens?  To the extent that can be answered now 23 

we can try to deal with it. 24 

  MR. SMITH:  This is Steve Smith of the 25 
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staff.  What we saw with -- I don't believe any studies 1 

were done that I'm aware of of the effect of directly 2 

using larger and smaller particle size distributions. 3 

 But what we saw is that if you have smaller particles 4 

in the bed from a problematic material such as cal-sil, 5 

Microtherm, those tend to be very small, you would get 6 

higher head losses.  And that would be -- those head 7 

losses would occur whether you had larger, say, 8 

particulates, say 10 micron particulate which is what 9 

we use for paint for our coatings.  Those high head 10 

losses would occur whether those 10 micron particles 11 

were there or not. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And what were the smaller 13 

sizes that you used with the cal-sil? 14 

  MR. SMITH:  I think the cal-sil particles 15 

go down to around 2 microns. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I don't understand 18 

this surrogate business where you do a test which seems 19 

to be so different from reality.  Why don't you just 20 

vacuum up something in a containment and test it? 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You mean the surrogates? 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They seem to -- 23 

everything's a surrogate.  The fiber stuff is sort of 24 

a surrogate because that's not what's in containment. 25 
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 Particulate debris is silicon carbide, all the same 1 

size, that's not in containment.  Chemical surrogates, 2 

well maybe they're somewhat representative of what's 3 

in the sump. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, we went through a 5 

whole exercise. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes, but you see this 7 

makes it difficult to interpret what it means in terms 8 

of reality. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, we decided that the 10 

chemical surrogates that were used under the time when 11 

you were chairman of this subcommittee, not me.  Yes, 12 

you approved these surrogates. 13 

  (Laughter) 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- missed the 15 

surrogates? 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, you missed the 17 

surrogates.  So the reason it was best is it gave you 18 

pressure losses which were higher than the actual 19 

chemicals. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The sign of wisdom is 21 

you can change your mind. 22 

  (Laughter) 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Bill was also -- can you 24 

speak on these or not. 25 
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  MEMBER SHACK:  Well, I mean the 1 

surrogates, you know, we found that their surrogate, 2 

the chemical surrogate was more effective than any 3 

natural precipitate we came up with.  And I suppose 4 

that's one argument here is that if your particulate 5 

surrogate isn't the worse, you know, cal-sil is the 6 

one that's been used that was the worst, but in their 7 

tests when they finally ended up adding the chemical 8 

surrogate that sort of is a surrogate for smaller 9 

particles that does the final plugging so that it still 10 

seems to me that somehow the total head loss can be 11 

considered as a conservative kind of a thing. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, I think when we come 13 

to looking at the detailed results we'll see that the 14 

pressure losses will increase dramatically when you 15 

add the chemicals, right?  So. 16 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  What is the 17 

propensity of silicon carbide compared to -- 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's a specific gravity 19 

of approximately 2. 20 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Two. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 22 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Okay. 23 

  MEMBER SHACK:  And you simulated the paint 24 

chip particles rather than the cal-sil particles just 25 
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because you thought there were more of them? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, actually we didn't. 2 

 We used the silicon carbide to represent all of the 3 

particulates, and not just -- 4 

  MEMBER SHACK:  But the 10 micron is sort 5 

of -- it's the generic paint chip particle, right? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.  It's based on 7 

inorganic zinc, yes. 8 

  MEMBER SHACK:  But why that rather than, 9 

say, cal-sil which is maybe the worst particulate 10 

floating around? 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, we were looking 12 

at what we could get reasonably that was small that 13 

would tend to block up and form into a fiber bed, and 14 

this was something that we settled on as a reasonable 15 

approximation of a particulate, small particulate that 16 

would, when put in conjunction with a fiber bed would 17 

give us a high head loss. 18 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Are they spherical 19 

particles? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Approximately spherical. 21 

 Approximately.  22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So what's the shape 23 

of the typical paint chip? 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Paint chips, I mean 25 
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again, they can be a variety of different sizes but 1 

the -- 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  If I wanted to be sure 3 

that something got through a bed of particles of a 4 

certain size I would make them spheres because I know 5 

that it's probably the most porous of all shape 6 

distributions.  Mono-sized spheres.  Anyway, let's 7 

move on. 8 

  MR. KLEIN:  Dr. Wallis, this is Paul Klein 9 

from NRR.  I'd like to offer one clarification.  The 10 

particle sizes were not all identically 10 microns.  11 

They were a nominal size with a distribution about that 12 

size. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It says +/- 2, that's 14 

pretty close. 15 

  MR. KLEIN:  I think that's the 16 

specification for the particle, but if you look in, 17 

for example, the proprietary AREVA report they have 18 

a sample with a distribution of sizes and a standard 19 

deviation so that would be more -- 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So the slide is not 21 

really -- 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's just a nominal 23 

size he's saying. 24 

  MR. KLEIN:  That's correct. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's when you specified 1 

it from that UK company or whatever. 2 

  MR. KLEIN:  That's when industry specified 3 

the particulate size, correct. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Is there some abrasion 5 

-- what's the name of the company you buy this stuff 6 

from? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I don't recall the name 8 

of the company right offhand.  Art, did you have 9 

something you wanted to offer? 10 

  MR. BYERS:  The name of the company was 11 

UK Abrasives.  And also we did test cal-sil and we 12 

tested Microtherm in the fuel assembly testing.  So 13 

we didn't rely on the silicon carbide for everything. 14 

 And for the cal-sil and the Microtherm it did not seem 15 

to offer any additional bed resistance beyond the 16 

silicon carbide. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  In the non-proprietary 19 

listing of the tests that were done you'll see 20 

Microtherm. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think you should add 22 

that to your -- that testing was done with cal-sil and 23 

Microtherm because I recall that, reading it in the 24 

report.  Okay.  Otherwise we'll be stuck here forever. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We're on 22.  We're 1 

moving right along. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right.  But we have 3 

to take a break at some point. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I know. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Please tell me when. 7 

  (Laughter) 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's finish the -- 9 

before you get to the test results.  Then that would 10 

be a good time to take a break. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  Well, let me 12 

stress that there were two facilities.  AREVA used a 13 

facility at Continuum Dynamics in New Jersey and 14 

Westinghouse used the Research and Technology Unit in 15 

Churchill.  And a common protocol was followed by both 16 

facilities.  It was developed with the thought that 17 

more debris, at least initially more debris equals a 18 

higher head loss. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How can more debris 20 

not equal higher head loss? 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Say again? 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How can more debris 23 

not equal higher head loss?  I mean, I have a bed which 24 

has got a head loss, right?  And then I have more debris. 25 
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 It's going to go down? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The concept was when you 2 

add initially large amounts of debris you'll get a 3 

higher head loss.  That was the initial -- 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So the order matters, 5 

right?  So the protocol matters.  If I have a bed there 6 

and then I add something it's going to go down? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I didn't say that. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, but I'm saying 9 

that the order in which you add makes a difference then. 10 

 Because if I have a debris bed and then I add something 11 

on top of it the pressure drop is going to go down? 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Bear with me.  Let me try 13 

to respond to that.  The concept that we were using 14 

in this is we had all the particulates in solution to 15 

begin with.  Then you begin to build the fiber bed.  16 

You collect the particulates and you'll get a very dense 17 

bed. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That was the concept.  20 

That was the thought process.  And then to seal it off 21 

when you add the chemical effects that tend to be a 22 

little gelatinous or a little gooey that collect and 23 

add a little bit more to it.  Now, that was the concept 24 

that we used. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you can't explain 1 

to me why if I have a bed with a certain mixture and 2 

then if I add any kind of debris, particles or fiber, 3 

to change the net particle fuel -- particle-to-fiber 4 

ratio, if I add stuff on top the pressure drop is going 5 

to go down.  Can you explain that to me in some way? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I didn't say that it goes 7 

down. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, that's what 9 

you're saying.  More debris means less head loss. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, excuse me.  Let me 11 

just say one thing.  These things are pretty strange 12 

because you can blow holes in these fiber beds. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That would explain it. 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You know, so if that 15 

happens what you typically see in some of these curves 16 

is that you get a pressure drop which then drops with 17 

time as -- cools.  It's such a complicated phenomena 18 

that all sorts of strange things happen. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You would have to 20 

explain how you're going to predict when it gets a hole 21 

and when it doesn't. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  That seems a rather 23 

important and interesting thing.  But what they're 24 

doing is they're always taking the maximum. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So, I think where we 1 

are is that if you add debris in some particular way 2 

you might be able to contrive an experiment where 3 

putting more in produces a lower head loss.  But if 4 

you put it on top of something that's already there 5 

there's no way I can see, unless you blow a hole in 6 

it or create more bypass or some other thing, that you're 7 

going to reduce the head loss.  So it must depend on 8 

the order in which you put the stuff in which you didn't 9 

vary. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct.  We did 11 

not vary. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay.  So we've 13 

established that. 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So that's a point. 15 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  But just to follow up 16 

on that.  Doesn't it max at P -- the ratio P-to-F 1-to-1 17 

and then as you go higher, gradually go higher it 18 

actually moves away from the maximum? 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 20 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  So I mean, it wouldn't 21 

be -- 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's the finding. 23 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  -- holes are being 24 

blown in it as it gets higher and higher?  That's what 25 
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I don't understand.   1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, let's explore that 2 

later.  Because that's one of the findings that we need 3 

to discuss.  It's there in your report of course.  So, 4 

one of the things is, if I recall in these facilities 5 

that you had a different entrance geometry to keep the 6 

stuff stirred up, right?  In the facility I saw you 7 

had something like this. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The cube. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, cube in the inlet. 10 

 In AREVA you had a different one.  So, you know, are 11 

all ways of mixing and putting stuff into the fuel 12 

assembly the same?  Did you find -- are you going to 13 

talk about that? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Under closed session if 15 

we would. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  When -- okay.  17 

Let's go on. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I apologize, apparently 19 

some of my figures didn't show. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But we found it our 21 

slides. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  You have it in the slides. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We have it in our slides. 24 

 We have it now. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And I'll show the -- this 1 

figure shows the Westinghouse test rig.  And the top 2 

nozzle.  The Inconel grid, the intermediate grid, the 3 

flow mixing veins, another intermediate grid, Inconel 4 

bottom grid, standard protective grid and the debris 5 

filtering bottom nozzle. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So how well does it 7 

fit?  Is this bypass there that we were talking about 8 

earlier around the whole thing? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The bypass is between the 10 

bottom nozzle and the Plexiglass sides. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It looks as if there's 12 

a gap there. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There is a small gap.  14 

It's approximately half the gap that would occur in 15 

the plant. 16 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Is the geometry in that 17 

region identical to in a real plant as far as the gap 18 

and how the assembly fits on the support plate?  So 19 

that this is really prototypical so that it's 20 

representative of a real fuel assembly in a real plant? 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The answer to that is yes, 22 

we did model four holes through the bottom, a core 23 

support plate simulation.  And the gap between the side 24 

walls and the bottom nozzle was modeled to be one-half 25 
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the gap in the plant, and maintain the interstitial 1 

gap region all the way up to the top of the fuel assembly. 2 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Do all the different 3 

plants have the same geometry? 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  They have similar 5 

geometries and typically the bottom nozzle gap for the 6 

Westinghouse designed fuel is the same from nozzle to 7 

nozzle.  I believe, and I would defer to our AREVA 8 

representative, but I believe that they have a 9 

consistent gap side to side also.  And that's also true 10 

for Combustion Engineering. 11 

  The closeup which obviously is -- 12 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It's more detailed. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's frustrating.  I 14 

went through this yesterday and they showed.  Today 15 

they don't.  I don't understand.  16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Is it just our projector 17 

or? 18 

  MEMBER SHACK:  It's the software. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I think it's the 20 

software. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, let's go back to 22 

this. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Closeup? 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  Or lack thereof, 25 
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but we have the picture here. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  You have the picture, I 2 

don't, but that's okay. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So did your questions 4 

regarding the gaps get answered? 5 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  He said it's the same as 6 

in a real power plant in the way it's pounded. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, it's half -- the 8 

bottom is the same, it's half the gap around the 9 

periphery on the sides. 10 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  And the rig is 11 

designed so that that gap is uniformly maintained around 12 

the entire periphery? 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 14 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  By centering the 15 

assembly? 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 17 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Within the housing. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And I defer to Art on this 19 

one, but I believe there are set screws that actually 20 

positioned the -- 21 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  The bottom nozzle. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- the bottom nozzle in 23 

place. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm getting a head nod 1 

yes, so I did well on that one. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think what we'll do is 3 

this is a natural time to take a break because after 4 

this we are getting into the test results and the testing 5 

overview.  So, let's do this, take a 15-minute break 6 

right now and be back at 10:25.  Okay? 7 

  (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off 8 

the record at 10:09 a.m. and went back on the record 9 

at 10:29 a.m.) 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So we will go back in 11 

session and back to you, Tim, and whoever wants to speak. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Thank you, Dr. Banerjee. 13 

 I'd ask Dr. Byers to join us up front because he was 14 

getting tired of bouncing up and down out of the seat. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We like to see him there. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Great.  So, overview of 17 

the fuel assembly testing.  Both facilities use a 18 

representative fuel assembly design consistent with 19 

current operating plants.  The flow rates, 20 

temperatures and testing methods are selected to bound 21 

conditions expected following a LOCA.  And that is 22 

we're using a hot leg flow rate for the maximum ECCS 23 

flow for plant consideration. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The temperatures were 25 
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selected? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The bound minimum 2 

temperatures.  We're using ambient temperatures 3 

because we have high viscosity which would give us high 4 

pressure drops. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You didn't use 204 6 

degrees. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, we used minimum 8 

temperatures to bound the viscosity that we would get. 9 

  MEMBER SHACK:  If the room temperature is 10 

more bounding. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Because it's higher 12 

viscosity would be dragging debris along with it. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Temperature has other 14 

effects than viscosity.   15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, that's dealt with 16 

with the chemical surrogate that you approved.  Right. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This is 15 grams of 18 

wool and if I cook this to 204 degrees and squeeze it 19 

I get a felt hat.  A felt hat is a very good filter. 20 

 So I'm just saying there's other factors than -- 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's true. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- than viscosity. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The test methods involved 24 

adding various amounts of debris materials to the test 25 
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loop and measuring the pressure drop across the test 1 

assembly in order to find a fiber limit that would not 2 

compromise long-term core cooling.  Debris loads 3 

included representative fibers from bypass testing, 4 

not, it looks like, rather contiguous fibers that Dr. 5 

Wallis asked.  These were very small pieces.  And 6 

chemical precipitates and fine particulates that may 7 

form in containment water pool. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is there any evidence 9 

that a LOCA really chops up fibers to that short length? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I didn't say that it 11 

chopped it up.  What I said was it gets through the 12 

sump screen. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But that's the test 14 

you did.  I mean, I'm surprised that a LOCA would break 15 

up fiberglass to the short length that you used. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's what people got 17 

through the bypass screening that they tested. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They didn't use a 19 

LOCA. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  They did not use a LOCA. 21 

They used a nuclear grade food processor. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you did tests with 23 

directing jets at insulation on pipes. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, we did. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And there was evidence 1 

that the fiber size that resulted. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  What we saw from that and 3 

this is way off target here, but what we saw was that 4 

we did not get fine shredding of fiber debris.  What 5 

we saw was we would get some mass that would be right 6 

at the center of the jet would be potentially taking 7 

smaller pieces but not real fine fibers.  I couldn't 8 

say that because we couldn't capture.  It's an outdoor 9 

facility.  But the rest of the blanket stayed intact. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Were these two-phase jets 11 

or single-phase? 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  These were two-phase jets 13 

that started at approximately 2,200 psi at 540 degrees 14 

Fahrenheit through a double rupture disc to simulate 15 

instantaneous break.  We can talk about that another 16 

time, perhaps over lunch. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  We have a separate 18 

presentation at some point on ZOI, right? 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That will be coming.  21 

Correct, okay. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'd be more than glad to 23 

discuss that with you at another time.  All right. So, 24 

what tests were run? 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So, excuse me.  How 1 

long are these fibers?  Just give me some numbers. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, the fibers that 3 

we're using in over three ranges, less than 500 microns, 4 

between 500 and 1,000 microns and greater than 1,000 5 

microns. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So how long is greater 7 

than?  What does it go up to? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art? 9 

  MR. BYERS:  The longest fibers were 2 or 10 

3 millimeters typically. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Two or three 12 

millimeters. 13 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 14 

  MEMBER SHACK:  And you might as well give 15 

him the percentage distributions on those too. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you're saying that 17 

LOCA breaks up fiberglass? 18 

  MR. BYERS:  No, no -- 19 

  MEMBER SHACK:  If it gets through. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- gets through the 21 

filter. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The filter, that's 23 

correct. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay, okay.  That's 25 
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good.  Thank you.   1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The next several slides 3 

just go through the matrix of testing that was done 4 

for the Westinghouse and for the AREVA tests.  And as 5 

you can see by this we did use calcium silicate and 6 

Microtherm for a couple of tests. 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And those were tests 8 

where you had a huge amount of particles. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They weren't near what 11 

you say is the worst case. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Very high 13 

particulate-to-fiber ratio. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And the cal-sil test 15 

gave an anomalous results, didn't it?  It didn't have 16 

any effect, or it reduced the pressure or some -- so 17 

I would think you would show curiosity and do some more. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Can we discuss that in 19 

closed session, please? 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We discussed that 21 

before, yes.   22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Thank you. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, we can discuss 24 

it again, yes. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And we ran a couple of 1 

Microtherm tests with a particulate-to-fiber ratio -- 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You did Microtherm at 1 3 

-- 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Pardon? 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  A P:F ratio of 1. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.  And we ran another 7 

one at a particulate-to-fiber ratio of 1.  That's test 8 

CIB39 that had 150 grams of fiber and 150 grams of 9 

particulate. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Why did you put in so 11 

much AlOOH?  You put in more AlOOH than all the others 12 

put together in a lot of these tests. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm sorry, say that 14 

again? 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Why did you put in so 16 

much aluminum oxyhydroxide?  It seems to be a large 17 

amount compared with the Nukon and the silicon carbide 18 

in quite a few tests.  Why did you put in so much 19 

chemicals? 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It's what gets through 21 

the filters I guess, right? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's also based on what 23 

we were getting from plants.  Again, we're looking at 24 

bounding tests.  So we're looking at what is the worst 25 
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case condition. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, is it the worst? 2 

 I mean, you've just convinced me, or tried to convince 3 

me that less is more when you're dealing with other 4 

particles.  Why isn't less more when you're dealing 5 

with AlOOH? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Perhaps you mistook what 7 

I was trying to get to.  If you're adding more fiber 8 

after you've established the bed, certainly you'll get 9 

more pressure. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You see what I'm 11 

getting at?  When you get this unexpected result which 12 

you have to convince me about that if you have fewer 13 

particles you get more pressure drop.  So why not fewer 14 

AlOOH? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We've done a couple of 16 

tests with a low amount of AlOOH.  Take a look at CIB27 17 

and 28.   18 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Just to follow up on 19 

your question a little bit.  You didn't put it all in 20 

at once.  So you put it in over a range. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It was staged additions. 22 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  So the initial dose was 23 

much less than the final cumulative dose, and it seemed 24 

to go down as you -- the dP seemed to go down as you 25 
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were adding it.  And I was curious is that because 1 

something's -- I mean, I didn't understand exactly what 2 

was going on. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure I understand 4 

your question.  What was going down? 5 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  The delta P. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 7 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  The drop in pressure 8 

was actually decreasing as you were adding more 9 

chemicals, right?  I mean, on some of these plots you 10 

see this actually happening and I was trying to 11 

understand why that was happening.  I guess I'm just 12 

curious about it.  I mean, was there some reason, 13 

physical, the physics that was going on or the 14 

thermohydraulic?  Was there bypassing?  I just didn't 15 

understand it. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art, do you want to try 17 

to respond? 18 

  MR. BYERS:  Sure.  There are, again, 19 

several different experiences upon adding chemical.  20 

When you had a lot of particulate generally it had a 21 

very small effect.  You'd see maybe a tiny peak when 22 

you added the chemicals and each successive addition 23 

there would be less of an effect.  Quite often when 24 

you add the chemicals what happens is you see the bed 25 
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compress -- 1 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  For the cold, this is 2 

for the cold. 3 

  MR. BYERS:  Even the hot leg break you 4 

would add the chemicals and you would see the bed 5 

compress and then defects would develop in the bed. 6 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Okay. 7 

  MR. BYERS:  Because there's very little 8 

flow actually through the bed once you add the chemicals 9 

and the flow starts to go through boreholes as you might 10 

call them in the sump screening testing. 11 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Okay, okay, that 12 

explains that.  Thank you. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What form is the 14 

chemical in? 15 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, we call it aluminum 16 

oxyhydroxide.  It's actually a mixture of the -- 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I mean the physical 18 

form.  It's a precipitate, is it? 19 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Just remind me.  It 21 

was some time since I looked at this.  It's, what does 22 

it look like, snow or something, or what does it look 23 

like? 24 

  MR. BYERS:  When we dump it in it looks 25 
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like milk.  It's a fine -- 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  First of all, is it 2 

crystals? 3 

  MR. BYERS:  And it has very, very small 4 

crystallites. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Dendritic type of 6 

thing is that? 7 

  MR. BYERS:  It's very hard to tell the 8 

exact structure of it because it's kind of amorphous 9 

and it globs together, so making out the individual 10 

particles is difficult.  They're very small and because 11 

of the agglomeration you see a large apparent particle 12 

size range.  And then when it's added to the system 13 

you often see some flocculation where it and the 14 

particles tend to gather together to various size -- 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Very effective at 16 

blocking holes in the bed. 17 

  MR. BYERS:  It seems to do that to a point 18 

when the holes get large. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's also the reason 21 

why we used multiple additions of the aluminum 22 

oxyhydroxide, because it does have a tendency to floc. 23 

 And otherwise if we added it all at one time the 24 

tendency might be for it to agglomerate. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Does it keep going 1 

round the loop the way that extra particles did in this 2 

earlier question I asked?  I mean, if you put in 830 3 

grams of hydroxide does 30 grams get stuck on the bed 4 

and 800 keep going around forever, or does 830 get 5 

deposited in the bed? 6 

  MR. BYERS:  It keeps going around. 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It keeps going around. 8 

 It's really mysterious.  If it's so gloppy and so fuzzy 9 

how does it ever get through the bed?  It doesn't get 10 

through the bed.  It goes round. 11 

  MR. BYERS:  It goes through holes in the 12 

bed. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It goes through holes 14 

in the bed. 15 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Now, one other point of 17 

clarification.  This bypass line that Dr. Banerjee 18 

spoke of, that occurred when in the testing, Art? 19 

  MR. BYERS:  We looked it up.  It was CIB52. 20 

 So only the last few tests had the bypass. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  Which means that 22 

prior to that everything that was pumped in for a hot 23 

leg break simulation did go through the fuel. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So were there two results 25 
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consistent with each other?  That's what I really was 1 

interested in knowing. 2 

  MR. BYERS:  We didn't do a repeat test with 3 

and without that bypass. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, after 52 you did 5 

different tests.  None of them were -- 6 

  MR. BYERS:  At that point we increased the 7 

temperature.   8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You didn't do tests 9 

where you put in much less AlOOH which would show you 10 

how much it took to have an effect?  If 10 grams had 11 

the limiting effect then presumably the rest just keeps 12 

going around forever.  It would be an interesting thing 13 

to know.  You didn't really vary that much at all. 14 

  MR. BYERS:  Dr. Wallis, we -- 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  In cases you put in 16 

4,000 grams. 17 

  MR. BYERS:  Right.  Most often we dumped 18 

it in in two large batches.  There were some tests where 19 

we sequenced it in in very small batches.  And Tim will 20 

show you one of those this afternoon. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Weren't there some 22 

tests in the screen tests way back where folks in some 23 

national lab put in aluminum oxyhydroxide and they 24 

varied the amount until it had an effect or something? 25 
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 Do you have any idea how much it took to have an effect? 1 

  MR. BYERS:  It was about 2 ppm. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  A very small amount, 3 

isn't it?  Much less than this 800 or 1,000 of grams? 4 

  MR. BYERS:  That's correct. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, I think the 6 

strategy in the test performance there was a very 7 

different thought process than what we were looking 8 

at.  We were trying to bound -- 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I wish you had found 10 

that less is more with particles.  I would think you'd 11 

be curious about whether less is more with aluminum 12 

oxyhydroxide.  13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, we were trying to 14 

bound the plant so we weren't looking to come up with 15 

that. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you've already 17 

found that less is more so you don't bound.  You said 18 

less is more with particles, right? 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, you know, I think 20 

some of these things can be -- 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay, I guess so.  22 

It's just --  23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The AREVA tests that you 24 

have here, were they done with a bypass as well of the 25 
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type or not?  Do you recall?  They had no bypass, all 1 

the flow was good. 2 

  MR. BYERS:  They had a variable-speed pump 3 

and they just -- 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Put it all through. 5 

  MR. BYERS:  -- flow rate. 6 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  In these tests, was 7 

this a PD pump? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art? 9 

  MR. BYERS:  It was a centrifugal pump. 10 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  So how did you 11 

maintain the flow rate as the pressure drop changed 12 

with time? 13 

  MR. BYERS:  We had a computer-controlled 14 

valve which restricted the flow from the pump. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Was that a diaphragm 16 

valve, or was it a gate valve? 17 

  MR. BYERS:  It was a pinch valve. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Pinch valve.   19 

  MR. BYERS:  There were -- in fact, we 20 

evolved to that when we were first building the 21 

apparatus because with many types of valve you would 22 

get fiber clogging it.  So, this type of valve was 23 

actually just a piece of plastic pipe, flexible plastic 24 

pipe which was crimped by two bars that came down.  25 
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And the geometry was such that fiber would not collect 1 

in it. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So it was almost like a 3 

diaphragm.  So how sensitive were the results to these 4 

configurations and things?  I'm still trying to 5 

understand the effect of the loop itself as opposed 6 

to, you know, the fuel. 7 

  MR. BYERS:  I think we'll probably need 8 

to get into that in detail in the proprietary 9 

presentations.  But I think you would say that there 10 

was -- there were some unexplained differences between 11 

tests and we did find that, for instance, the placement 12 

of the exit pipe from the vessel was important.  13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 14 

  MR. BYERS:  That being the main effect. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So let's take this 16 

up because I'm still trying to grapple with this in 17 

my own mind.  Because when I went to look at the test 18 

for another reactor there was certain sensitivities 19 

which seemed to be there and we need to understand that. 20 

 So let's deal with it in closed session. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  The test matrix 22 

is there.  I don't know that we need to spend any more 23 

time on it other than the fact that this gives the range 24 

of conditions that both AREVA and Westinghouse tested 25 
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to. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, the -- after you 2 

change the loop configuration somewhat, 52 on, you did 3 

all those tests at high temperatures, is that it? 4 

  MR. BYERS:  The first one had a buffer and 5 

then the rest are at a higher temperature so they were 6 

repeats. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So the superscript 1, 8 

what does that mean there? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's a note from the 10 

table in the -- 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But I'm just asking now 12 

what does the superscript mean. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I don't have that table 14 

right in front of me at the moment.  We could, again, 15 

discuss that in closed session. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  Okay. 17 

  MR. BYERS:  Just that there was a note. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But these were done at 19 

a high temperature, is that it?   20 

  MR. BYERS:  Fifty-three, fifty-four and 21 

the last one starts with a W were done at higher 22 

temperature. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  And as far as you 24 

know 52 was at the same temperature as the others? 25 
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  MR. BYERS:  Right, but it included boron 1 

and sodium tetraborate was the difference there. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.   3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now there's something 4 

in the text about a ratio 1-to-1 being limiting.  The 5 

text of the document we're reviewing.  And I tried to 6 

see what the evidence for that was.  When I look at 7 

something like 18 Nukon here and all the tests seem 8 

to be at much higher P:F ratios than 1.  And we're 9 

interested in low fiber loads because that's where we're 10 

headed in regulation apparently.  So, there was one 11 

of the assertions in the text I was trying to verify 12 

from the test and I'm not sure how I do it.  I think 13 

for 150 the peak was somewhere else than 1-to-1, 150 14 

grams.   15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, again -- 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Are we going to 17 

discuss these things at sometime? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Sure, this afternoon. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This afternoon, okay. 20 

 So we'll wait. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  Any further 22 

discussion on the matrix?  An example of a typical test 23 

run.  This one happens to be a 1-to-1 fiber ratio, 24 

fiber-to-particulate ratio at 104 grams of aluminum 25 
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oxyhydroxide which, Dr. Wallis, is a little lower than 1 

anticipated.   2 

  The particulates were added, the first blue 3 

dot in the lower lefthand corner.  The fiber was added 4 

in three batches denoted by the purple triangles.  And 5 

then the red circles are the gradual additions of 6 

aluminum oxyhydroxide.  They were right at about 2 7 

hours. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And it's pretty sure that 9 

particulates were suspended in this case? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  There was no deposition. 12 

 At least when the fiber was added they were still 13 

circulating? 14 

  MR. BYERS:  Certainly. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And what you see from the 17 

plot at 1 hour at the addition, coincident with the 18 

addition of the first batch of fiber the pressure drop 19 

begins to rise.  And with each successive addition if 20 

you look carefully you can see there's a slight 21 

beginning to, I want to call it top-over just prior 22 

to the second fiber addition.  And you begin to see 23 

a slight change in slope just prior to the third 24 

addition.  So, the addition of fiber tended to increase 25 
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the pressure drop. 1 

  And then it took -- even though these were 2 

smaller additions of chemical product, it took a couple 3 

of additions, it looks like on the order of about three 4 

additions of the chemical surrogate before the pressure 5 

drop began -- 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What's the time 7 

constant for the loop?  I mean, how long does it take 8 

to go around the loop once? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let's see, it's about 100 10 

gallons and we're running about 47 gallons per minute. 11 

 You're looking -- conservatively say it's 150 gallons 12 

counting what water is in the loop. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it's 3 minutes or 14 

something like that? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it's pretty quick 17 

compared with these hours, or maybe not? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's fairly quick, yes. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The tank, the holding 20 

tank is about -- how big is it, 100 gallons? 21 

  MR. BYERS:  It'll hold up to 300 gallons, 22 

but we would only fill it to 100 gallons total volume 23 

in the system. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And that was sort of 25 
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stirred up so that things were suspended.  This is 1 

interesting. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, your delay 3 

between the red dot and the rise could have something 4 

to do with that 3-minute circulation time on this scale 5 

here. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Possible, yes. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So -- 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And the fact that it was 9 

a rather dilute addition because there were a number 10 

of additions there by placing the red dot. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Could you just speak to 12 

the different line, color lines, green, red, yellow? 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Sure, sure.  Art, do you 14 

want to do that or do you want me to? 15 

  MR. BYERS:  I'll be glad to.  The bottom 16 

blue line was the -- 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Upper. 18 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, okay.  It's labeled 19 

upper.  So it's the pressure drop from -- we had a 20 

pressure tap just above the P grid and it was from there 21 

to the top of the assembly.  And the yellow line is 22 

dP lower which is the pressure drop between that point 23 

just above the P grid and actually it's in the lower 24 

plenum, so a pressure drop essentially through the 25 
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bottom nozzle P grid combination was the major pressure 1 

drop in this case. 2 

  On the top we have a red line and I'm not 3 

quite sure of the color, it's kind of a greenish blue. 4 

 But that is -- one of them is a gauge measurement where 5 

we had one pressure gauge which went from the very bottom 6 

to the very top of the assembly.  The other two was 7 

a mathematical addition of the lower and the upper 8 

pressure gauges. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's the consistency. 10 

  MR. BYERS:  Just to check to make sure 11 

there was nothing wrong with our pressure gauges.  You 12 

can see that they track really well. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And the top blue? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's flow. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Oh, that's the flow. 16 

  MR. BYERS:  You can read that off to the 17 

right. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is there any scale on 19 

psid? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not in open session. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Not in open session? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's proprietary data 23 

which we can discuss this afternoon. 24 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  What is that data point 25 
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at just less than half an hour?  In the lower left. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is the addition of 2 

particulates.  We ran the loop for about a half an hour 3 

before we added particulates.  And if I may go back 4 

for just a second so that you get a reference.  5 

  (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off 6 

the record at 10:53 a.m. and went back on the record 7 

at 10:57 a.m.) 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The delta P that was 9 

measured, the bottom delta P was this one, the top delta 10 

P was this one, and then there was an overall delta 11 

P measurement that was being compared against the sum 12 

of these two for consistency. 13 

  I'm afraid to do anything faster.  You're 14 

going to have to help me here. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Just go to 33.  You can 16 

see there's sort of like, almost like a breakthrough 17 

in the results.  Is that a breakthrough?  That little 18 

dip there. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right here. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, yes.  What's 21 

happening there? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, it looks like what 23 

happened, it might have been a breakthrough but you 24 

had additional additions of chemical product and you 25 
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tended to get an increase and over time it tended to 1 

decrease again slightly. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  What's interesting 3 

though is that it shows a dip in the yellow line but 4 

also maybe a little bit after that in the blue.  That 5 

would be a very strange breakthrough that you get it 6 

in two places. 7 

  MR. BYERS:  There was some feedback with 8 

the flow.  If you'll notice there was a -- when we got 9 

that lower breakthrough, wherever it was, it took a 10 

minute or so for the flow controller to get the flow 11 

back up. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That could have been 13 

caused by the flow controller, not by the bed. 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Interesting.  And then 15 

there's this tendency for the pressure loss to decrease. 16 

 Is that explained why that happens?  Any explanation 17 

for the yellow line moves down?  No? 18 

  MR. BYERS:  It's very common and we just 19 

assumed that it was the bed continuing to degrade.  20 

Whatever holes were in it were getting larger. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because this bed was full 22 

of a lot of little holes?  Could you tell in appearance, 23 

looking at it? 24 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 25 
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  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  If it was, if that 1 

was the case, wouldn't the flow increase until the flow 2 

controller -- the controller response? 3 

  MR. BYERS:  Typically if you have some 4 

small increase in the flow the controller will try and 5 

compensate by -- 6 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Wouldn't this dip 7 

have gone in the other direction? 8 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes.  There's some imperfect 9 

compensation by the flow controller.  The flow goes 10 

up a little and the flow controller tries to bring it 11 

back down.  It goes a little too far.  So.  That's what 12 

Dr. Wallis said.  Some of that is the controller. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  What were you -- how were 14 

you measuring the flow rate? 15 

  MR. BYERS:  It was a magnetic flow meter. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And that was sufficiently 17 

-- was not affected by anything that you were sending 18 

through it? 19 

  MR. BYERS:  It -- we found that it could 20 

be affected by a huge change in conductivity.  Once 21 

we learned that we would put a small amount of salt 22 

into the coolant at the very beginning of the testing 23 

so that from there on out there was not a big change 24 

in conductivity. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And the salt was what, 1 

just common salt?  Sodium chloride? 2 

  MR. BYERS:  Sodium chloride. 3 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  And you were adding the 4 

aluminum oxyhydroxide in increments.  That's these 5 

little -- 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The red dots. 7 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  The red dots.  So you're 8 

kind of dribbling it in or shots? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Basically taking a 10 

mixture and dropping it in. 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Every few minutes. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And how was that made, 13 

by a precipitation? 14 

  MR. BYERS:  It was made by a solution 15 

precipitation.  We have the recipe in WCAP-16530.   16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And the structure was, 17 

I guess it was asked, was it a dendritic structure or 18 

was it a crystalline structure? 19 

  MR. BYERS:  It's kind of an amorphous 20 

structure.  You can't see distinct crystals growing 21 

if you were to take this and just look at it under a 22 

microscope you don't see features like a snowflake. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You don't see. 24 

  MR. BYERS:  No.  You see agglomerations 25 
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of gooey stuff. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But do the 2 

agglomerations, if you look at it more carefully, are 3 

they sort of made out of agglomerates of crystals, or 4 

are they really, truly amorphous? 5 

  MR. BYERS:  We've done X-ray diffraction 6 

and it shows that it's mostly amorphous, but there is 7 

a very small fraction that is crystallized and it has 8 

the boehmite form of aluminum oxyhydroxide. 9 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But that's after you've 10 

dried it out and do the X-ray diffraction.   11 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 12 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  So the crystal is going 13 

to form during the dry-out.   14 

  MR. BYERS:  We haven't tried to look at 15 

it while it was still wet.  Certainly other people have 16 

done studies of the crystallization of this material, 17 

and over time you do get more and more crystallinity. 18 

 Typically, however, this was -- these precipitates 19 

were made on the day of the experiment so they didn't 20 

have time to crystallize into anything but the amorphous 21 

structure. 22 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But it looks like there's 23 

a very few minutes, 10 minutes or so delay between the 24 

first addition of this hydroxide and the big spike in 25 
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pressure drop, right?   1 

  MR. BYERS:  Very few. 2 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Very few.  And if you'd 3 

stopped adding, do you think that would have still 4 

maintained that high pressure drop, or did you do 5 

experiments to show how little it took? 6 

  MR. BYERS:  We have done that, and again 7 

it's proprietary data for the other reactor case where 8 

we've dribbled stuff in over much longer periods.  But 9 

it is true that you'll come to an equilibrium.  If you 10 

just put a little in it'll go up and level out. 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So this sort of -- this 13 

pretty much levels out after awhile. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Adding more didn't do 16 

that much.  That's a general finding, right? 17 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, that's one of the few 18 

things that was really constant is that -- 19 

  (Laughter) 20 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It doesn't take much of 21 

this stuff. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Where does the extra 23 

go is the same question I had with particles.  You add 24 

more and it has no effect.  Where does it go?  Does 25 
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it lie down on the top?  No, surely not.  Does it go 1 

around the bend?  What does it do? 2 

  MR. BYERS:  I can describe that a little 3 

bit phenomenologically.  When you add a little bit 4 

you'll find a white layer on the upstream side of your 5 

bed.  And if you pull the bed off you'll feel it and 6 

it's gooey and gelatinous.  If you add enough so that 7 

it continues to go around the loop it'll just stay in 8 

suspension. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's very funny. 10 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  A small bit deposits 12 

on the bed and a lot just goes round the loop? 13 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Does it get washed off 15 

the top when you put more in then? 16 

  MR. BYERS:  Does it get washed off the top? 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, you put a little 18 

bit in, you get this gooey white layer on top of the 19 

bed.   20 

  MR. BYERS:  That's right. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Then you put more in. 22 

 Does it wash that away? 23 

  MR. BYERS:  No, it remains there. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So the rest goes -- 25 
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oh, I thought you said you put a lot of stuff in, you 1 

get just -- 2 

  MR. BYERS:  The extra continues to 3 

circulate. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But I guess what Graham 5 

is asking is that there is a flow going through the 6 

bed and there's a flow which is going around the bed, 7 

there's a bypass. 8 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, the amount that goes 10 

through bed ultimately, let's assume that it's 11 

well-mixed going in.  So that must form a little bit 12 

of additional white gooey layer.  And then there's the 13 

bypass portion.  So that 1 is to 1 just for kicks right 14 

now.  Or 1 is to 10, I don't care.  Any number, okay? 15 

 But the gooey part, if it's to remain roughly the same 16 

thickness, if that matters, the thickness, then it must 17 

get washed off and carried into the bypass in part.  18 

That's what the mass-balance would say.   19 

  It's hard to imagine that what goes through 20 

the bed would not shed its gooey top, that it would 21 

sort of find its way through a tortuous path and carry 22 

the chemicals through.  So the question really is 23 

imagine you had no bypass.  Would the results be 24 

different? 25 
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  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Very different? 2 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes.  You wouldn't get very 3 

much flow at all. 4 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Did you try any tests with 5 

longer fibers?   6 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  That's the key conclusion. 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- you've got no 8 

bypass, you've got no -- wouldn't get much flow at all. 9 

  MR. BYERS:  If you can recall the Argonne 10 

test that you had asked about where you form -- those 11 

were vertical loop tests where you formed a perfect 12 

bed. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Yes. 14 

  MR. BYERS:  And once you add the aluminum 15 

oxyhydroxide the flow through the bed was essentially 16 

zero. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it would seem that 18 

understanding this bypass is a key to understanding 19 

what's happening.  It's not understanding what the bed 20 

is doing, it's understanding the bypass. 21 

  MEMBER SHACK:  The bypass is through the 22 

bed. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The bypass at the 24 

moment is a hypothesis. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The bypass is around the 1 

bed, right? 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, why doesn't it 3 

clog up?  Why doesn't it clog up with fibers? 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because it's big, right? 5 

 The bypass is some millimeters -- no, how much is it? 6 

  MR. BYERS:  Exactly -- 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Forty mils.  What is that 8 

dimension? 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, it's got a 3 10 

dimension and 1 dimension. 11 

  MR. BYERS:  I wish I would have brought 12 

a movie because what you see is once these bypasses 13 

form you get a very high flow rate through those, very 14 

turbulent, and it seems to be very difficult for 15 

additional material to latch on. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It's also a slot, 17 

isn't it?  So a fiber can go through sideways without 18 

bridging it. 19 

  MR. BYERS:  There are ones that are slots 20 

and we have looked at these bed imperfections after 21 

the test inside the assembly and other places and you'll 22 

find that they're more equally -- 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's give them two 24 

different nomenclature just to make it clear.  The hole 25 
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through the bed let's call it different from the bypass 1 

due to the gap around the bed. 2 

  MR. BYERS:  All right. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay, so there's going 4 

to be some flow through the regions around the bed and 5 

then there's going to be some flow through holes which 6 

are blown in the bed.  So which ones are you referring 7 

to now, the holes in the bed or the holes? 8 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, we can't see the ones, 9 

internal ones, directly when the experiment is running 10 

because you have all this gunk floating around.  But 11 

the ones that are on the edge between the vessel and 12 

the assembly you can see very turbulent. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Because when it comes 14 

out through the bypass it has a wake outside. 15 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes.  And in fact that's one 16 

way that we know that there are internal holes is because 17 

you see these recirculation zones on the outside of 18 

the vessel, but there's no hole that you can see along 19 

the edge.  So we know that there must be a borehole 20 

or a defect within the bed. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But if you don't see 22 

those -- then everything goes up the outside. 23 

  MR. BYERS:  That's a pretty small fraction 24 

because because it's like 90 percent blocked with a 25 
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typical -- 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  There is I guess no way 2 

to apportion the flow between the two parts, through 3 

the bed and through the outer region. 4 

  MR. BYERS:  You could always eliminate the 5 

gap on the -- 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And you said when the 7 

Argonne experiments did that you got a very high 8 

pressure loss. 9 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, they just had a screen. 10 

 They didn't have a fuel assembly which has a much more 11 

complex shape and more opportunity for defects. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right, right of course. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it would seem to 14 

be very important that future fuel assemblies have a 15 

bypass between fuel assemblies. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, one way around the 17 

problem seems to be that you just increase that bypass 18 

if you have to, right?  But okay.  Let's not design 19 

the fuel right now.  But when you see that bump there 20 

that is more typical of a blowhole through the bed, 21 

or would be I would say if you could see it.  We have 22 

no way to see it. 23 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Most of the gap is blocked, 24 

right?  And you have just -- so I mean we can talk about 25 
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blowholes through the bed or blowholes through the gap, 1 

but I mean we're really talking about relatively small 2 

flow areas which is why they're highly turbulent I would 3 

assume. 4 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  He's not saying that 5 

the gap is blocked. 6 

  MR. BYERS:  I'm saying it's mostly -- you 7 

have the gap around the assembly -- 8 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right. 9 

  MR. BYERS:  -- and it's mostly blocked.  10 

There would be holes in it but it's, you know, maybe 11 

80 percent, 90 percent depending on the test. 12 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  So how would there 13 

be cross-flow to get to the gap and then continue to 14 

flow up if that is the case? 15 

  MR. BYERS:  How would there be cross-flow? 16 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right.  Why 17 

wouldn't the flow completely stop? 18 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, again, these areas that 19 

-- where there are defects, as you have all the flow 20 

trying to get through that small area it's very 21 

turbulent and -- 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But turbulence is a 23 

relative term.  The Reynolds number has to be high.  24 

So it could be vortical but it probably isn't turbulent 25 
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in the normal sense of the word "turbulent." 1 

  MR. BYERS:  Okay, I didn't calculate the 2 

Reynolds number, but a very chaotic flow which seems 3 

to not be favorable for deposition of these particles 4 

and fibers. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Is this chaotic in the 6 

gap or after the gap? 7 

  MR. BYERS:  Both. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay, so in the gap it's 9 

chaotic too. 10 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, I guess we'd have to 11 

qualify that in that we didn't look at it with a 12 

microscope.  And the flow is just so fast it's a blur. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You can see the gap. 14 

 The gap is what you see, isn't it?  The gap's all  15 

around.  That's what you see most of. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  But what you do see in 17 

that gap is very rapid transition of the particles from 18 

below to above the gap.  They shoot through very 19 

quickly. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because the velocity is 21 

going up. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Because velocity is very 23 

high.  The other thing that you have a tendency to see 24 

-- 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But what is the velocity? 1 

 Give me a rough number. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, if you're looking 3 

-- 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  In the gap. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If you look at 44.7 gpm 6 

and let's assume for the sake of argument that you have 7 

none of the boreholes in the fuel, so you've got, say, 8 

80 percent of the gap blocked.  So you're dealing with 9 

maybe that much gap, that's 20 mils, so you can figure 10 

44.7 gpm through a gap that's 20 mils by maybe say 4 11 

inches, 5 inches long. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's a pretty high 13 

velocity. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Very high velocity, yes. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, when you see these 16 

particles going by is it -- if you actually took a 17 

high-speed movie or something you'd get the velocity 18 

directly.  And do you have a rough estimate of this? 19 

 Because that would actually tell you how much flow 20 

is going through the bed and how much is going in rough 21 

terms through the gap. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  To the best of our 23 

knowledge we -- we have not done that. 24 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Now, in some of the 25 
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experiments you say towards the end of the experiment 1 

the water in the tank was clear, so most of the particles 2 

deposited. 3 

  MR. BYERS:  That's right. 4 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Have you done a 5 

sanity check on what would be the pressure drop if all 6 

the flow were to go through the gap?  Just pure liquid 7 

going through a 40 mil gap around the entire periphery. 8 

  MR. BYERS:  I haven't personally, but I 9 

know that at the AREVA facility at CDI they took and 10 

they took duct tape and they taped up the bottom nozzle, 11 

all the holes in the bottom nozzle, and just left only 12 

the gap. 13 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right. 14 

  MR. BYERS:  And they measured the pressure 15 

drop.  And I don't recall what it was, but it was such 16 

that you'd get flow through the gap and still meet the 17 

pressure drop criteria. 18 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Well, if that is the 19 

case in those experiments do you see the pressure drop 20 

going through a peak and then coming down to another 21 

asymptote? 22 

  MR. BYERS:  In the ones at CDI? 23 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  No, your 24 

experiments were all the -- 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  They didn't tape it. 1 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, we never did that 2 

experiment. 3 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Well, in the 4 

experiments where all the particles were ultimately 5 

deposited on the bed and you ended up with essentially 6 

clean water going through. 7 

  MR. BYERS:  Typically and perhaps 8 

universally we would see things level out and then we 9 

would get a very, well, it varied in how long it took 10 

it to, the pressure drop, to decrease.  But it would 11 

be a slide to lower pressures over some period of time. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, I think, Said, your 13 

point is a very good one.  We should look at maybe in 14 

closed session the CDI data that was taken with the 15 

taped inlet to see what the pressure loss is. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I read analyses in one 17 

of these documents on that, the pressure drop in the 18 

cap and all the -- I read it.  I'm not sure which 19 

document it was, but I remember reading it. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Could we look at that?  21 

Because I think we need to answer this question. 22 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Yes, and another 23 

question.  If you increase the pressure you expect more 24 

breakthroughs, or how does that work?  If there's more 25 
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pressure of course that force the debris bed.  I mean, 1 

how does that breakthroughs work?  Is that something 2 

that's fluctuating and breaks through from time to time, 3 

or is it -- I mean, I guess you can't measure that, 4 

but I mean theoretically you would expect something 5 

like that.  6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I don't know that we've 7 

ever been able to predict when a breakthrough would 8 

occur.  It's something that's observed that occurs from 9 

time to time.  Art, is that? 10 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes.  How you can tell a 11 

breakthrough is obviously you see some rapid drop in 12 

the pressure.   13 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  These are big 14 

breakthroughs then.  These aren't just minor things. 15 

  MR. BYERS:  They can be either.  I don't 16 

know if we have anything in your presentation, but when 17 

we had a lot of particulate the breakthroughs were much 18 

more easy to achieve.  They'd be these boreholes and 19 

you'd see -- as you were starting to build pressure, 20 

as you mentioned, initially you don't get any kind of 21 

a breakthrough.  But when you go past a certain point 22 

they start to happen with increasing frequency as you 23 

pressurize the bed and it starts to break down. 24 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  This is when you're 25 
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adding more particulate? 1 

  MR. BYERS:  As you add more of the 2 

chemical. 3 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Chemical. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That depends on how 5 

thick the bed is.  If it's lots more fibrous you'd have 6 

a stronger bed, it wouldn't blow through so readily.  7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, so let's take this 8 

up under closed session because I think I've seen some 9 

pictures, I don't know from you, but somebody else 10 

maybe, where there are -- pictures where you see these 11 

breakthroughs.  Probably not in fuel, it could have 12 

been on a screen or something.  I don't recall. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It might have been on the 14 

screen. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 16 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  But you know, 17 

clearly flow through the gap has a significant impact 18 

on the overall behavior, right?  And I asked a question 19 

early on as to whether the characteristics of the flow 20 

that you get with a single assembly would be 21 

representative of what actually happens for the whole 22 

core.  So, can you somehow convincingly show that 23 

whatever flow characteristics in the gap in this 24 

particular experiment will actually be representative 25 
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of the flow through all the gaps in the whole core? 1 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, we think we're 2 

conservative because it's roughly half the gap in the 3 

whole core. 4 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Well, sure, it's 5 

half because of symmetry. 6 

  MR. BYERS:  Right.  The area would be the 7 

same and that's probably as far as we can go towards 8 

saying we have the same situation as in the core. 9 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Can you envision a 10 

situation in which you could block the gaps based on 11 

your testing?  I get the impression you think those 12 

gaps just would never be blocked completely. 13 

  MR. BYERS:  There were tests when we would 14 

see them blocked the whole way around, yes. 15 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  And then what 16 

happened? 17 

  MR. BYERS:  Then the tiny holes on the 18 

inside. 19 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Then you'd blow a hole 20 

through the bed? 21 

  MR. BYERS:  Right.  It would carry the 22 

flow. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That would depend on the 24 

amount of fiber, as Graham says.  But where there's 25 
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very little fibers the bed is pretty thin, yes.  But 1 

I think we still need to answer that question in closed 2 

session as to what the pressure drop would be through 3 

the gap and what -- you know, this could mainly be the 4 

-- 5 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  But it might be just 6 

an artifact of the experiment.  In other words, if you 7 

get to a point where the gap is entirely blocked and 8 

if you didn't have this flow control system, you just 9 

had a centrifugal pump, what do you think happens to 10 

the flow?   11 

  MR. BYERS:  It all depends on the 12 

characteristics of the -- 13 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Would it drop to 14 

zero? 15 

  MR. BYERS:  I think that with the fiber 16 

limits that are being positioned here the bed will 17 

always be -- are being put forth that the bed will always 18 

be weak enough that it breaks up on the impact. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The force of the flow 20 

will mean it has to go somewhere and it has to make 21 

a hole. 22 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Well, I mean it 23 

depends on the pump shutoff head. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Right, it does. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But this is not a positive 1 

displacement pump. 2 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  If it is a 3 

centrifugal pump and you block -- 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It controls the flow. 5 

 It opens up another valve and controls the flow. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  What is -- I think that's 7 

a good point.  What is the shutoff head of the pump? 8 

  MR. BYERS:  How high can it go?  Around 9 

60 psi. 10 

  MR. BAILEY:  If I may, I think, you know, 11 

there are answers to what you're saying but they 12 

probably can't say too much in open session here. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, okay. 14 

  MR. BAILEY:  In order to answer some of 15 

the questions on what they've observed and maximum 16 

pressures and things of that nature. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Thanks, Stu, for that.  18 

So we need to defer this discussion to the closed 19 

session.  Let's move on.  You're getting a lot of the 20 

questions that we can deal with later. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I can't wait. 22 

  (Laughter) 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I know you can't.  24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Key findings on pressure 25 
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drop from debris.  A fiber bed must be present to 1 

collect the particulates at the core entrance.  One 2 

of the reasons that we say that is that there was testing 3 

done with particulates only and we saw measurable 4 

pressure drop.  They heated the fiber bed in terms of 5 

start to collect the particulates. 6 

  The presence of fiber is a limiting 7 

variable, i.e., the amount of fiber that you have is 8 

going to determine the pressure drop you get.  However, 9 

the amount -- 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Strange, that is 11 

inconsistent with the last bullet.  So I don't quite 12 

know what you mean by the limiting variable.  They both 13 

influence the pressure drop. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The limiting variable 15 

means that the -- perhaps a better word would be 16 

controlling variable. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How does it control? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The more fiber you get, 19 

the thicker the bed, the higher the pressure drop you 20 

would expect to see. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And then that's not 22 

true of particulates? 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  With particulates alone 24 

you -- 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, no, no. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- don't get pressure 2 

drop. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, you're saying more 4 

fiber always leads to more pressure drop, but more 5 

particulates does not? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not more particulates in 7 

and of itself.  More fiber in the presence of 8 

particulates -- 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, no, no, no, no, 10 

when they're both together.  When they're both together 11 

you're saying that fiber controls.  I don't know what 12 

that means because particulates also have an effect. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, they do. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  There's data where the 15 

particulates multiplied the pressure drop by a factor 16 

of about 10. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm sorry, say that 18 

again, please? 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Over having fibers 20 

alone.  There are data where having the particulates 21 

multiplied the pressure drop by about a factor of 10. 22 

 You can look through the data and find something like 23 

that.  So I wasn't sure what you meant by saying fibers 24 

control.  I don't think it's -- is it a useful idea? 25 
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 Because -- 1 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It looks to me like your 2 

data shows that the aluminum oxyhydroxide controls. 3 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Yes, but they're still 4 

arguing you need the fiber.   5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Bullet 1 says that.  6 

Bullet 2 said it's not in bullet 1. 7 

  MEMBER SHACK:  It's just another way of 8 

saying 1. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, in that case 10 

let's not say it. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, I think the 12 

semantics is a different matter, but what's clear at 13 

least to me is that without fiber the pressure losses 14 

are negligible. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Once you put fiber, if 17 

you have particulates and the chemical effects then 18 

you get -- 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right.  Correct.  I 20 

think that's the third bullet which I think addresses 21 

Dr. Wallis's comment. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But they go further 23 

than that because when I was reading the latest 24 

documents, I'm not sure whether it's in the SER or 25 
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whether what you guys say, it said that because fiber 1 

controls that's the only thing we have to regulate is 2 

the amount of fiber.   3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's the -- 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's the conclusion 5 

I read and I was surprised by that.   6 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But the biggest impact on 7 

delta P comes when you add the aluminum oxyhydroxide. 8 

 It's a big step. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But without the fiber 10 

nothing happens. 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But you'd have a much 12 

smaller problem.  Well, we do regulate the aluminum, 13 

right? 14 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Maybe this clarifies. 15 

 As you add more fiber you get a larger change in 16 

pressure, right?  You get a larger P.  If I have -- 17 

at any particular moment I begin to add more 18 

particulates it not necessarily goes up, it could 19 

actually go down in some cases. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Possible. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But they don't do that 22 

test. 23 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  But they do have tests 24 

that show that I think, where they add -- well, no they 25 
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don't because they only add it one time, right?  In 1 

the beginning.  Okay.  With the chemicals you could 2 

add more and more chemicals and it doesn't go up.  Only 3 

the fiber goes up as a function of the amount you put 4 

in.  I think that's consistent. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Because that's the way 6 

they do the test. 7 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Yes, I'm just -- right. 8 

 Well, how would it go up if you put more particulates 9 

over time with some set fiber?  Now, according to this 10 

it looks like the more particulates you put in, if you 11 

go higher than 1-to-1 it tends to go in some cases the 12 

other way, right? 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 14 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Which wouldn't happen 15 

with fiber. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But it may depend upon 18 

the order in which you put them in. 19 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  It could I guess. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, let's move on.  I'd 21 

like to get through these slides before 12. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And then we can try to 24 

discuss all these points in closed session.  But I think 25 
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you're impeded in answering these questions. 1 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Let me just confirm 2 

one thing.  You indicated that the maximum fiber length 3 

you looked at was somewhere between 2 and 3 millimeters? 4 

 Is that correct? 5 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 6 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Okay.  And the 7 

minimum rod-to-rod spacing is about a little less than 8 

a millimeter? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  One hundred mils.  A 10 

little over 100 mils. 11 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  A little -- that 12 

rod-to-rod spacing is -- 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Rod-to-rod spacing is a 14 

little over 100 mils.  Adjacent rods -- 15 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  One hundred mils, 16 

two and a half millimeters. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 18 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right?  So the 19 

maximum fiber length is comparable to the minimum 20 

rod-to-rod spacing gap.  Have you tested at all with 21 

longer fibers? 22 

  MR. BYERS:  Not in this program.  We have 23 

in other programs. 24 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Do you think that 25 
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the fibers -- beds made out of fibers with a fiber length 1 

comparable to the spacing between rods are more amenable 2 

to sort of be punctured through? 3 

  MR. BYERS:  Don't really know.  The short 4 

fibers are what we get given the sump screens. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The other thing that Art 6 

was referring to is for a plant design that has direct 7 

bypass through a break into the bottom of the core.  8 

So, whatever length of fiber is in the containment can 9 

potentially get to the fuel.  For this particular 10 

current operating plants, all of the fiber that gets 11 

to the core has got to go through the screen. 12 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So by virtue of that 14 

you're going to be restricted to smaller fiber lengths. 15 

 And the maximum fiber length that we got based on a 16 

survey of bypass data that was performed by -- reported 17 

by eight or nine utilities was on the order of 18 

approximately, something greater than 1,000 microns 19 

or about 3 millimeters max. 20 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  That came from testing 21 

where long fibers and everything else -- 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 23 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- would run through a 24 

screen? 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 1 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Only these 2 millimeter 2 

length. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  This is what came 4 

through.  And actually the majority of it was on the 5 

order of between somewhere less than 500 to less than 6 

1,000, in that neighborhood.  Very little came through 7 

larger.  And you're dealing with screen sizes that are 8 

fairly small, really truly strainers per se. 9 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Okay.   10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay to continue? 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Go ahead. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I don't quite 13 

understand this either.  Maybe you can explain this 14 

one. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  As we approach a 16 

particulate-to-fiber ratio 1-to-1 what we see is, say, 17 

we tend to -- well, the testing showed that the 18 

particulate aspects do affect what we see in the fiber 19 

bed and what kind of pressure drop we get.  If we have 20 

a high particulate-to-fiber ratio the chemical 21 

precipitate doesn't have as much an effect. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Suppose you put in 100 23 

grams of fiber and you put in 1,000 grams of particulate. 24 

 Are you saying that what happens is you get only 100 25 
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grams of the particulates in the bed and the others 1 

keep going around the loop?  Is that what you're saying, 2 

that it automatically makes itself a 1-to-1 or 3 

something? 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, I didn't say that. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I was told earlier 6 

that lots of the particulates keep going round the loop. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So what's actually in 9 

the bed is a very different ratio from what you put 10 

in. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's a different -- 12 

you're right, there is a different amount of 13 

particulates that's captured by the fiber than -- 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This conclusion seems 15 

to mean that the chemicals follow the particulates that 16 

bypass.  They have little effect in the condition where 17 

you've got particles bypassing. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Sorry, say that one more 19 

time, please? 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The first statement 21 

seems to indicate that you've got a lot of extra 22 

particles which are bypassing the bed that also makes 23 

the chemicals bypass the bed because they have no 24 

effect.  25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Once you've set up 2 

this bypass situation to be dominating the chemicals 3 

don't have effect.  In order to get this bypass to 4 

dominate you've got to have enough pressure drop, 5 

haven't you? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I think you also have to 7 

have another particulates in order to -- 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So the criterion has 9 

got to be pressure drop rather than some kind of a ratio. 10 

 You have to have enough pressure drop to force the 11 

flow up the bypass. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  You also have to have 13 

enough particulates that you've -- 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, the particulates 15 

--  16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Bear with me for a second. 17 

 You've got to have enough particulates to fill the 18 

bed so that you get the bypass. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you've got to get 20 

that pressure drop.  The pressure drop is the 21 

criterion, isn't it? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  However achieved. 24 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Doesn't matter how 25 
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you get the pressure drop. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I don't know why you 2 

don't focus on it.  If that's the key thing then maybe 3 

that should be focused on more than all these sort of 4 

ratios of this to that and how much in this and that. 5 

 If a pressure drop that forces bypass is what matters 6 

that would be a very useful conclusion.  You can't get 7 

above that so we're okay. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I've seen that in some 10 

of the literature that came.  That was some years ago. 11 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Hey, Graham?  This is 12 

Mike.  Can you repeat that?  I was trying to understand 13 

your logic but I lost you in the middle of it. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It's a homework 15 

problem for you.  Read the transcript. 16 

  (Laughter) 17 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Thank you, Professor 18 

Wallis. 19 

  (Laughter) 20 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Could you please repeat 21 

it? 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Mike, what we're 23 

saying is they're saying that chemical precipitates 24 

and particulates have no effect after you have a certain 25 
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amount, or if you have a lot of particulates the 1 

chemicals have no effect.  And in our earlier 2 

discussions this extra particulates having no effect 3 

was explained by the fact that they simply bypass the 4 

bed.  Now, for the particulates to go up the bypass 5 

and not go through the bed the bed must be sufficiently 6 

blocked which would seem to indicate that you have to 7 

have enough pressure drop through the bed in order to 8 

make the bypass the dominating factor.  You understand 9 

what I mean? 10 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Yes, I'm with you. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So it would seem 12 

therefore that pressure drop across the bed is the key 13 

thing to focus on, and then the way in which it affects 14 

the bypass. 15 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  So, you're suggesting 16 

what, that there's got to be a separate analysis of 17 

the pressure drop in the -- 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I think there is a 19 

separate analysis.  I've seen a separate analysis of 20 

the bypass pressure drop.  I'm saying that what we need 21 

to focus on is what is this pressure drop that makes 22 

the bypass dominate if that is indeed the effect.  23 

Anyway. 24 

  CONSULTANT FLACK:  Plus there's 25 
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differences between the cold leg and the hot leg data, 1 

right?  There's a collapsing of the actual bed at some 2 

point with the chemical addition which causes that to 3 

become sort of solid and then I guess what's happening 4 

is bypassing the bed then at that point. 5 

  It seems like there's some saturation on 6 

the bed where it gets saturated and that's it, and then 7 

after that you put in other particulates and it just 8 

doesn't make any difference after that point once it's 9 

saturated with the particulates.  Is that what's 10 

basically going on? 11 

  MR. BYERS:  That's correct.  Maybe if you 12 

thought of it in terms of bed strength it would help 13 

to explain it.  If you start out building a bed which 14 

is 99 percent particles and 1 percent fibers they don't 15 

interlock very well and it doesn't form a very strong 16 

bed.  And then you increase the pressure and it just 17 

oozes through whatever the structure is that's holding 18 

it. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Oozes through the 20 

particle. 21 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Because they're 23 

spheres. 24 

  MR. BYERS:  Right, they flow well.  Now, 25 
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if you have a particle-to-fiber ratio where the fibers 1 

are still nicely interlocked and the particles fill 2 

in the holes, then that's kind of like the limiting 3 

case where you still have strength but the flow is 4 

blocked. 5 

  If you go further in the other direction 6 

you have just a ton of fiber and very few particulates. 7 

 Well, then you just have a lot of percolation paths 8 

through the fiber bed.  So, I think that the ratio of 9 

particle-to-fiber is very useful because it sort of 10 

denotes the strength of the bed.  It relates to it. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, if fibers 12 

dominate -- 13 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It denotes porosity, not 14 

necessarily strength.  It's porosity of the bed that's 15 

your -- the particles filling up the spaces in between 16 

the fibers. 17 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Yes, but he'd like to know 18 

whether he's getting his pressure drop because he's 19 

got a lot of particles on a very fine fiber bed or he's 20 

got a robust fiber bed and maybe fewer particles but 21 

it can take more I think is sort of his argument.  And 22 

so the -- 23 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I think that's what I 24 

was understanding the argument too. 25 
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  MEMBER SHACK:  The particulate fiber thing 1 

is a better measure than just looking at a dP alone. 2 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Right. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, if fibers 4 

dominate, and more fibers make more pressure drop, what 5 

is this mysterious thin bed effect that people worry 6 

about where you have very few fibers? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, that's when we'll 8 

get into the discussion -- 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I've never understood 10 

this thin bed business.  If a very thin bed produces 11 

more pressure drop than a thick bed which is what at 12 

least the myth or the legend says -- 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Then that doesn't 15 

argue very well for having more fibers always making 16 

higher pressure drop which seems to be your argument. 17 

 So you've never observed this thin bed.  Maybe -- it 18 

may be what's called a thin bed effect is something 19 

else other than it being thin. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You never found it so 22 

maybe I shouldn't raise the question, but it is one 23 

of those anomalies that other people have sometimes 24 

found. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct, particularly in 1 

the vertical loop head loss testing. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Right. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think we should move 4 

on and let's do this.  What you got to these tests let's 5 

defer the questions because we have 87 slides to get 6 

through and we're at 35 and we've only given 20 minutes 7 

but if we keep on asking questions we'll never get 8 

through them. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  May I make a suggestion 10 

at this point? 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  Go ahead. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'd suggest that we move 13 

to what the conservatisms are in the test and we discuss 14 

those. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And the test 17 

observations, while they're interesting, they're not 18 

in the public literature at this point in time and we'll 19 

discuss in more detail in closed session. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Does that sound 22 

reasonable? 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That sounds good, yes. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So let's separate the 1 

tests from the -- 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.   3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, where are we skipping 4 

to, Tim? 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm going to get through 6 

-- 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We're not going to 8 

look at your picture on page 36? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, sir. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Because that seems to 11 

be the hypothesis.  The problem is every one of these 12 

slides raises a question.  That's the problem. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, we can come back to 14 

it.  We'll give you sufficient time in the afternoon. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Mike, let's go to slide 16 

42. 17 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Thank you. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And we talk about 19 

constraints or conservatisms in the test.  And this 20 

is the section that I think is important as a prelude 21 

to this afternoon's discussion. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's go for it. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  One of the 24 

conservatisms we have is a constant flow rate.  Hot 25 
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leg fuel assembly test was conducted at a constant 1 

maximum hot leg break flow rate and assumed to be the 2 

driving pressure for a water solid core.  The idea here 3 

being is that, again, for a hot leg break you are going 4 

to have the core recovered after 20 minutes. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Water solid sounds 6 

mysterious.  You mean there's no steam in it? 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not for a hot leg break. 8 

 The maximum flow rate ensures that the pressure drop 9 

due to fiber was calculated. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What do you mean by 11 

water solid?   12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand.  If 13 

there's any boiling it's an extremely small amount and 14 

it's at the very top of the core.  And it's in a very 15 

limited number of assemblies but typically after -- 16 

at the time that the beds are formed are well out into 17 

the transient, 30 minutes or better.  You're not going 18 

to see -- decay heat is down very low and you have very 19 

high velocities. 20 

  Fundamentally, long-term core cooling 21 

requires much less than the maximum hot leg flow rate 22 

which, you know, we took at 44.7 gpm, talking about 23 

less than 4 gpm for what you need to actually maintain 24 

core cooling. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Below the 800 degrees. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Below the 800 degrees.  2 

That's before you even get into boiling.  That'll get 3 

you -- if you run 4 gpm through the core you will exceed 4 

what you need for boil-off and therefore you won't even 5 

be steaming. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So this is very -- 7 

sounds like something very conservative -- 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- by a factor of over 10 

10.  Factor of over 10. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So why did you choose this 13 

number for your test? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Because it gives us the 15 

maximum amount of transported debris to the fuel.  It 16 

builds up your debris bed faster.  We were looking at, 17 

well, how much debris do we get there and how fast does 18 

it get there and what kind of pressure drop do we see. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But what was the basis 20 

for selecting 44.7? 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Maximum ECCS flow rate 22 

that exists at any plant. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  At what -- okay.  Any 24 

plant. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Any plant.  Right.  1 

Maximum ECCS flow rate. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Cold leg fuel assembly 4 

-- 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I guess the real issue 6 

here is what is the -- because the flow cannot be fixed 7 

it's the pressure losses that matter, right? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Not strictly speaking. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay, so explain this to 10 

me. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  This is the issue where 12 

as you're pumping this 44.7 gpm per fuel assembly for 13 

a hot leg break, if you begin to build up resistance 14 

to flow at the inlet of the core or throughout the core 15 

bundle itself you can still get that flow through there 16 

because you had additional head as the water level tends 17 

to rise in the intact cold legs up into the steam 18 

generator.  So you get that additional driving head 19 

to offset the resistance to flow that you get from debris 20 

accumulation.  So you will maintain the 44.7 gpm. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You will?   22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because the calculations 24 

we've seen for another -- in another context -- of course 25 
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it's a different situation -- is that you know, if you 1 

do the calculation for the whole system and let's vary 2 

the loss factor at the core inlet, then everything 3 

starts to change and you get an idea of what the flow 4 

rates are going through the bed and the criteria there 5 

was that the quality should be less than 50 percent, 6 

okay?  And that quality is found when the bed pressure 7 

loss, or the K factor which gives the pressure loss 8 

of about 4 psi is obtained.  So I'm just -- 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And this is a whole loop, 11 

everything calculation, everything balances out.  12 

These arguments, you know, I mean it may be true, it 13 

may not be true, but in the absence of a calculation 14 

of that nature where one is looking at the whole system 15 

and adding a pressure loss at the inlet to see what 16 

happens, you know, it's hard for me to know whether 17 

4 gpm is true or 44.7, you know.    There's not 18 

a clear basis other than qualitative arguments for this. 19 

 There isn't a clear basis based on a system code 20 

calculation taking into account increasing loss factors 21 

which give you a certain pressure loss -- 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I don't know that you need 23 

a system calculation to do this.  Let's take a look 24 

at something in a very simple manner and see if this 25 
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works.  You're pumping -- you have -- all your cold 1 

legs are intact.  You have a broken hot leg.  So 2 

whatever water comes in through the cold legs has got 3 

to flow through the core and go out the hot leg.  Granted 4 

you'll have some water level in the cold legs that's 5 

sufficient to drive the water through the core.  And 6 

let's assume for the sake of argument you have a clean 7 

fuel -- 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So the maximum head you 9 

can get is to the top of the steam generator tubes. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's the maximum head 11 

you can get.  You're jumping a little bit ahead of where 12 

I was going so bear with me.  When you have a clean 13 

core and you're pumping all your water into your intact 14 

cold legs and you're flowing water through the core 15 

you get a slight amount of water buildup into the -- 16 

into the intact cold legs sufficient to drive water 17 

through the core and out the break.  If it's a 18 

double-ended guillotine break you basically have almost 19 

no loss through the -- 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let me ask you a different 21 

question.  What is that maximum head between the core 22 

inlet to the top of the steam generators?  Say it was 23 

full of hot water or cold water.  What is that head? 24 

 How many psi? 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  On the order of about 14 1 

to 17 psi depending on plant design. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So that's the head, 3 

maximum head you have available. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Let me ask you about 5 

that.  You've got a standing column of water in the 6 

steam generator.  Isn't the steam generator still a 7 

heat source?  Doesn't it produce bubbles in that head 8 

of water?  Or it has the potential to do so? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If you are talking 10 

something immediately after the LOCA occurs you might 11 

expect that to be the case. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, what's in the 13 

secondary?  Is there still a lot of hot water in there? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There's still warm water 15 

in there. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So there is a heat 17 

source which has to be drained over a period of time. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Potentially there is a 19 

heat source, that's right. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Did you calculate 21 

that? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We did not calculate that 23 

for this. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, that has to be 25 
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done.  It's another thing that could affect the driving 1 

head. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  Let's take a rough 3 

number.  Say half of that when you get overflow. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I just want to get a feel 6 

for it.  How much of that 14.7 comes from the height 7 

of the tubes in the steam generator? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That would be 9 

approximately -- we've got 2 psi or so that comes from 10 

the -- 2 to 3 psi comes from the cold leg up into the 11 

-- 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Plenum. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- plenum and then the 14 

rest would be the steam generator U-tubes. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So if you halve 16 

that roughly, pick a number, so it would be of the order 17 

of still 8 psi. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Eight or nine psi.   20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So that's really the 22 

driving head you have. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  For a hot leg break. 24 

 Now what you said about the loop is much more important 25 
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than the cold leg. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  But I'm just 2 

trying to bound these things. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Cold leg break, it has 4 

to go around the loop. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So if you have a loss 6 

factor there which is such that you get a 7 or 8 psi 7 

pressure loss then essentially you won't get any -- 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The steam generator 9 

is isolated in this thing? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For a LOCA, yes. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So there's nothing to 12 

cool them.  They stay hot for a long time.  They stay 13 

hot for a long time, so any water that you try to put 14 

in them to -- 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It'll boil off. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It might boil off.  17 

I think you better look at that anyway. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's why the system 19 

core calculation is much more convincing which is what 20 

we were presented before and we were happy to accept. 21 

 Mike, are you trying to say something? 22 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  No.  I'm trying to be 23 

quiet. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right.  Put it on 25 
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mute then, please.  Thanks.  All right, let's go back. 1 

 That argument may or may not be true, we have to look 2 

at it, because what I really says is that the flow could 3 

be zero if it is somewhere between 7 and 14 psi, unknown 4 

what that number is at the moment I would say, right? 5 

 Do you follow what I'm saying? 6 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  No. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I'm saying that the 8 

bounding -- 9 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  -- P you'll have 10 

flow. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, but I'm saying that 12 

once you get to a very high loss, you always have a 13 

little flow. 14 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right. 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  If you get to a very high 16 

loss factor you would get very little flow when the 17 

delta P across the bed which is why that calculation 18 

has to be done because -- of course it's laminar flow 19 

so the loss factor is, you know, as you saw it doesn't 20 

go as v-squared. 21 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Right. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It goes as v to some other 23 

power slightly.  Okay.  We know what's going on, let's 24 

move on. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For the cold leg fuel 1 

assembly testing was conducted simulating constant 2 

boil-off.  This is a conservatism to ensure the 3 

development of the debris bed with maximum resistance 4 

and the highest pressure loss.  Again, we're 5 

maintaining a constant flow rate. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now, what's the basis 7 

for this assertion? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We're attempting to 9 

maintain a constant -- 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That you developed 11 

maximum resistance? 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What does that mean? 14 

 What's the basis for that assertion?  That if you did 15 

something else you've always got a lower resistance? 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If you run with a lower 17 

flow rate, and we're using constant -- a constant flow 18 

rate assuming we needed to have that flow at -- 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What's the evidence 20 

for a constant flow rate developing a maximum 21 

resistance? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me finish the 23 

statement and I'll try to address that one. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How the bed builds up, 25 
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isn't it? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Let me try to address the 2 

first question before I answer the second one. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The -- the concept here 5 

was maintaining a constant flow rate, and that flow 6 

rate was the flow rate defined at time of switchover 7 

from injection from the RWST/BWST to recirc from the 8 

sump.  So we have a high, a very high decay heat 9 

comparatively speaking.  We use that flow rate 10 

throughout as we begin to -- as you begin to cool down 11 

the plant and the decay heat level will drop, the amount 12 

of water you would need to match boil-off would continue 13 

to decrease. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You're being 15 

conservative in the flow rate. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  In the flow rate and the 17 

formation of the bed because -- 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How do you know how 19 

the bed form -- we had a lot of discussion earlier about 20 

how these fibers and particles might build up and might 21 

fill the interstices and all that.  But this is -- these 22 

are all hypotheses.  We don't know how beds form. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  At higher velocities 24 

whatever bed forms will tend to be compressed more than 25 
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at a lower flow rate. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It will have more 2 

holes in it. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Perhaps. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So I don't know how 5 

you can say that -- 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  But if you have more holes 7 

in it because you formed it at lower flow rates you 8 

would expect to have less resistance in the bed. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I wouldn't expect 10 

anything until I saw some evidence because this is a 11 

complicated problem. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I guess what saves them 13 

all the time is the gap, you know, in some way.  Really, 14 

I mean all this stuff, it's okay, but the end of the 15 

day it's the gap which is saving you. 16 

  MEMBER SHACK:  No.  If you have debris you 17 

can plug the gap.   18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 19 

  MEMBER SHACK:  I mean, what you need, 20 

you're depending on is either not having enough debris 21 

to form a bed or blowing through the bed before you 22 

get to a pressure loss you can't not live with which 23 

is why you have to restrict the amount of debris. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But Bill, even if you 25 
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don't blow through the bed, let's assume you don't blow 1 

through the bed. 2 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Well, blow through the bed 3 

at the gap. 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  At the gap, that's what 5 

I mean, yes.  So that's always -- I see you can form 6 

-- you're saying the bed that forms in the gap you can 7 

blow through. 8 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Right. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because it has less 10 

support. 11 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I think Bill's way of 12 

putting it is a bit better, Sanjoy.  I think the 13 

heterogeneities of the entrance where there is a gap 14 

or there's holes in the bed is what is essentially what 15 

you're counting on or else you'll just shut off all 16 

flow. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, so let me just 19 

take this.  You say ensure the development of debris 20 

beds with maximum resistance.  Now, if it's true that 21 

there is a thin bed effect that means logically that 22 

your system was designed to ensure the development of 23 

a thin bed effect because that's the maximum resistance. 24 

 So it doesn't stand on its own with any support, this 25 
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kind of a statement.   1 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Were there any experiments 2 

done at different flow rates or a variable flow rate 3 

during the experiment to support this argument that 4 

that's the maximum resistance bed that you can build 5 

up?  You know, that's -- 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Cold leg conditions.  7 

This is talking about cold leg conditions. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Whatever, he's asking did 9 

you do the experiments at different flow rates. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art, I don't think we did 11 

cold leg flow rates different than -- 12 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  They were all flat out -- 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All at hot leg, whatever. 14 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  To me the flow rate would 15 

be a variable in these experiments, not a constant, 16 

unless you had overwhelming justification not to vary 17 

it. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, the thought 19 

process at the time was that if we maintained the maximum 20 

flow rate we'd tend to build the debris bed faster, 21 

we'd get a compressed debris bed and it would give us 22 

the highest pressure drop. 23 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It might build it faster 24 

but it may not be as strong or as -- it may be less 25 
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permeable if you build it up slowly, you know.  A lot 1 

of things can happen. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand your thought 3 

process.  Ours was that because we would have lower 4 

flow rates we'd have less compression, the debris bed 5 

would be more porous. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I guess the argument, 7 

Tim, is that if the flow rate is quite high then you 8 

might have breakthroughs, whether in the gap or in the 9 

bed itself, compared to a lower flow rate where you 10 

may not.  So, it's -- I tend to agree that the higher 11 

the flow rate, the higher the pressure loss, but if 12 

you had some data to that effect it would be useful. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The flow rate, when we 14 

talk about high for a cold leg break, Art, it's about 15 

3.7 gpm? 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Oh, okay. 17 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, we tested at 3. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay, 3 gpm.  So when we 19 

talk about high for hot leg breaks you're talking about 20 

44.7. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Which is -- 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You're talking here 24 

about maximum resistance.  We're not talking about the 25 
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flow rate. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For the cold leg -- 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This is the way you 3 

make beds which have the maximum resistance. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For the cold leg break 5 

conditions. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I think you ought to 7 

-- 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Tim, go ahead. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, it's for the cold 10 

leg break conditions where you're talking about 3 gpm 11 

going into the fuel assembly so you're taking whatever 12 

debris you have and you're building up a bed at those 13 

conditions.  If you start decreasing the flow rate as 14 

the debris bed builds you will tend to have a less 15 

compact bed, more porous, and you will tend to have 16 

a smaller pressure drop.  That was the thought process 17 

and logic that we put into this. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Is there any evidence? 19 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Well, I think if 20 

they were to run experiments where they would allow 21 

the flow rate to decrease as the bed builds up then 22 

the results of that experiment would not be universal 23 

because they would totally depend on the pump 24 

characteristics of the experiment.  And it would also 25 
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be dependent upon the decay heat at the rate at the 1 

plant. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We're simply asking did 3 

you do an experiment at 2 gpm, for example.  4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The answer to that is no, 5 

we did not. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So you only have 7 

one at 3. 8 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  I thought you were 9 

asking whether they ran experiments where they turned 10 

off the flow controller and let the flow rate decrease. 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  That was part of my 12 

question. 13 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  Sam's question.  If 14 

they were to do that those experiments would be 15 

meaningless because they would depend on the 16 

characteristics of the pump in the experiment. 17 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Yes, and the size of 18 

the experiment. 19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So, let's move on because 20 

we -- I think we've answered that you only had this 21 

one flow rate.   22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We don't have any 23 

evidence about how the bed structure depends upon the 24 

flow rate under which it was built.  So you could build 25 
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the bed at a low flow rate and then increase the flow 1 

rate or you build the bed at a high flow rate and let 2 

it decrease. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Did you do any turn-down 4 

experiments where, for example, when you were shutting 5 

this thing off or something that you decreased the flow 6 

and you got some data?  If you go back to the experiments 7 

that you did you would automatically get the sort of 8 

data that Graham was asking for. 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Flow sweeps. 10 

  MR. BYERS:  Right.  At the end of the test 11 

we did flow sweeps, not on all tests but on a good number. 12 

 But we never -- 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But you have -- 14 

  MR. BYERS:  -- program started low and then 15 

went high to build the bed. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  If the operator for 17 

some reason or another throttled the ECCS during, you 18 

know, during this accident instead of leaving it at 19 

its maximum flow rate -- there's a history of the ECCS 20 

flow rate.  Sometimes operators do change the ECC flow 21 

rate I think for some reason or other.  Then that hasn't 22 

been necessarily covered by this sort of a test? 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  For a cold leg break it 24 

wouldn't matter as long as you have more ECCS flow rate 25 
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than you have a boil-off.  The reason being is that 1 

you're -- 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You don't know how -- 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  -- flooding the 4 

downcomer. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We don't know how the 6 

structure of the bed depends on the history of the flow 7 

rate is the question. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Shutting off and starting 9 

ECCS does not affect what the flow rate is to the core 10 

for a cold leg break.   11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  A cold leg break. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's all I'm saying.  13 

That's all I'm dealing with is cold leg break. 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But let's say you have 15 

flow sweep data for a lot of the tests, don't you? 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We do. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And if you looked at it 18 

what do you find?  Does it -- does the pressure loss 19 

vary roughly as the square of the velocity or is it 20 

some power of the velocity?  Do you have any idea of 21 

what happens? 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Can we discuss that this 23 

afternoon? 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  We can do that.  25 
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But you have that data evidently for a lot of the tests. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We have some information 2 

we can present. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right.  Okay.  Let's 4 

go on. 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Pardon? 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Whatever happens we're 7 

going to stop at 12:30. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Thank you. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So let's go on. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Fuel assembly testing was 11 

conducted at ambient conditions.  That is that the 12 

temperature was chosen to maximize viscosity. 13 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Did you do that?  Is 14 

this really the logic?  I thought the tests were done 15 

because it was convenient and justified afterwards. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's also true.  However 17 

-- 18 

  MEMBER SHACK:  The choice of temperature 19 

maximized viscosity. 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's better. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And provide pressure 22 

drop, higher pressure drops through any debris beds 23 

that would form.   24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It's okay.  You're 25 
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allowed to present it as a positive. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Thank you. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Go ahead. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This is revision of 4 

history though, isn't it? 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Put the best spin on it. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The plants are expected 7 

to have higher temperature -- 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The trouble is it's 9 

a googly. 10 

  (Laughter)  11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  That's a 12 

Britishism. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand.  Plants 14 

are expected to have higher temperatures.  And again, 15 

you see that if you take a look at the integrated 16 

chemical effects test plan.  The sump temperatures are 17 

called out in that so you have that information already 18 

available to you. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Well, it does decrease 20 

water viscosity and you haven't -- you assure us that 21 

it has no other effect besides water viscosity? 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I wouldn't go there.  He 23 

can always bring up this felt cap. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's stay with -- 1 

  MEMBER SHACK:  We've discussed that once 2 

already this morning. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think the problem, Tim, 4 

is that you could put different spins on this.  Maybe 5 

it's conservative, maybe it's not.  It's hard to tell. 6 

 So let's move on. 7 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Allow him to present his 8 

brief for his case anyway. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We will allow you to do 10 

this.  We may have a different opinion. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand and I also 12 

understand where Dr. Wallis is coming from. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  Okay. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Uniform flow was uniform 15 

flow into the bottom of the single fuel assembly.  Leads 16 

to assumption of the uniform debris bed being formed 17 

across the core.  And post accident flow conditions 18 

into the core will not be uniform.   19 

  Regions with higher velocities will have 20 

a larger debris loading at least initially resulting 21 

in these regions having higher debris loads.  Regions 22 

with lower velocities will have smaller debris loading 23 

resulting in these -- less pressure drop in these areas. 24 

  The areas that collect smaller amounts of 25 
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debris -- 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So, the regions with 2 

smaller debris loading which may be beyond the reach 3 

that you investigated might have some other 4 

characteristics that we don't know about? 5 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm sorry, say that 6 

again. 7 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The regions with very 8 

small debris loading, do we know how they behave? 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We have some idea of how 10 

those would behave based on the range of testing that 11 

we've performed so far. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But if they had some 13 

new phenomena, we're always discovering new phenomena 14 

like thin bed effects and so on.  It's not clear to 15 

me that if some regions had debris loadings beyond the 16 

range of your tests that the pressure drop would 17 

necessarily be -- change in a desirable direction.  18 

I don't know.  I just don't know. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Understood.   20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And since smaller is 21 

sometimes bigger I don't quite know why spreading it 22 

out in a non-uniform way is going to be better or worse. 23 

 Do you see what I mean? 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, I do. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So I'm not quite sure 1 

why it's conservative. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Point taken. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So why is it 4 

conservative?  You say it's conservative.  I think 5 

you're saying it's conservative. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, our opinion is that 7 

it may be a conservatism. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It's like the 9 

Declaration of Independence, it asserts with no 10 

evidence. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Again, the statement here 12 

is it may be conservatism.  We're saying it may be 13 

conservatism. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It may be.  So it's 15 

like the French election, you're not quite sure which 16 

way it's going to go?  This is something which we're 17 

not quite sure about? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 19 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 20 

  MR. BYERS:  I think we can say, however, 21 

that the fiber was sequenced in all these tests.  We 22 

would add it 5 grams at a time or 2 grams at a time, 23 

and if there was this thin bed effect you would have 24 

opportunities for it to develop. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you do have an 1 

argument for it. 2 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But you don't know -- 4 

you haven't done the test, you haven't done the analysis 5 

of saying let's suppose it was distributed in some way. 6 

 We know how it behaves with a very small amount because 7 

you've done that test.  On the way to doing the much 8 

fiber we've done the lower fiber. 9 

  MR. BYERS:  That's right. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So we can say now it's 11 

distributed statistically or something.  Does it make 12 

a higher pressure drop or lower?   13 

  MR. BYERS:  We haven't done a complex 14 

distribution. 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- your problem, so 16 

you don't know. 17 

  MR. BYERS:  Right. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  If we looked at the 19 

probability distribution of what the debris formation 20 

might be on the bottom of the core to allow us to evaluate 21 

an overall loss coefficient -- 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Might do something 23 

like that, yes.  Okay. 24 

  MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK:  The next to last 25 
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bullet, to me these are all parallel channels so they 1 

all have the same overall delta P.  So it's not that 2 

this channel will have a lower delta P, it'll just have 3 

a higher flow rate. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Which might starve 6 

some of the other ones.  But then it all mixes 7 

downstream because it's a PWR. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And it's an open-lattice 9 

fuel, that's correct.  We have continually 10 

recirculating debris and it's a closed loop system so 11 

whatever -- we're on slide 47, Mike -- we have 12 

continually recirculating debris.  So all the debris 13 

has got to get back into the fuel as opposed to having 14 

an opportunity to settle out somewhere else in 15 

containment.  This is, we believe, a -- 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But they won't just 17 

have larger debris loading, they'll have different P:F 18 

ratios in these different regions?  So, to continue 19 

this discussion, if P:F ratio of 1 is limiting you could 20 

have a P:F ratio of 10 but in some regions in the 21 

non-uniform distribution you might have a P:F ratio 22 

of 1. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Possibly. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So, I don't quite know 25 
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how this is handled in your analysis.  What happens? 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I guess the real problem 2 

is that if you look at sump screen behavior, if you 3 

just had a screen with some open areas eventually what 4 

tends to happen as you know is that, you know, the flow 5 

goes through that area and it tends to build up.  It's 6 

surprising how eventually you can get a fairly uniform 7 

deposit.  So, it's hard to argue that something like 8 

that may not happen.  It may happen, but it's not 9 

obvious that you will be able to -- 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Constituents, could 11 

they be different though?  I mean, the bit that plugs 12 

up first may have more fiber than this -- 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because of the 14 

sequencing. 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The sequencing, 16 

right. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That are happening, yes. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure I'm 19 

understanding.  Are we back on the previous slide or 20 

this slide? 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  No, this has always 22 

been a question that I've had -- 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  No, no, the uniform flow. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is how are tests -- 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I mean, that's several 1 

slides down.  We're talking about recirculating debris 2 

at this point. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We stopped discussing 4 

uniform flow.  We've stopped discussing the one about 5 

how it's distributed around the -- 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay.  All right. 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay, so now we are moving 10 

on to recirc.  You know our caveats on uniform flow. 11 

 Let's go on. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 13 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Recirculating debris, it 15 

is a closed loop.  We're continuing to recirculate 16 

through.  There's no opportunity for -- 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But this first 18 

statement is also inconsistent with what you're telling 19 

us before, because you said the debris -- the 20 

particulates went around forever, some of them. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, but he's saying the 22 

reactor would not. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How do you know? 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Because you have 1 

opportunities inside the containment.  You have low 2 

flow for settling and you have the opportunity to 3 

capture it on the sump screen again. 4 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  I wouldn't buy that one 5 

because you've got so much screen area now, a huge amount 6 

of screen area that even if some parts of the screen 7 

are covered up why isn't it going through the opening. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  That's always been our 9 

concern, that the bypass might be increasing. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It might be, but there's 11 

certainly opportunities in the containment to settle 12 

out. 13 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  No doubt. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay?  Now if a plant is, 15 

quote, a "high-fiber" plant and has a full fiber load 16 

on there you're certainly not going to get a lot of 17 

particulates coming through it.  So it is conditionally 18 

dependent upon what the plant design is.  No arguments 19 

on that. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think this one, it's 21 

true, there are opportunities to take out -- 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  But debris 23 

continually recirculating is okay, but until captured 24 

is not a fair statement because he said earlier it wasn't 25 
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captured.  So what you mean is it's conservative 1 

because you keep having -- it has a chance to be 2 

captured. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 4 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Unless captured. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  Let's go on.  6 

Otherwise we are fighting over every slide now. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Surrogate chemical 8 

effects.  We're using aluminum oxyhydroxide as a 9 

surrogate chemical.  And I think we've discussed this 10 

enough. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The reason for asking 13 

these questions is if some of these statements which 14 

are not supportable appear in the final document then 15 

you have to stand on that forever.  Much better to find 16 

them now. 17 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Tim, isn't the aluminum 18 

oxyhydroxide more soluble at higher temperatures than 19 

at lower temperatures? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art, I don't think -- is 21 

that the case?   22 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  The data -- 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It goes back into 24 

solution at 140 degrees Fahrenheit, I believe. 25 
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  MR. BYERS:  It's more soluble at higher 1 

temperatures.  2 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  So isn't that a 3 

conservatism that you don't claim? 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 5 

  MEMBER SHACK:  He claimed that back on 6 

temperature.  7 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  I thought he only claimed 8 

on temperature was -- 9 

  MEMBER SHACK:  No, no, he had less 10 

precipitation. 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Oh, you did. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, I did. 13 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  All right. 14 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Tim wanted to double-count. 15 

 He's allowed to count it once. 16 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  I just want to count it 17 

once because I believe it's true. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's move.  Next slide. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Another conservatism we 20 

have is staging of the debris additions.  Particulates 21 

added first.  It provides for them, the particulates, 22 

to be available to build the fiber, build the bed that 23 

causes the pressure drop.  The fiber is added after 24 

particulates in small increments, precludes clumping 25 
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and promotes a gradual buildup of the -- 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Promotes the lowest 2 

porosity debris bed.  That's -- you mean the lowest 3 

pressure drop or something. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm sorry. 5 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We don't have 6 

structure of the debris bed studied. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, we don't. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You mean this produce 9 

-- promotes the largest pressure drop or something. 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay. 12 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Is there clear evidence 13 

to that?  Or will we see that evidence later on?  Where 14 

it does do that. 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  What evidence 16 

specifically are you -- 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  When you put the 18 

particulates first rather than, say, together with the 19 

fiber, that it promotes a higher pressure drop. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We've not run that test. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Because in other 22 

experiments we've seen they've been added together.  23 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Again, that's the 24 

conclusion from the PNNL NUREG. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  This is coming -- 1 

  MEMBER SHACK:  This is coming from the pnnl 2 

NUREG.  You can argue over how many tests they have. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  How much is that effect? 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Orders of magnitude. 5 

  MEMBER SHACK:  It would be quite 6 

significant, yes.  I think mostly because you get this 7 

opportunity to get the thin bed.  You know, you're 8 

always looking at this thing as the pressure drop per 9 

grams of debris, you know, and that's what really 10 

counts.  So, this one really gives you the opportunity 11 

to get that thin bed effect because you've got the 12 

particulates there.  Then you're slowly adding your 13 

fiber. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's the 15 

hypothesis. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, that assumes that 17 

the particulates get caught.  And that bed is -- that 18 

screen is very different from the fuel. 19 

  MEMBER SHACK:  But again, they ran the test 20 

three ways.  You know, they put in the particulate 21 

first, then the fiber.  They put in a pre-formed fiber 22 

bed, then the particulate.  Then they put in the slush, 23 

everything together.  That was basically the order 24 

that, again, for the equivalent amount of debris that 25 
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was the order they found the pressure drop. 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right, that was a 2 

different substrate which -- because of the finer 3 

screen, right?  That they were putting it on. 4 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Yes.   5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Whereas here it's a 6 

different geometry. 7 

  MEMBER SHACK:  A different geometry. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And the fibers tend to 9 

get caught there.  I mean, I'm not sure that the 10 

particulates do anything, they just pass through, 11 

right?  On their own.  And then the fibers -- I mean, 12 

the experiments I saw in Germany, I saw that the 13 

particulates sort of -- it was really the fiber that 14 

got caught and then eventually that starts to filter 15 

the particulates out.  So, it's not -- 16 

  MEMBER SHACK:  But it's still a question 17 

of the order of addition. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 19 

  MEMBER SHACK:  I mean, you know. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  In this case it may not 21 

matter because the particulates just get circulated 22 

around and round.  So eventually they come back.  23 

They're not really forming a bed at all.   24 

  MEMBER SHACK:  No, but I mean the PNNL 25 
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tests were recirculated too.  1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, but they had a finer 2 

screen so the particulates were actually forming, 3 

weren't they? 4 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Cal-sil's a little 5 

different because cal-sil does contain its own fiber. 6 

 And so you know, it's not quite as clean as a 7 

precipitate test would be.  So I haven't looked at those 8 

tests in a long time, but my guess is that they probably 9 

were seeing something whereas these guys see almost 10 

nothing from their precipitates. 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Nothing at all. 12 

  MEMBER SHACK:  But I think that -- I mean, 13 

you can argue that there's slight differences but that 14 

is the rationale for going -- 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think the rationale is 16 

okay, but I wonder if -- I don't think it may matter 17 

very much, but I wonder if we can claim it as a 18 

conservatism without doing an experiment to show that 19 

it is. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, our contention here 21 

is it may be a conservatism.   22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  May be, yes.  Okay. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  And that's clearly stated 24 

in the last slide. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Since the PNNL tests 1 

have been mentioned here, they produced I think two 2 

orders of magnitude difference in pressure drop.  So 3 

what I learned from that is that you can produce enormous 4 

effects by changing the way in which you make up the 5 

bed.  And we don't know exactly what these -- it's all 6 

speculation about how the particles fill. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, we don't know the 8 

effect of the substrate on which the bed is formed. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  What I learned from 10 

that was to be careful about exploring different ways 11 

you put things in.  Rather than saying that I just 12 

assume that what they found was the worst will always 13 

be the worst. 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, in fact you have 15 

a completely different set of tests available to you 16 

from your -- the other reactor.  I don't know if you 17 

are able to access them or not because they may be two 18 

silos, but there is -- there are results there. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Which may be useful. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  They decided to go 22 

with the homogenous mixture. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, the reason for that 24 

was clear, that in that case it was a well-mixed system 25 
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from which the thing was entering. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It was actually a 2 

different debris mix.  There were a number of other 3 

different parameters associated with that.   4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And the physical 5 

situation was different too. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So.  And they were 8 

justified in assuming that it was well-mixed -- 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- and was coming in 11 

together. 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  If you look at this 13 

chemical surrogate here it says the effect was to 14 

compress the bed.  I thought the effect was to plug 15 

the holes in the bed.   16 

  MEMBER SHACK:  The observed effect is the 17 

compression. 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Did you actually -- 19 

you actually found -- 20 

  MEMBER SHACK:  You speculate because it's 21 

plugging the holes. 22 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  -- firmly compressed? 23 

 You measured its thickness? 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art? 25 
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  MR. BYERS:  Yes, we do have some videos. 1 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  And you saw it shrink?  2 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  As the pressure drop 4 

went up it shrank? 5 

  MR. BYERS:  It did. 6 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Because -- 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  The white gunk on top. 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  White gunk filled the 9 

holes, okay. 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Well, maybe doing both. 11 

 All right, let's go. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Another conservatism was 13 

limiting particulate-to-fiber ratio.  Tests were run 14 

with a fiber ratio, a particulate-to-fiber ratio of 15 

1-to-1 that resulted in fairly high head losses.  As 16 

the fiber ratio is greater than 1-to-1 the effects of 17 

chemical precipitates lessen, i.e., get lower pressure 18 

drops.   19 

  The debris generation calculations and 20 

latent debris walkdown show that particulate debris 21 

is generally much larger in quantity than the fibrous 22 

debris, and therefore the particulate-to-fiber ratios 23 

will not be exactly 1-to-1.  It has to be much greater 24 

than 1-to-1.  So this, we believe this is a significant 25 
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test conservatism, at least the definition of a very 1 

restrictive fiber limit. 2 

  A point in case is even if you take a look 3 

at what you have in latent debris alone, and forget 4 

about the standard numbers in NEI-0407 and the SE on 5 

NEI-0407 which call 200 pounds maximum.  Based on what 6 

we've seen from walkdowns at plants the amount of fiber 7 

you get is very small compared to the -- 8 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  You're going to show 9 

us this afternoon the justification for the line 1 here? 10 

 Because I looked at the data and 1-to-1 may be limiting 11 

in certain conditions for certain fiber loads, but not 12 

for other fiber loads.  So it isn't a universal 13 

statement that it's always limiting to have 1-to-1. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We'll show you the data 15 

that we have. 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is it always limiting 17 

to have 1-to-1? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The -- well, for the 19 

purposes of the pressure drop that we're dealing with 20 

it is a limiting. 21 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  How about 1/2-to-1?  22 

There were no data taken at less than 1-to-1. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, there is. 24 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay, well that will 25 
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be good because -- 1 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's follow this later. 2 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  We'll follow that 3 

later? 4 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We'll come back to this 5 

because if this effect is true then this one we will 6 

probably say isn't reasonable.  Okay. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Another conservatism is 8 

the absence of boiling in the core.  We used a cold 9 

test so we didn't see the chaotic flow-mixing patterns 10 

you'd see in a boiling temperature. 11 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  This is true for what, 12 

the cold leg? 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Say again? 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  With the hot leg I 15 

think you said you might have a -- 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Hot leg would not -- this 17 

would not be a fact.  For cold leg this is the case, 18 

yes.  Thank you for the clarification. 19 

  So the cold leg break during cold leg 20 

recirculation it will be boiling in the core.  It 21 

prevents buildup of debris on the spacer grids and 22 

voiding in the core due to boiling process for greater 23 

availability of the driving head which in turn allows 24 

greater head loss due to the debris.  Those are cold 25 
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leg effects. 1 

  For hot leg, as pointed out, Dr. Wallis, 2 

boiling is minimized in this scenario.  And if 3 

sufficient flow accumulates to minimize the flow into 4 

the core such that we can get boiling, then the boiling 5 

will tend to break up debris beds that you would see 6 

that formed in the core. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So is there evidence that 8 

if you have a fiber bed and you get boiling either 9 

upstream or within the bed, that the bed breaks up? 10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There's been some testing 11 

that was done, and Art, correct me if I'm wrong on this, 12 

but there's been some testing we can perhaps discuss 13 

a little more in closed session where boiling precluded 14 

beds from forming.  Is that a fair statement, Art? 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, but once the bed -- 16 

so what boiling might occur is the bed forms and the 17 

flow slows down, and then you get into boiling.  So, 18 

if you've got a formed bed does boiling break up that 19 

bed? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art, did we have any 21 

indication of that? 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Rather than forming -- 23 

  MR. BYERS:  I don't know how much I can 24 

say about AP1000. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Then let's not talk about 1 

it in open session. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.   3 

  MR. BYERS:  Let's save it till this 4 

afternoon. 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So, part of the 6 

problem we're having is when you're going through these 7 

conservatisms we're not able to explore the basis of 8 

these conservatisms at the moment.  So some of these 9 

are not being supported maybe sufficiently.  They may 10 

be truly conservatisms but you have to say well, let's 11 

talk about it in the closed session.  So let's go 12 

through this quickly but we can return to some of this 13 

after the closed session. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  I'd just say that in 15 

the screen tests there was some concern about flashing 16 

increasing the pressure drop. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right.  That's what 18 

reminds me of it, yes.  Flashing within the bed causing 19 

problems.   20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay?  And another 21 

conservatism in the absence of alternate flow paths, 22 

and this is alternate paths through the baffle-barrel 23 

region potentially, where upflow can actually come 24 

underneath the fuel, I mean the baffle-barrel region 25 
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and into flow holes to come out laterally into the core. 1 

 And this may be a conservatism, again it may, so. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 3 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's true.  If you 4 

spill over in the steam generator that flow comes all 5 

the way back around and goes out the top of the core. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.  Okay.  So the next 7 

would be LOCADM presentation.  Do you want to stop at 8 

this point? 9 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  How much time will you 10 

take after lunch because I don't want to -- I really 11 

do want to get through the closed session.  A lot of 12 

the sections you're deferring to the closed session 13 

right now. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I would suggest this.  15 

The LOCADM presentation can be in open.  We haven't 16 

really discussed it with -- 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes, that can be in open 18 

session. 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We haven't discussed 20 

LOCADM with you I don't think.  As a consequence, I 21 

think it's worth going over.  And after that when we 22 

talk about defense-in-depth calculations that's 23 

material that you have seen before, it's material that 24 

we discussed at some level in -- 4 years ago in 2008. 25 
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 I don't know that we need to go over that again.  We 1 

can terminate the discussion at that point. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So let's try to 3 

do  the LOCADM.  You've got the slides on the record 4 

right now so that's fine.  And then we'll go into closed 5 

session. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right?  So now we'll 8 

take maybe a 35-minute lunch break to try to get back 9 

on schedule. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Quarter past 1? 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's shoot for 1:15.  12 

How's that?  All right.  Take a break.  1:15. 13 

  (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off 14 

the record at 12:23 p.m. and went back on the record 15 

at 1:17 p.m.) 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Let's go back in session. 17 

 And you can go through at whatever speed you like as 18 

long as we can go into closed session -- 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Quickly. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  -- quickly. 21 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I understand.  22 

Fundamentally LOCADM and the issue of deposition of 23 

materials on the clad.  LOCADM became a method or a 24 

tool we were using, a computational tool to calculate 25 
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what would be put on the cladding.  Using an extension 1 

of the chemical effects testing that was done in 2 

WCAP-167 -- 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Sorry.  Okay, Mike. 4 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  I'm on? 5 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 6 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay, I'm going to go 7 

back to mute and just listen. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  All right. 9 

  MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay? 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Thanks, Mike.  Go for it. 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The LOCADM code is an 12 

extension of the chemical effects work that was done 13 

in WCAP-16530-NP-A.  And it assumes that the deposition 14 

occurs by boiling.  Specifically, it conservatively 15 

assumes that all of the material in a packet of water 16 

that's boiled is deposited on the fuel.  So it's a very 17 

conservative approach from the standpoint it treats 18 

the water almost as a finite volume of material, and 19 

when that volume is boiled it deposits everything in 20 

that volume onto the core.  That's not really what 21 

happens. 22 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  That includes everything 23 

that's particulate in solution?  I'm going to get back 24 

to the boric acid question. 25 
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  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  There's not much boric 1 

acid. 2 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Does not include. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Does not include boric 4 

acid.  I'm correct on that, Art?  Does not include -- 5 

LOCADM does not include boric acid? 6 

  MR. BYERS:  Not as a deposition species, 7 

that's right. 8 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  So -- 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's chemical 10 

deposition.  Now -- 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Because all boric acid is 12 

a chemical. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Bear with me. 14 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  And when you boil it's 15 

going to deposit, so. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Bear with me.  What we've 17 

seen in some experimental work is that if the boric 18 

acid which is deposited is re-wetted it goes back in 19 

the solution very quickly. 20 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  So you're just saying it's 21 

depositing, dissolving, depositing, dissolving, and 22 

that's your story. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's the supposition 24 

in the LOCADM code. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Is this at the 1 

boil-off limit when nothing is leaving?  Everything 2 

that goes in is deposited if it's boiling, or at the 3 

boil-off limit. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  What we're saying is that 5 

at boiling, not saying boil-off limit.  If it's boiling 6 

and we're assuming that we get water going into the 7 

core to match boil-off, particularly for a cold leg 8 

break, that if it boils you will get boiling in the 9 

cold leg break. 10 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  The cold leg break 11 

when you're boiling, the only thing that leaves the 12 

core is steam in your limiting case. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Presumably anything 15 

that goes in there that's in the water is left behind. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct.  Now, 17 

what we're saying is the chemical products -- 18 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Including the boron. 19 

 Boron builds up. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Anything other than boric 21 

acid, it gets deposited.  Boric acid continues to build 22 

up. 23 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  And you have some 24 

experimental data that shows that's a pretty reliable 25 
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position to take? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  With regards to -- 2 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  I have BWR fuel experience 3 

and we boil everything in sight.  And it's your soluble 4 

stuff that comes out and once deposited stays put.  5 

It does not re-dissolve.  Now, those are different 6 

kinds of -- 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes. 8 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- chemicals than boric 9 

acid, but I just want to know what's your basis for 10 

-- 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Experimental basis. 12 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  You're boiling at 13 

containment pressure? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That is correct. 15 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Generally boric acid 16 

will go with the steam at those pressures.   17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It may, but we're saying 18 

that it didn't. 19 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  It has a -- 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It doesn't -- 21 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  -- pressure and it'll 22 

go with the steam.  It'll get left behind at high -- 23 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  You know, I don't want to 24 

press it.  If you've got experimental data that shows 25 
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that's what happens, I'm happy.  I just wanted to make 1 

sure I understood. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.  There is some 3 

experimental data that is available that demonstrates 4 

that.  And it was done actually at atmospheric 5 

conditions and near-atmospheric conditions. 6 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Got it. 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  All the chemical 8 

impurities regardless of form that are transported to 9 

the fuel -- other than boric acid, clarify that -- would 10 

be deposited by the boiling process.  And once plated 11 

out it remains on the rod, no re-dissolution which we 12 

did see with the boric acid.  So, and we use this code, 13 

this automated tool -- 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  You also have the inverse 15 

solubility effect, right?  If I remember. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm going to ask Art on 17 

that.  We modeled calcium phosphate as reverse 18 

solubility. 19 

  MR. BYERS:  It does but that wasn't 20 

occurring for LOCADM because it just assumes everything 21 

deposits.   22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Oh, okay. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So it doesn't really 24 

matter. 25 
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  CHAIR BANERJEE:  It doesn't matter. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's right.  It's a 2 

conservative approach. 3 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 4 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  There are a few 5 

different materials on the cladding that are considered 6 

for thermal conductivity resistance, resistivity.  One 7 

is cladding oxide which is corrosion products caused 8 

by oxidation of the cladding either under normal -- 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Does it deposit 10 

uniformly or doesn't it deposit more at the top of the 11 

core where a small concentrate because you boiled off 12 

water? 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It deposits in the 14 

boiling region of the core. 15 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Doesn't it deposit a 16 

thicker layer at the top where the solution is more 17 

concentrated? 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It basically looks at -- 19 

were there four elevations in the core, Art? 20 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes.  It -- you can specify 21 

up to 10 but it assumes that the core is well-mixed. 22 

 It's an underlying assumption. 23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Assumes it's 24 

well-mixed although there's a unidirectional flow in 25 
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it?    MR. BYERS:  That's correct. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The cladding oxide is one 2 

of the deposit layers and that's oxide that occurs with 3 

normal power operations as well as during the LOCA 4 

itself.  Crud, which is -- deposits on the fuel before 5 

the LOCA occurs, and then LOCA scale formed on the 6 

cladding by the deposition of corrosion products and 7 

scaling after the LOCA occurs. 8 

  The cladding oxide is primarily reduction 9 

of zirconium cladding with oxygen ZrO2.  The most 10 

definitive thermal conductivity measurements were 11 

performed at Halden and are reported in WCAP-15063-P-A 12 

and an EPRI document which I think you have access to 13 

here. 14 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But those are just zirc 15 

oxide thermal conductivity. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's exactly correct. 17 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's all it is.  We've 19 

done some parametric clad heat-up calculations at a 20 

value of 2.2 watts per meter kilowatt or 1.27 BTU per 21 

hour-foot degree Fahrenheit provides maximum rod 22 

heat-up calculations.  And this is at LOCA conditions 23 

20 minutes or so after the transient.   24 

  And LOCADM deposition calculations use a 25 
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value of 1.279 watts per meter debris kelvin using scale 1 

buildup calculations.  So it's a conservatively high 2 

number.  It maximizes boiling, therefore maximizes the 3 

deposition we would calculate using this particular. 4 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Now this scale is made 5 

up of what, the aluminum oxyhydroxide? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It's made up of aluminum 7 

oxyhydroxide.  It's some -- we take into account 8 

fiberglass. 9 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's everything.  10 

And fiberglass sticks then? 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Say again? 12 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Fiberglass sticks 13 

too? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We don't -- it doesn't 15 

stick based on the data that we have and which we 16 

discussed 4 years ago. 17 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  It does. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We assume it does to be 19 

conservative. 20 

  MR. BYERS:  A portion of it does.  There's 21 

a bump-up factor that was applied to account for 22 

fiberglass deposition.  Not that there's any evidence 23 

for it, but that was a question that came up previously 24 

so we included a bump-up factor to allow for a portion. 25 
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  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  That's a good way to 1 

keep it from plugging up the spacers. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We're not taking credit 3 

for that though.   4 

  Crud is typically composed of nickel 5 

ferrite, nickel metal, nickel oxide and 6 

nickel-iron-chromium spinels.  Crud thermal 7 

conductivity is dependent upon many variables such as 8 

porosity, the thickness, heat flux.  For the 9 

calculations that LOCADM does at a value of 0.5 watts 10 

per meter degree kelvin is used as the thermal 11 

conductivity for crud. 12 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  And that is picked out of 13 

where that you get those numbers? 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art, I believe that's an 15 

EPRI number. 16 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  That's kind of your normal 17 

crud from a PWR operation. 18 

  MR. BYERS:  It was used in one of our codes. 19 

 Whether it was EPRI work or not, I don't. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  My recollection is it did 21 

come from an EPRI study on crud material properties. 22 

  MR. BYERS:  We've recently done an 23 

independent study with EPRI and found that those 24 

numbers, the more recent numbers are consistent with 25 
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this. 1 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But the thermal 2 

conductivity used for all the other stuff, the aluminum 3 

oxyhydroxide and the scale, you know, from the LOCA 4 

and all of that stuff, you use the same thermal 5 

conductivity number? 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure I understand 7 

the question. 8 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well, the other stuff that 9 

deposits.  This is -- 10 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Next slide, Sam. 11 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Is it on the next slide? 12 

 Oh, that's where it is.   13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Thank you.   14 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  LOCA scale.   15 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Parametric, the last 16 

bullet. 17 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes.  Because you 18 

actually haven't measured it, you just ran some 19 

sensitivities? 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct.  Art, you have 21 

some comments on that? 22 

  MR. BYERS:  It was on the basis of a 23 

literature search.  We looked throughout the 24 

literature to find what limiting thermal conductivities 25 
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were for types of scale that we thought might form and 1 

that's where this 0.2 watts per meter k came from. 2 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  And you just 3 

assumed they were 100 percent dense whatever it was 4 

and not porous, not an insulating layer? 5 

  MR. BYERS:  No, we tried to assume a 6 

limiting density and I think that may be in one of the 7 

slides here. 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Well, the density if 9 

you're dealing with steady state heat-up calculations 10 

for all practical purposes the density doesn't factor 11 

into the heat transfer.  Because density is used as 12 

specific heat to talk about energy storage.  We're 13 

talking about the temperature profile.  That doesn't 14 

necessarily depend upon density. 15 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well no, it does. 16 

  MR. BYERS:  He means porosity. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay, I'm sorry. 18 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It does, yes, because 19 

that's what sets the temperature at the metal oxide 20 

interface and that's what sets the rate of oxidation 21 

of the cladding.  So, just -- but you made some 22 

assumptions on either the density or thickness and you 23 

came up in thermal conductivity. 24 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We made assumptions on 25 
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the thickness as well as the thermal conductivity, 1 

correct.   2 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  Go ahead.  Did you 3 

have any idea what these thicknesses of these layers 4 

might be?  Just for order of magnitude. 5 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes.  The actual scale buildup 6 

was a plant-specific thing.  Each plant would put in 7 

the amount of chemicals that they thought would be 8 

generated post LOCA and then the code would build up 9 

whatever thickness was -- 10 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well, just typically, you 11 

know, in microns what would you build up? 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  The normal -- there was 13 

an EPRI study on this scale, only crud buildup for PWR 14 

fuel that we used as a base number which I think was 15 

on the order of about -- 16 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well, not for normal 17 

operation.  I'm talking for this analysis where you're 18 

putting all the other stuff -- 19 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Oh, for the analysis. 20 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- all the other stuff from 21 

the aluminum oxyhydroxide, the scale, not normal crud, 22 

not normal oxide. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 24 

  MR. BYERS:  This was not part of the WCAP 25 
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but we do know that many utilities have gone through 1 

the process of putting their chemicals in and generally 2 

there's not been a problem with staying below the 50 3 

mil limit. 4 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  I don't doubt it, I'm just 5 

asking a question do you actually have some -- 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  About 3 to 5 mils. 7 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Three to five mils is what 8 

you think is the -- 9 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 10 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  So it's -- 11 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  In that neighborhood. 12 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- way, way below that 50 13 

mil. 14 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Correct.  We're not 15 

challenging the 50 mils, generally speaking. 16 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay, thanks. 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So, this slide basically 18 

talks about the long-term cooling criteria.  We've got 19 

to maintain the temperature of 800 degrees Fahrenheit, 20 

less than that and less than 15 mils thickness.   21 

  And the standard criteria is after quench 22 

of the core.  We assume 70 percent oxidation which is 23 

the limit for Appendix K or 10 C.F.R. 50.46.  And we 24 

demonstrate the temperatures stay low.  We do not claim 25 
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that these represent nor are they intended to be new 1 

or additional long-term core cooling requirements.  2 

This is what we're using for this particular 3 

calculation. 4 

  A little rehash on why we chose 800 degrees 5 

Fahrenheit and the 50 mils which I believe we talked 6 

about earlier this morning.   7 

  So, how did we, quote, "validate" LOCADM. 8 

 And we used it to compare against boiler scale 9 

information we had.  And this particular plot shows 10 

that LOCADM conservatively predicts data from boilers. 11 

 And the second bullet identifies that the model 12 

conservatively assumes that all fiber and chemical 13 

products passed by the sump screen and transported to 14 

the fuel are deposited in the boiling process in the 15 

fluid -- 16 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Which curve is which 17 

in this figure?   18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm sorry, say that 19 

again? 20 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  LOCADAM is the one 21 

that's straight up. 22 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct.  23 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  Okay, okay. 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And these data were what 25 
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exactly?   1 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Just conventional boilers 2 

I guess. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  This is a simulation of 4 

the fouling process from a technical publication in 5 

2003.  Measurements and simulation. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  But I'm saying what were 7 

the measurements.  Do you remember? 8 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  I'm not sure I 9 

understand.  What do you mean? 10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  What measurements were 11 

these?  Where were the measurements taken? 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art, do you recall where 13 

you pulled these measurements from? 14 

  MR. BYERS:  Which laboratory?  I don't 15 

recall, I'm sorry. 16 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  What was the experiment? 17 

 Can you briefly describe it? 18 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, it is a measure of 19 

fouling resistance which is -- they had thermocouples 20 

on the heated rods and they were measuring the heat 21 

transfer. 22 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  This was in typical 23 

coolant? 24 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Steam generators or where 25 
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did it come from? 1 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, it was not -- if I recall 2 

it was not simulating fuel rods. 3 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  No, it was not. 4 

  MR. BYERS:  It's some other type of boiler 5 

tubing. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  But it shows the 7 

deposition from the boiling process. 8 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Right, but that would 9 

depend on the chemistry, right?  Of the system. 10 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Sure. 11 

  MEMBER SHACK:  It sort of suggests, 12 

assuming it all comes out, gives you a conservative 13 

answer. 14 

  CONSULTANT WALLIS:  So you had 15 

particulates and fiberglass and everything in this 16 

experiment? 17 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's correct. 18 

  MR. BYERS:  No, just in -- 19 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Totally different system. 20 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 21 

  MEMBER SHACK:  Whatever was in this system 22 

is presumably what they used. 23 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  I think the point really 24 

is is it, you know, the key thing is to be able to 25 
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estimate the thermal conductivity in some way.  So, 1 

depending on the nature of the deposit which must depend 2 

on the nature of the chemistry of the system, so that's 3 

why I'm trying to understand what the -- was this typical 4 

of the sort of chemistry you would expect in the core? 5 

  MR. BYERS:  Post LOCA. 6 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Post LOCA. 7 

  MR. BYERS:  Because we -- this was an 8 

example where calcium solids were precipitated.  And 9 

when utilities have gone through their LOCADM 10 

calculations it seems like calcium is a very prominent 11 

impurity based on the dissolution of concrete and 12 

fiberglass.  So we were just looking for a similar 13 

chemical system and that -- 14 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Similar chemically.  And 15 

it had boric acid. 16 

  MR. BYERS:  And this did not have boric 17 

acid either, it just -- we were looking at the calcium. 18 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  And the pH was similar? 19 

  MR. BYERS:  I don't recall. 20 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  Well, maybe you 21 

could give us a little more information at some point 22 

about this experiment.  Just the general conditions. 23 

 Because ultimately what you're trying to do is to get 24 

the thermal conductivity and other characteristics of 25 
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the deposited fill to show the temperatures you're 1 

estimating are conservatively high. 2 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  With regards to the 3 

material properties of the different materials I think 4 

what you see is that we're using for the oxidation and 5 

for the crud we're using industry data.  Now, for what 6 

we were using for the chemical deposition, Art, if I'm 7 

correct we're using 0.1 as a thermal conductivity for 8 

the scale buildup that we're looking at from chemicals? 9 

 So that's pretty low, that's pretty bounding.   10 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  What you're trying to 11 

predict is the so-called fouling resistance which is 12 

after all just the -- it's sort of like a heat flux, 13 

right?  At kilowatts per meter squared.  Kilowatts per 14 

meter squared is like a flux.  So this inverse flux. 15 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  This is meter squared 16 

kilowatts. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes.  Oh, meter squared 18 

kilowatts.  Well, we'll figure it out what it means 19 

later.  Let's move along. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 21 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We'll leave an action to 22 

get some more information on this. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay.  So for the fuel 24 

rods that we were looking at, 144 inches long, 0.36 25 
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inches outside diameter and a clad thickness of 0.0225 1 

which is standard for a 17 by 17 Westinghouse fuel rod. 2 

 Crud thickness was between 0.0 and 0.05 inches and 3 

thermal conductivity between 0.3 and 0.9 BTU per 4 

hour-foot degree Fahrenheit.   5 

  This is the simplistic model that's used 6 

at the clad, the oxide, the crud and the chemical 7 

deposition with the heat flux treated as a quasi-steady 8 

state with no axial conduction and a uniform layer 9 

thickness with the exception of chemicals which tends 10 

to grow over time.  And we're looking to demonstrate 11 

that the clad/oxide interface is below 800 degrees 12 

Fahrenheit.   13 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  How did you determine 14 

h there? 15 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  We used -- it was boiling, 16 

boiling criteria.  Then whatever, you know, some packet 17 

of water that the energy was transferred across, the 18 

outside face of the chemistry, got the packet of water 19 

to boil and that deposition was added to the chemicals 20 

for the next calculation, the elevation. 21 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Well, I'm trying to get 22 

the heat transfer h. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Heat transfer 24 

coefficient? 25 
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  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Yes. 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Did we actually calculate 2 

detailed heat?  I think we did calculate the transfer 3 

coefficients, boiling heat transfer coefficients in 4 

LOCADM. 5 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, no, there's a problem 6 

because you don't know exactly what the flow is -- 7 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay. 8 

  MR. BYERS:  -- within the core.  So there 9 

was an assumed heat transfer coefficient.  Again, I'm 10 

sorry I don't remember exactly what that was, but it 11 

was -- 12 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  Six hundred and some 13 

I think. 14 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, it was -- 15 

  CONSULTANT KRESS:  BTUs per hour. 16 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes, it was something we got 17 

from a typical boiling heat transfer, pool boiling. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  So it wasn't calculated 19 

on a case-by-case basis, but it was based on a 20 

calculation for pool boiling which is what we assumed 21 

for cold leg break conditions.   22 

  So, looking at different thermal 23 

conductivities versus clad thickness and temperatures 24 

resulting from that.  If I may, the blue line is clad 25 
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thermal conductivity at 0.1 BTU hour-foot degree of 1 

Fahrenheit.  And up to 50 mils thick we're still under 2 

500 degrees Fahrenheit.  We get -- and this assumes 3 

that we have the oxide and the crud buildup and the 4 

chemical effects on top of that.  So at 50 mils with 5 

all this in series we're still under 500 degrees 6 

Fahrenheit, just actually under 400 -- by 470 -- 7 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  So that's why the 8 

predictive capability becomes important for the fouling 9 

resistance or whatever you call it.   10 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK: So your question is -- 11 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Depends on, yes, what -- 12 

how well that's predicted. 13 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Right.  You would like 14 

some additional information about -- 15 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Yes. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Understood. 17 

  CHAIR BANERJEE: You have a lot of margins. 18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes.  Yes.   19 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay. 20 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Other materials.  Three 21 

categories of protective coatings used inside 22 

containments.  And these are typically zinc, zinc 23 

oxides, epoxy coatings and others like polyesters and 24 

things like that, or polystyrenes.   25 
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  And I'll talk briefly about boric acid 1 

dilution.  Previously we had not been dealing with 2 

boric acid concentration buildups to the point where 3 

we'd get precipitation.  We do have a separate Owners 4 

Group project that's looking at addressing boric acid 5 

precipitation.  The debris suspended in the delivery 6 

of the ECCS coolant is included in that program.  7 

Recently, NRC did require us to evaluate that.  We want 8 

to go above what the debris limit per fuel assembly 9 

that they're going to be hearing about tomorrow.  So 10 

we have to address that in this part of GSI-191 closure 11 

if plants want to go above that limit.  And PWR Owners 12 

Group is assessing a path forward at this point in time. 13 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Did you think about 14 

co-precipitation of boric acid and the aluminum 15 

oxyhydroxide coming out simultaneously, and whether 16 

that would have an effect on the re-solution, instant 17 

re-solution?   18 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Art -- 19 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Because a lot of stuff is 20 

going on simultaneously. 21 

  MR. BYERS:  That was addressed in the test 22 

the Owners Group has done. 23 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It was? 24 

  MR. BYERS:  Yes. 25 
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  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  Is that in the 1 

report I missed? 2 

  MR. BYERS:  No, it hasn't -- actually it 3 

hasn't been issued yet.  It'll be coming out as 4 

WCAP-17360.  And it's final stages of review and it'll 5 

be released to the NRC soon. 6 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  That's a different Owners 7 

Group program, not part of GSI-191 programs.  I want 8 

to make that clear.  It's not part of this program. 9 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  But you have access to that 10 

information and it doesn't change your views on your 11 

assumptions. 12 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  It does not.  It does not 13 

change our view of that. 14 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  I have just one other 15 

question on zinc.  We're not there yet.  I'll wait. 16 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  You mean zinc back here? 17 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes, that one.  You know, 18 

a lot of -- some of the PWRs are adding zinc for various 19 

reasons in their primary water.  Have you -- has that 20 

been included in your thermal conductivity, all the 21 

stuff that can deposit out in your thermal conductivity 22 

analysis? 23 

  MR. BYERS:  Well, we do assume a certain 24 

crud layer.  And so zinc is not specifically addressed. 25 
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 However, we do know from crud scraping and plenty of 1 

fuel inspection that the crud layers formed in zinc 2 

addition plants are very thin, typically thinner than 3 

if you didn't have the zinc. 4 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes, but that's just the 5 

crud.  But if you boil it dry and you assume that all 6 

the zinc has to come onto the cladding, did you put 7 

-- is that -- 8 

  MR. BYERS:  We've done some 9 

back-of-the-envelope calculations and typically plants 10 

these days are running below 20 ppb zinc.  And if you 11 

take the entire coolant in the plant and boil the zinc 12 

out of it it doesn't amount to anything. 13 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  It's not much there.  So 14 

that even the guys that are adding zinc for corrosion 15 

improvement or dose reduction, whatever reason, they're 16 

at 20 ppb, is that the number they're running? 17 

  MR. BYERS:  That's -- I would say 90 18 

percent of the plants are below that, yes. 19 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  And so it's not 20 

much there. 21 

  MR. BYERS:  Doesn't figure. 22 

  MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay. 23 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Okay, I think we can -- 24 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  We can close the session 25 
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now? 1 

  MR. ANDREYCHEK:  Yes, we can. 2 

  CHAIR BANERJEE:  Okay.  So what we should 3 

do is make sure that only the people that are allowed 4 

to listen in are going to be in the room.  So please 5 

clear the room of any people who should not be here. 6 

 John, can you make sure? 7 

  (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off 8 

the record at 1:45 p.m.) 9 
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AGENDA 
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Issue History 
• GL 2004-02 required utilities to address adverse 

affects of containment debris not filtered by the sump 
screens in the recirculation flow on long-term core 
cooling (LTCC) 

• GL required that utility response include: 
– Basis for concluding adequate emergency core cooling 

system (ECCS) flow is available for long-term core cooling 
in the presence of debris blockage at the sump screens and 
downstream of the sump screens (i.e. downstream effects 
including in-vessel)  

– Description of modifications, if needed, to provide for 
adequate ECCS flow to ensure LTCC 
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Background 

• Program Objective: 
– Demonstrate sufficient long-term core cooling 

achieved for PWRs to satisfy requirements of 10 CFR 
50.46 
o Address debris and chemical products that might be 

transported to the reactor vessel and core by the coolant 
recirculating from the containment sump 

o Debris types include particulate, fibrous and chemical 
products  

– Criteria for success: 
o Removal of decay heat 
o Maintain coolable core geometry 
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WCAP-16793-NP Basis 

• Provide an evaluation of long-term core cooling for the PWR design in the 
presence of debris ingested from the sump following a LOCA that provides 
reasonable assurance that decay heat is removed 

• Demonstrate that there is reasonable assurance long-term core cooling 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 are satisfied with debris and chemical 
products in the recirculating coolant delivered from the containment sump to 
the core 

• Use available tools and information 
• Test as warranted 
• Draw from and address 

– The design of the PWR from all US vendors, 
– The design of the open-lattice fuel from all US vendors, 
– The design and tested performance of replacement containment sump screens 

from all US vendors, and, tested performance of materials inside containment 
• Applicable to the fleet of PWRs, regardless of the design (B&W, CE, or 

Westinghouse) 
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WCAP-16793-NP History 
• Revision 0 presented to ACRS in March 2008 
• Revision 1 developed to address ACRS concerns 

– Included conservative fuel assembly (FA) testing performed to determine 
debris mass that would not impede core inlet flow and challenge LTCC.  

– Acceptance criterion: Long-term core cooling achieved if collection of 
sump debris at core inlet and on fuel assembly components will not result 
in head losses exceeding the available driving head  

• Revision 2 (currently under NRC review) 
– A number of successful tests were performed in both facilities at fibrous 

debris loadings of up to 150 grams per fuel assembly 
– Very conservative fibrous debris limit of 15 grams per fuel assembly limit 

established for all plants for all conditions  
– However, additional testing in this revision indicated that a limit of ≥ 25 

grams per fuel assembly is supported 
– Applicable to all NSSS designs. 
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Approach Taken in WCAP-16793-NP 

• It is the combination of debris limits defined by 
fuel assembly (FA) testing with the evaluations 
presented in WCAP-16793-NP that demonstrate 
adequate heat-removal capability for all plant 
scenarios: 
– Collection of debris at the inlet 
– Collection of debris at spacer grids 
– Deposition of fiber and chemical precipitates on fuel 

rods 
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Debris Accumulation at Core Inlet 
• Adequate flow to remove decay heat will continue to 

reach the core even with debris buildup at the inlet.  
Supported with: 
– Demonstrate that the driving pressure available for flow into the 

core is greater than the pressure drop at the inlet due to a debris 
buildup 

∆Pavailable > ∆Pdebris 
o  ∆Pavailable is a plant-specific value.   
o  ∆Pdebris is determined by testing. 

– W/CT  
o Provides insight into core flow patterns even with a significant 

blockage at the core inlet 
o Demonstrate that sufficient liquid could enter the core to remove core 

decay heat should an extensive blockage occur 
• Details in Sections 3 and 9 of WCAP-16793-NP, Rev 2. 
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Debris Accumulation at Spacer 
Grids 
• Decay heat will continue to be removed even 

with debris collection at FA spacer grids 
• Supported with: 

– FA Testing 
o At debris limits, flow will continue through accumulated debris 

– ANSYS Analysis 
o Finite element analysis demonstrated 50 mils of buildup does 

not impede core cooling 

• Details in Section 4 of WCAP-16793-NP, Rev 2. 
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Deposition on Fuel Rods 

• Decay heat will continue to be removed even 
with debris and chemical deposition on fuel rods.  
Supported with: 
– LOCADM 

o Plant-specific calculation. 
– Hand Calculations 

o Maximum surface temperature with 50 mils of deposition plus 
scale and oxide layers is less than 800 F. 

– ANSYS Analysis 
o Finite element analysis demonstrated 50 mils of buildup does 

not impede core cooling. 
• Details in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of WCAP-16793-

NP, Rev 2 
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Fuel Assembly Testing Overview 
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Debris Accumulation at the Core 
Inlet 
• Fuel Assembly (FA) testing performed  to assess 

behaviors and limits 
– Westinghouse design 
– AREVA design 

• Partial-height assemblies 
• Range of debris types 

– Particulate (P) 
– Fibrous (F) 
– Post-accident chemical products (C) 

• Considered hot-leg and cold-leg breaks 
• Testing established fibrous debris limits per FA 
• Details follow 
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FA Testing Overview 
• Debris can build up at the core inlet  
• In order to determine if sufficient flow will reach the core 

to remove core decay heat through a potential inlet 
blockage, it is conservatively demonstrated that the 
driving pressure available to drive flow into the core is 
greater than the pressure loss at the inlet due to a 
possible debris buildup 

∆Pavailable > ∆Pdebris 

•  ∆Pavailable is a plant-specific value.   
•  ∆Pdebris is determined by testing.   
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Core

Ba
ffl

e

Total ECCS flow

Steam & Liquid Flow to 
Break

Core Level

DC Liquid Level
(could be to SG 

spillover elevation)

Debris that has settled

dPavail – HL Break 
Hot Leg Breaks 
• ECCS must pass through core to exit 

break 
• Driving force is manometric balance 

between the liquid in the downcomer 
and the core 

• As debris bed builds in the core, the 
liquid level will begin to build in the 
cold-legs and flow will spill back 
through the reactor coolant pumps into 
the pump suction piping, SG inlet 
plenum and SG tubes 

• As level begins to rise in the SG tubes, 
the elevation head to drive the flow 
through the core increases 

• Driving head reaches its peak right 
before the flow begins to spill over the 
shortest SG tubes (W & CE) or reaches 
HL spillover elevation (B&W) 
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dPavail – CL Break 

Cold Leg Breaks 
• Downcomer (DC) is full to 

at least the bottom of the 
cold leg  

• Core level is established 
by the manometric 
balance between the DC 
liquid level and the core 
level and RCS pressure 
through the loops (or 
reactor vessel vent valves 
for B&W plants) 

Steam 
Bubbles

CoreBa
ffl

e

ECC req’d to 
make up

for core boiling

Sat Steam Flow to Loops

DC Liquid Level

ECC not required to 
make up for core 

boiling back to sump

Debris that has settled

ECCS Injection in 
Intact loops
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∆Pdebris – Pressure Drop from Debris 

• The pressure loss through a possible debris 
buildup at the core inlet is a function of the 
amount and type of debris that reaches the RCS 
 

  ∆Pdebris = f(debris type, debris amount) 
 

• Multiple combinations of debris can reach the 
RCS.   
– The amount and combinations at any given time are 

related to the plant design and timing of the arrival of 
the various debris 

– A 30-day total debris load is tested in order to 
produce a bounding limit 
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FA Testing 

• Closed loop system, 
continually circulating 
fluid/debris through single 
FA 

• Distance from end of FA to 
chamber wall is half 
distance between adjacent 
FAs 

• Flow entering bottom of fuel 
is constant and initially 
relatively uniform 

• All debris is available to 
form debris beds at inlet or 
spacer grids 

Computer for data-
logging: 
•Temperature 
•Differential Pressure 
•Flow 

Heater/ 
Chiller 

 

 

 

Mixing Tank 
Agitation 
Device 

Pump 

Flow 
Meter 

Flow 
Control 

dP 

dP 
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Key Features of Test Protocol 

• Debris Preparation Identified 
– Fibrous debris – three size ranges 
– Particulate debris – silicon carbide 10μm ± 2μm 
– Chemical surrogates – AlOOH (WCAP-16530-NP-A) 

• Test Method Identified 
– Sequence of debris addition (particulate first, then 

fiber and chemical surrogates last) 
– Bounding, constant flow rate 

• Test Termination Criteria 
– Goal is to define ∆Pdebris for pre-determined fiber load 

Slide 22 
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Test Facilities 
• PWROG conducted FA testing to establish limits on 

debris mass that would not impede core inlet flow 
and challenge LTCC 

• Westinghouse and AREVA conducted FA tests at 
independent facilities: 
– AREVA   Continuum Dynamics, Inc. (CDI) 
– Westinghouse  Research and Technology Unit (RTU) 

• Common test protocol followed by both facilities 
– Protocol developed with thought that more debris = higher 

head loss 
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Test Rig – Westinghouse FA 
• Assembly Height: 4 ft 

 
• Top Nozzle 
• Inconel top grid 
• Intermediate grid 
• Intermediate Flow Mixing 

(IFM) grid  
• Intermediate grid 
• Inconel bottom grid 
• Standard p-grid 
• Debris Filtering Bottom 

Nozzle 
Slide 24 
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Test Rig – Westinghouse FA 

Close-up view of: 

• First Support Grid 

• Fuel Rods 

• Protective Grid 

• Bottom Nozzle 
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FA Testing: Overview 

• Both test facilities used a representative FA design 
consistent with FA designs currently employed in 
operating PWRs.   
– The flow rates, temperature and testing methods were 

selected to bound conditions expected following a 
postulated LOCA.  

– The test method involved adding various amounts of debris 
materials to the test loop and measuring the pressure drop 
across the test assembly in order to define a fiber limit that 
would not compromise LTCC.   

– Debris loads included representative fibers, particulates, 
and chemical precipitates that may form in the containment 
water pool.  
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FA Test Matrix 
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Westinghouse Fuel Assembly Test Matrix 

Test No. 

Flow 
Rate  

(gpm) 
Nukon 

(g) 
SiC 
 (g) 

Microtherm 
(g) 

Cal- 
sil 
(g) 

AlOOH  
(g) 

Final 
P:F 

Ratio 
CIB01 44.7 680.4 6,350 - - N/A1 9.3 
CIB02 44.7 53 1,361 - - 66 25.7 
CIB03 44.7 53 6,350 - - 66 119.8 
CIB04 44.7 90 1,361 - - 66 15.1 
CIB051 6.25 53 6,350 - - 66 119.8 
CIB06 44.7 53 6,350 - 1,452 484 147.2 
CIB07 44.7 53 6,350 667 708 689 145.8 
CIB08 44.7 200 13,154 - - 4,180 65.8 
CIB09 3.0 100 13,154 - - 4,536 131.5 
CIB10 44.7 200 1,361 - - 3,386 6.8 
CIB111 17.0 200 13,154 - - 836 65.8 
CIB21 3.0 75 363 - - 830 4.8 
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FA Test Matrix 
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Westinghouse Fuel Assembly Test Matrix 

Test No. 

Flow 
Rate  

(gpm) 
Nukon 

(g) 
SiC 
 (g) 

Microtherm 
(g) 

Cal- 
sil 
(g) 

AlOOH  
(g) 

Final 
P:F 

Ratio 
CIB22 3.0 75 0 - - 830 0 
CIB23 3.0 75 75 - - 830 1.0 
CIB24 3.0 30 630 - - 830 21.0 
CIB25 3.0 20 600 - - 830 30.0 
CIB26 3.0 30 - 30 - 830 1.0 
CIB27 44.7 60 140 - - 416 2.3 
CIB28 44.7 60 600 - - 416 10.0 
CIB29 3.0 18 90 - - 830 5.0 
CIB30 3.0 18 270 - - 830 15.0 
CIB31 3.0 18 540 - - 830 30.0 
CIB32 3.0 18 810 - - 830 45.0 
CIB33 3.0 18 1,080 - - 830 60.0 
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FA Test Matrix 
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Westinghouse Fuel Assembly Test Matrix 

Test No. 

Flow 
Rate  

(gpm) 
Nukon 

(g) 
SiC 
 (g) 

Microtherm 
(g) 

Cal- 
sil 
(g) 

AlOOH  
(g) 

Final 
P:F 

Ratio 
CIB34 44.7 125 250 - - 830 2.0 
CIB35 44.7 150 300 - - 830 2.0 
CIB36 44.7 150 2,250 - - 830 15.0 
CIB37 44.7 150 750 - - 830 5.0 
CIB38 44.7 150 4,500 - - 830 30.0 
CIB39 44.7 150 150 - - 830 1.0 
CIB40 3.0 18 135 - - 830 15.0 
CIB41 15.5 150 150 - - 830 1.0 
CIB42 15.5 50 50 - - 830 1.0 
CIB43 15.5 50 750 - - 830 15.0 
CIB44 44.7 150 150 - - N/A1 1.0 
CIB45 44.7 150 750 - - N/A1 5.0 
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FA Test Matrix 
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Westinghouse Fuel Assembly Test Matrix 

Test No. 

Flow 
Rate  

(gpm) 
Nukon 

(g) 
SiC 
 (g) 

Microtherm 
(g) 

Cal- 
sil 
(g) 

AlOOH  
(g) 

Final 
P:F 

Ratio 
CIB46 44.7 150 150 - - 830 1.0 
CIB47 15.5 50 50 - - 830 1.0 
CIB48 15.5 50 50 - - 830 1.0 
CIB49 44.7 50 50 - - 830 1.0 
CIB50 44.7 50 50 - - 830 1.0 
CIB51 44.7 50 50 - - 830 1.0 
CIB521 44.7 65 65 - - 830 1.0 
CIB531 44.7/192 65 65 - - 830 1.0 
CIB541 44.7 25 25 - - 830 1.0 

W-1-FPC-08111 44.7 25 25 - - 830 1.0 
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FA Test Matrix 
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AREVA Fuel Assembly Test Matrix 

Test No. 
Flow 
Rate  

(gpm) 

Nukon 
(g) 

SiC 
 (g) 

Microtherm 
(g) 

Cal-sil  
(g) 

AlOOH  
(g) 

Final P:F 
Ratio 

FM-FPC-W-1 44.7 110 13,152 - - 4,540 88.0 

FG-PFC-W-2 44.7 150 13,152 - - 4,540 88.0 

CM-FPC-W-3 44.7 150 13,152 - - 4,540 88.0 

FG-FPCSC-W-5 44.7 150 13,152 - 2,722 4,540 105.8 

FG-FPMC-W-6 44.7 150 13,152 544 - 4,540 91.3 

FG-FPC-CE-7 11.0 150 454 - - 5,900 53.0 

FG-FPC-W-10 3.0 100 13,152 - - 4,540 146.0 

1-FG-FPC 3.0 75 380 - - 833 5.0 

2-FG-FPC 3.0 18 810 - - 833 45.0 

3-FG-FPC 45.0 150 1,500 - - 833 10.0 

4-FG-FPC 45.0 150 1,500 - - 833 10.0 
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FA Test Matrix 
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AREVA Fuel Assembly Test Matrix 

Test No. 
Flow 
Rate  

(gpm) 

Nukon 
(g) 

SiC 
 (g) 

Microtherm 
(g) 

Cal-sil  
(g) 

AlOOH  
(g) 

Final P:F 
Ratio 

5-FG-FPC 45.0 150 150 - - 833 1.0 

6-FG-FPC1 45.0 100 150 - - 833 1.5 

7-FG-FPC1 44.7 60 60 - - 833 1.0 

8-FG-FPC 45.0 60 150 - - 833 2.5 

9-FG-FPC 44.7 20 20 - - 833 1.0 

10-FG-FPC 44.7 46 150 - - 16.5 3.3 

11-FG-FPC 44.7 60 150 - - 417 2.5 

12-FG-FPC 44.7 15 15 - - 833 1.0 

13-FG-FPC 44.7 15 30 - - 833 2.0 

14-FG-FPC1 44.7 25 25 - - 833 1.0 
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Representative Test History 
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Key Finding:  
Pressure Drop from Debris 
• A fiber bed must be present to collect the 

particulates at the core entrance 
– Otherwise, the particulates will simply pass through 

and no blockage will occur 
• The presence of fiber is the limiting variable.  
• However, amount of particulate influences 

resulting ∆P. 
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Test Observations 

• Testing demonstrated that the amount of 
particulate affects debris bed formation and the 
resulting pressure loss across the FA 
– If particulates are available in abundance (a high p:f 

ratio), the chemical precipitate introduction has little to 
no effect on the ∆P across the debris bed 

– However, if all the particulates are filtered by the 
debris bed (a low p:f ratio), then the compression of 
the bed by chemical precipitates has an effect on the 
resistance of the debris bed, resulting in conservatively 
high pressure loss across the FA 
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Formation of Debris Bed 
• Fiber by itself is fairly porous, even with very small fibers.   
• The particulates can fill the small gaps among the fibers 

and decrease the porosity of the bed. 
– Testing was conducted with 10µm silicon carbide particles. 
– Small particles are conservative to test with as they fill the 

interstitial gaps and result in the lowest porosity. 

• In general terms, the debris bed formation observed in 
these tests can be described by this figure:  

Particulate/Fiber Layer 

Fiber Layer 

Flow 
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Original Comparison of FA Test 
Results 
• Upon receipt of RAIs from WCAP-16793-NP, 

Revision 1, AREVA and Westinghouse 
compared ∆P results from respective test 
programs. 

• Comparison of test results from high particulate 
tests showed similar trends. 

• Concluded generic testing could be conducted 
at Westinghouse to address RAIs. 

• Confirmatory testing would be conducted at 
AREVA upon update of acceptance criterion. 
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Confirmatory Testing 

• Particulate-to-fiber (p:f) ratio key factor 
• Tests results at high p:f ratios similar 

between facilities 
• Tests results at low p:f ratios different 
• This observed difference at low p:f ratio 

resulted in additional study of low p:f ratio 
behavior 
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Test Conclusions 

• Testing demonstrated fiber is the limiting variable and, 
due to the effect of interaction between fiber and the other 
debris types on head loss, is the only debris type that 
requires a limit 

• The HL break flow rate (i.e., the highest flow rate) 
represented the limiting head loss test condition 

• The FA test facilities and procedures are repeatable if all 
variables remain constant 

• However, slight changes in test loops (i.e., mixing 
methods, air entrainment, geometry, etc.) can result in 
differences in test results 
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Fuel Assembly Testing:  
Bounding Fiber Limits 
• Due to the conservative test design used to define fiber 

limits, a very bounding fiber limit may be suggested 
– Bounding tests conducted at CDI demonstrated that 15 g of 

fiber/FA does not cause a debris accumulation that will 
challenge LTCC 

– All PWROG plants have an available driving pressure (∆Pavail) 
that is considerably greater than the test value 

– Therefore, all PWROG plants can demonstrate LTCC is not 
impeded if the plant-specific fibrous debris load is less than or 
equal to 15 g of fiber/FA 
o This is with full FA flow 

– Due to the low ∆Pdebris value recorded with 15 g of fiber/FA, 
plant-specific testing with test parameters representative of a 
specific site may be performed to increase this fiber limit 
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Fuel Assembly Testing:  
Bounding Fiber Limits (cont.) 
• Testing at CDI with both Westinghouse and AREVA 

fuel to evaluate test facilities was run with 25 g 
fiber/FA 
– Same initial test conditions (130°F water temperature) 
– Tests demonstrated flow continued to enter the core after 

debris bed formed, even though the flow rate had to be 
reduced during the test  

– Therefore, plants that operate at conditions similar to the 
test can withstand 25 g fiber/FA 

• A FA fiber limit in excess of 25 g fiber/FA is 
supported 
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Constraints in  
Fuel Debris Capture Tests 
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Conservatism: Constant flow rate 

• Hot-leg FA testing was conducted at constant, 
maximum hot-leg break flow rates and the 
available driving pressure calculations assumed 
a water solid core 
– The maximum flow rate ensured the ∆P due to fiber 

was calculated at the most limiting condition and did 
not credit the reduction in ∆P that would be caused 
due to a reduction in the flow rate through the core 

– Long-term core cooling requires much less than 
maximum hot-leg flow rate (~4 gpm vs. 44.7 gpm)   
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Conservatism: Constant flow rate 

• Cold-leg FA testing conducted simulating a 
constant boil-off rate 
– Ensured the development of debris beds with 

maximum resistance and highest pressure loss 
– Available driving pressure calculations assumed a 

water solid core; did not credit  increase in available 
driving pressure if considering core void fraction 

– Decreasing flow rate commensurate with debris build 
up would be prototypic; result in a reduced FA head 
loss 

– This is a significant test conservatism that  results in 
very restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Ambient temperature 

• FA testing was conducted at ambient conditions 
– Temperature was chosen to 

o Maximize viscosity, and, 
o Provide for higher pressure drop through the debris beds 

– Most tests conducted at ambient conditions (~ 72°F) 
– Plants expected to have higher sump temperatures 
– Higher temperature will decrease the water viscosity 

and minimize chemical precipitates 
– This is a significant test conservatism that results in 

very restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Uniform flow 

• Testing assumes every FA in the core has same flow 
conditions 
– Leads to assumption of uniform debris bed formation across core 
– Post-accident flow conditions into the core post accident will be 

non-uniform 
– Regions with highest velocities will have larger debris loading, 

resulting in these regions having larger debris beds. 
– Regions with lowest velocities will have smaller debris loading, 

resulting in these regions having smaller debris beds 
– Areas that collected smaller amount of debris will have lower 

pressure drop and ensure LTCC 
– This may be a test conservatism that contributes to very 

restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Recirculating Debris 

• Testing was conducted using a closed loop system 
– Debris continually recirculated until captured by the FA 
– Feed tank for the FA testing continuously agitated 

o No settling of debris allowed  
o Ensured that debris was well mixed and recirculated to the FA 

– Actual sump conditions contain stagnant areas for debris to settle 
and not transport to the sump screen 

– Also, debris that is not captured by the core will exit the break and 
enter the sump to settle or be rescreened before entering the 
ECCS again 

– This is a significant test conservatism that results in the definition 
of very restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Surrogate Chemical 
Effects 
• FA testing used AlOOH as a surrogate for all chemical 

precipitate products 
– ALOOH prepared in accordance with the method provided in 

WCAP-16530-NP-A 
– Use of the WCAP surrogate has been the limiting debris source in 

the FA testing. 
– Test and analysis performed by PWROG and NRC has shown 

the WCAP surrogate is the most effective chemical agent for 
causing pressure drop across a debris bed 

– Using plant specific chemical precipitates would reduce the 
pressure drop due to chemical effects for many plants 

– This is a significant test conservatism that results in the definition 
of very restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Staging of Debris 
Additions 
• FA testing designed to consider worst case debris 

bed formation 
– Particulate (P) added first; provides for them to be available to the 

bed as the fiber collects and promotes the lowest porosity debris 
bed. 

– Fiber (F) added after particulates in small increments; precludes 
“clumping”, promotes slow buildup of the debris bed  

– Chemical Surrogate (C) added after the particulate and fiber bed 
has formed; observed effect was to compress the established 
debris bed and increase pressure drop across the bed 

– This may be a test conservatism that contributes to the definition 
of very restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Limiting Particulate-
to-Fiber Ratio (p:f)  
• FA tests conducted at the limiting p:f ratio (1:1) 

– Resulted in conservatively high head loss upon the 
introduction of chemical precipitates. 

– As p:f becomes greater than 1:1, effect of chemical 
precipitates lessens 

– Debris generation calculations and latent debris 
walkdowns show particulate debris is generally in 
much larger quantity than fibrous debris; p:f ratio will 
not be exactly 1:1 

– This is a significant test conservatism that leads to the 
definition of very restrictive fiber limits 
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Conservatism: Absence of Boiling 

• FA tests did not simulate boiling within fuel 
bundle 
– Industry data indicates that debris beds will not form 

in the presence of boiling 
– This may be a significant test conservatism that 

contributes to the definition of very restrictive fiber 
limits 

– Discussion for cold leg and hot leg breaks follows 
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Conservatism: Absence of Boiling 
• Cold-Leg Break Effect: 

– During cold leg recirculation, there will be boiling in the core that 
prevents buildup of debris on spacer grids 

– Voiding in the core due to boiling provides for a greater available 
driving head, which, in turn, allows for a greater head loss due to 
debris. 

• Hot-Leg Break Effect: 
– Boiling is minimized for this scenario 
– If sufficient debris accumulation occurs at the core inlet to reduce 

flow below boil-off requirements, 
  The coolant will begin to boil, disrupting debris beds higher in the 

assembly, causing the coolant at the core inlet to be more turbulent 
 Disrupt the debris accumulation at the inlet, allowing flow to enter the 

core 
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Conservatism: Absence of Alternate 
Flow Paths 
• Current FA testing ignores Alternate Flow Paths 

– These include, but may not be limited to; 
 Baffle region 
 Possible Spillover of the SG tubes or hot legs 

–  For plants with upflow baffle geometries; 
 Some debris accumulation in the core inlet may divert flow into these 

regions 
 This will result in  debris and additional flow introduced higher in the 

core 
 These paths are available to provide flow to the core in the unlikely 

event the core inlet is completely blocked with debris 
– This may be a test conservatism that contributes to the definition 

of restrictive fiber limits 
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Prediction of Post-Accident 
Chemical Deposition on Fuel 

Cladding; 
LOCADM 
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Collection of Material on Fuel Clad 

• A method to predict chemical deposition of fuel 
cladding was developed (LOCADM 
spreadsheet) 
– Uses an extension of the chemical effects method 

developed for sump chemical effects (WCAP-16530-
NP-A) 

– Assumes that deposition is driven by boiling 
– All chemical impurities, regardless of form, that are 

transported to the fuel surface would be deposited by 
boiling 

– Once plated out, remains on rod (no re-dissolution) 
• Used to demonstrate < 50 mil build-up on clad 
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Thermal Conductivity Values Used 

• Three different materials considered: 
– Cladding Oxide:  The corrosion product caused by 

oxidation of the cladding, either during normal 
operation or after the LOCA 

– Crud: The deposits on the fuel before the LOCA  
– LOCA Scale:  Deposits formed on cladding by 

deposition of corrosion products and scale after the 
LOCA 
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Clad Oxide Thermal Conductivity 

• Cladding Oxide is primarily the reduction of zirconium 
cladding with oxygen; ZrO2 

• The most definitive thermal conductivity measurements 
were performed at Halden and are reported in WCAP-
15063-P-A and EPRI TR-107718-P1 and P2 

• Parametric Clad Heat-up Calculation 
– A value of 2.20 W/m-K (1.27 BTU/(hr-ft- F)) provides 

maximum rod heat-up calculations 

• LOCADM Deposition Calculation 
– A value of 2.79 W/m-K (1.61 BTU/(hr-ft- F)) was used in scale 

build-up calculations 
– Reported in WCAP-15063-P-A, Revision 1 (1999) 
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Crud Thermal Conductivity 

• Crud is typically composed of nickel ferrite, 
nickel metal, nickel oxide and nickel-iron-
chromium spinels 

• Crud thermal conductivity is dependent on 
many variables such as porosity, thickness, and 
heat flux 

• For fuel rod heat-up calculations 
– A value of 0.5 W/m-K (0.3 BTU/hr-ft- F) was used 
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LOCA Scale Thermal Conductivity 

• LOCA Scale 
– Likely to be rich in calcium at many plants 
– Literature searched for bounding value for boiler scale deposits 

• Limiting value from data research is 0.2 W/m-K (0.11 
BTU/hr-ft- F) 

• The limiting value is recommended for industry use in 
scale build-up calculations (LOCADM) 

• A parametric study with thermal conductivity values from 
0.17 to 1.5 W/m-K (0.1 to 0.9 BTU/hr-ft- F) was 
performed in the rod heat-up and the grid study 
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Long-Term Core Cooling Criteria 
• Long-term cool cooling (LTCC) criteria: 

– Maximum clad temperature < 800°F 
– Thickness of cladding oxide and fuel deposits < 50 mils in any 

fuel region. 
• These success criteria are: 

– Applicable after the initial quench of the core 
– Consistent with the long-term core cooling requirements of 10 

CFR 50.46 (b)(4) and 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(5). 
o Provide for demonstrating that local temperatures in the core are 

stable or continuously decreasing, and, 
o Debris entrained in the cooling water supply will not affect decay 

heat removal 

• These criteria do not present, nor are they intended to 
be, new or additional long-term core cooling 
requirements 
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Basis for LTCC Success Criteria  

• The 800°F temperature 
– Selected based on autoclave data that demonstrated 

oxidation and hydrogen pickup to be well behaved at 
and below the 800°F temperature and the reduction 
(oxidation) of cladding is small 

• The 50 mils limit for oxide plus deposits 
– Selected so as to preclude the formation of deposits 

that would bridge the space between adjacent rods 
and block flow between fuel channels 
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LOCADM - Validation of Core “Boiler Scale” 
Model 
• LOCADM is an automated 

(spreadsheet) calculation of post-
LOCA material deposition 

• Model conservatively assumes 
that all fiber and chemical 
products passed by the sump 
screen and transported to fuel 
surfaces by boiling will deposit 

• Verification of the model 
performed by comparison of 
calculations to literature data 

• As shown in the comparison to 
the right, deposition is 
conservatively predicted 

Fahmi Brahim, Wolfgang Augustin, 
Matthias Bohnet, “Numerical simulation 
of the fouling process” International 
Journal of Thermal Sciences 42 (2003) 
323-334 

LOCADM 
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Summary of Fuel Rod Dimensions 
Used in Parametric Study  

rod length (in)  144  
rod outside diameter (in)  0.36  
clad thickness (in)  0.0225  
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Variable Values 

• Crud Thickness: 
   0.000 – 0.050 in 

 
• Crud Thermal Conductivity: 
   0.3 – 0.9 BTU/(hr-ft- F) 
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Model and Assumptions 

• Steady-State, no Axial Conduction 
• Uniform layer thicknesses (except chem.) 
• Acceptance Criteria 

– Clad/Oxide interface < 800°F 

Q’ Oxide 
convection 

h,  T∞ 

Clad Crud Chem 
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Clad-Oxide Temp vs. Precip 
Thickness 

Temperature vs Thickness 
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Collection of Material on Fuel Clad 

• Three categories of protective coatings used 
inside containment have been evaluated to have 
no effect on the generation of precipitate 

• Protective coatings used inside a PWR 
containment will not adhere to clad surface due 
to low temperatures 
– Zinc 
– Epoxies 
– Other 
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Boric Acid Dilution 

• Previously, NRC staff had not combined GSI-191 with 
boric acid precipitation (BAP) concerns 

• A separate PWR Owners Group project was addressing 
BAP concerns 
– Debris suspended in the delivered ECCS  coolant was included 

in that program 

• Recently, NRC has indicated that plants desiring to 
increase their fiber limits over that approved in their 
Safety Evaluation for WCAP-16793-NP Revision 2 must 
also address BAP 

• The PWR Owners Group is assessing a path forward 
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Defense In Depth Calculations of 
Long-Term Core Cooling to 

Support GSI-191  
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Defense In Depth Calculations 

• These calculations performed to demonstrate 
defense in depth 

• Extreme cases 
• Two calculations performed 

– Blockage at core inlet 
– Local fuel rod blockage 
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Core Blockage Evaluation 

• A blockage of about 99.4% of the core inlet area 
was evaluated 

• The evaluation demonstrated that negligible 
impact on clad temperature would be expected 
due to blockage alone. 
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Problem Statement 

• For a Double-Ended Guillotine Break, RWST/ 
BWST can be depleted and sump recirculation 
begun within ~ 20 Minutes 

• Fibrous debris and particulates can pass through 
the sump screen 

• Results in the potential for debris build-up at core 
inlet 
– Fuel assembly bottom nozzle, debris filter, grids 
– In the limit, collection of fibrous and particulate debris 

might cause high pressure drop 
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Selection of Limiting Break 
Double-Ended Cold Leg 
• Spilling of ECCS to 

containment 
• Gravity head to loop level 

only 
– True for no single failure 
also 

• Lower flow results in 
slower debris build-up 

Double-Ended Hot Leg 
• No spilling of ECCS 
• Additional driving head 

from liquid level SGs 
– more for no single failure 

• Higher flow results in 
faster build-up 

Use Double-Ended Cold Leg Break 
With No Delay in Debris Build-up 
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Vessel Design Considerations: 
(Westinghouse OEM) 
• Plants With ECCS Delivered to Cold/Hot Legs 

– Designed Upflow is Least Limiting 
o Numerous large pressure relief holes in baffle wall allow flow 

to bypass core inlet if blocked 

– Converted Upflow is More Limiting 
o No pressure relief holes, limited flow to top of core (if any) 

– Downflow is Most Limiting 
o Flow must enter core through lower core plate 

• Upper Plenum Injection Plants also Evaluated  
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Other PWR Vessel Designs 

• B&W design similar to Westinghouse upflow 
design 
– Numerous large pressure relief holes in baffle wall 

allow flow to bypass core inlet if blocked 
– Barrel vent valves located above loop level 

o  No impact on this issue 

• CE Design Similar to Westinghouse Converted 
Upflow  
– No pressure relief holes 
– Limited flow to top of core (if any) 

Westinghouse Downflow Design is Bounding 
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Plant Selection 

• Downflow Most Limiting Configuration 
• Core Power Density Also Important for Heat 

Removal 
– Use available 3-loop downflow model for plant rated at 

2900 MWt 
– Core model conservatively has power profile skewed 

to the top of the core; maximizes boiling 
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Vessel Sketch and Node Diagram 
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WCOBRA/TRAC Modeling Approach 

• Run Problem from Break Initiation 
– Create Single Use code version which ramps in high 

resistance as specified by User 
– Ramp in large increase in resistance at core inlet of 

PWR model 
o 1st node of core channels 
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WCOBRA/TRAC Modeling Approach 
(cont.) 

• Blockage Cases Run to 40 Minutes 
– Blockage ramped in from 20 to 20.5 minutes 
– K = 1x109 simulates complete channel blockage 

• Increased injection temperature  
– Modeled at 20 minutes 
– Temperature ≈ RHR heat exchanger outlet 

o 190oF injection temperature used 
o Current LOCA Mass and Energy analysis uses 180oF 
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WCOBRA/TRAC Modeling Approach 
(cont.) 

• Two simulation cases performed  
– 82% blockage, K ramped in all core channels except 

Lower Power periphery channel 
– 99.4% blockage, K ramped in all core channels 

except one assembly 
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Standard Core Modeling 

Peripheral Assemblies (28) 
 
Interior Assemblies Under  
Guide Tubes (53) 
 
Interior Assemblies Under  
Other Structures (75) 
 
One Assembly Under a 
Restricted Structure (1) 
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Blockage Approaches 

Block All Except Peripheral 
(82%) 

Block All Except One Assembly 
(99.4%) 
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WCOBRA/TRAC Modeling Approach 
(cont.) 

• Containment pressure at atmospheric conditions 
by switchover to sump recirculation  
– Extrapolated pressure vs. time table used in Best 

Estimate LOCA analysis 
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Total Vessel Mass 

82% Blockage 99.4% Blockage 
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Core Flow Rate vs. Boiloff Rate 
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Summary of Blockage Calculations 

• Flow diversion into unblocked channels 
observed in calculations 

• After blockage simulated 
– Core flow rate > boil-off rate after blockage occurs 
– Difference in core flow between 82% and 99.4% 

blockage due to difference in resistance at core inlet 
– Increase observed in calculations of 
 Core collapsed liquid level, and, 
 Total core mass 
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Local Blockage and Plate-Out 

• Two phenomena studied parametrically: 
– Reduction of flow at a fuel grid, 
– Precipitation of chemical product on the surface of fuel cladding 

was evaluated 

• A range of thermal conductivities for the precipitation 
were considered 
– Maximum value = 0.9 Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  
– Minimum value = 0.1 Btu/(hr-ft-°F) 

• For all cases, over the range of conditions considered, 
the cladding surface temperature was evaluated to be 
below 800°F 
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Effect of Debris Collection on Hot Spots 
• Source of heat post-LOCA is from decay heat in the fuel rod 

– This source is limited to the fuel in the rod and decreases with time 
– “Hot spots” can arise only if the local flow is severely restricted 
– Local temperature increases would be mitigated by the boil-off in the 

region 
– Heat will be dissipated: 
 Grids act as radiators 
 Axial conduction along the fuel rod 

– Sustaining quench and replacing boil-off maintains clad temperatures < 
800°F 

• If deposition of chemical products or debris were to form a “hot spot”: 
– Conservative calculations of cladding temperatures demonstrate 

coolability of the clad with deposition on clad surface and blockage at a 
grid 
 Decay heat levels at time of initiation of recirculation from the containment 

sump 
 Between grids, chemical product and debris deposition less than 50 mils yields 

clad temperatures < 800°F 
 At grids, assuming no flow through the grid yields clad temperatures < 800°F 
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1-D Clad Hot Spot Calculations 
Clad/Oxide Interface Temperature vs. Chemical Precipitate Thickness 

Chemical Precipitate 
Thickness (mils) 

kprecipitate  (BTU/hr-ft-°F) 

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.9 

0 273°F 273°F 273°F 273°F 

10 336°F 293°F 285°F 279°F 

20 396°F 313°F 296°F 286°F 

30 453°F 331°F 308°F 291°F 

40 508°F 350°F 318°F 297°F 

50 560°F 367°F 328°F 302°F 

Clad/Oxide Interface Temperature vs. Chemical Precipitate Thickness 

Chemical Precipitate 
Thickness (mils) 

kprecipitate = 0.1 BTU/hr-ft-°F 

0.422" OD rod 0.416" OD rod 

0 283.6 F 283.6 F 

10 377.0 F 376.9 F 

20 466.4°F 466.2°F 

30 552.1°F 551.9°F 

40 634.5°F 634.1°F 

50 713.8°F 713.2°F 

Convection 
h, T∞ 

Cladding 

Oxide 

Crud 

Precipitate 

Q’ 
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Defense in Depth Conclusions 

• Defense in depth analysis demonstrate that if a 
large blockage occurs, core decay heat removal 
will continue 
– Collection of debris on fuel grids 
– Collection of material on fuel cladding 

• When considered collectively, 10 CFR50.46 
long-term core cooling criteria satisfied 
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SUMMARY 
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Summary 

• WCAP-16793-NP and supporting work has 
demonstrated reasonable assurance of LTCC 

• Conservative fuel assembly debris capture testing 
has been performed for both AREVA and 
Westinghouse fuel designs under a range of 
debris loading conditions 
– Using the most conservative test data, WCAP-16793-

NP suggests that the FA fiber loading be 15 g/FA 
– Significant test constraints result in this low fiber limit 
– Test data and an evaluation of conservatisms support 

a per FA fiber limit of ≥ 25 g  
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BACKUP SLIDES 
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Flow Resistance Due to Debris at Core 
Inlet 
• For a postulated debris build up at the core inlet:  

– To determine if sufficient flow will reach the core to 
remove core decay heat through a potential debris 
bed at the core inlet 

– It must be demonstrated that the head available to 
drive flow into the core is greater than the pressure 
drop across the debris bed at the core inlet 

 
∆Pavailable > ∆Pdebris 
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Available Head at Core Inlet 

• The available driving pressure is based on the 
manometric balance between the downcomer and core 

• ∆Pavailable = ∆Pdz – ∆Pflow 
Where: 
 ∆Pavailable = total available driving pressure at the core inlet 
 ∆Pdz  = pressure difference available to drive flow through 
     the core due to liquid level difference between the 
     downcomer and core 
 ∆Pflow  = pressure drop due to flow losses in the RCS (hot leg, 
     steam generator, and cold leg to break) 
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Available Head at Core Inlet 

RSG (W/CE design) OTSG (B&W design) 
Schematics demonstrate relative elevations of core and steam 

generators 
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Elevations Relative to Core Inlet 

• Elevations listed are typical of a W 4-loop plant design  
• All elevations are with respect to the bottom of the core  

Location Variable Elevation (ft) 

Bottom of core (location of possible blockage) Zcore inlet 0.0 

Top of active fuel ZTAF 12.0 

Bottom of hot leg ZHL 16.06 

Bottom of cold leg ZCL 16.16 

Spillover elevation of shortest SG tube ZSG 49.5 
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Available Driving Pressure at Core Inlet 

• Cold Leg Break – Example Calculation 
– Liquid density, ρ = 60 lbm/ft3 

– Core is saturated with voiding 
– The core mixture level is taken at the top of the core.   
– Calculate core collapsed liquid level using an average void 

fraction, α, in the core: 
α = 0.50  

– As the transient progresses 
o Voiding will decrease 
o So will core boil-off rate, which will decrease flow losses 

– Using 50% with high flow losses offsets less voiding with lower 
flow losses  
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Available Driving Pressure at Core Inlet 

• Cold Leg Break – Example Calculation (cont.) 
– Pressure difference available to drive flow through the 

core due to liquid level difference between the 
downcomer and core is: 
o ∆Pdz = [ZCL  – (1 – α)(ZTAF – Zcore inlet)](ρ) 

o ∆Pdz = [16.16  – (1 – 0.5)(12 – 0)](60/144) = 4.2 psi 

– The pressure drop due to flow losses through the 
reactor coolant system, based on the boil-off rate, is: 
o ∆Pflow ~ 1.7 psi 

– Total available driving pressure is: 
o ∆Pavailable = 4.2 – 1.7 = 2.5 psi 
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Available Driving Pressure at Core Inlet 
• Hot Leg Break (Example Calculation) 

– Liquid density, ρ = 60 lbm/ft3  
– For conservatism, core mixture level is taken at the bottom of the 

hot leg with no voiding  
– Pressure difference available to drive flow through the core due 

to liquid level difference between the downcomer and core is: 
o ∆Pdz = (ZSG - ZHL)(ρ) 
o ∆Pdz = (49.5 – 16.06)(60/144) = 13.9 psi 

– With the break in the hot leg, flow losses from the core to the 
break are: 
o ∆Pflow ~ 0 psi 

– Total available driving pressure is: 
o ∆Pavailable = 13.9 – 0 = 13.9 psi 
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Available Driving Pressure at Core Inlet 

• The available driving pressure at the core inlet is 
then: 
– Cold leg break:  ∆Pavailable ~ 2.5 psi 
– Hot leg break:  ∆Pavailable ~ 14 psi 

• If the pressure drop through a debris bed is less 
than these values; 
– Full flow through the debris bed is maintained and, 
– Reasonable assurance is provided that the flow 

required to remove core decay heat will continue to 
reach the core 
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Pressure Drop from Debris 

• The pressure drop through a possible debris buildup at 
the core inlet is a function of the amount and type of 
debris that reaches the reactor coolant system: 
 

∆Pdebris = f(debris type, debris amount) 
 

• Multiple combinations of debris can reach the RCS.   
– The amount and combinations at any given time are related to 

the plant design and timing of the arrival of the various debris 
– The combination of types of materials in plants and the variability 

of arrival times suggest that a bounding or limiting representation 
is a prudent approach 
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Repeatability Evaluation of Test 
Facilities 
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FA Repeatability Tests 

• Westinghouse Repeatability 
• Two repeat tests conducted at 15.5 gpm producing overall 

∆Ps within 7% of each other summarized in Figure 1.   
• Three repeat tests conducted at 44.7 gpm producing 

overall ∆P of within a maximum of 19% of each other 
summarized in Figure 2.   

• All repeat tests summarized in Figure 3 to a p:f ratio of 1:1 
demonstrating repeatability of the process and FA ∆P 
results obtained at the Westinghouse test facility. 
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FA Repeatability Tests 
Figure 1 
15.5 GPM, 50 grams fiber/particulate, chemical surrogate 
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FA Repeatability Tests 
Figure 2 
44.7 GPM, 50 grams fiber/particulate, chemical surrogate 
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FA Repeatability Tests 
Figure 3 
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FA Repeatability Tests 

• AREVA Repeatability 
• AREVA conducted four very similar tests (fiber batches 

and Bottom Nozzle changed) under the same debris 
load at the CDI facility.  The ∆P vs particulate-to-fiber 
ratio track within ±15% as seen in Figure 4 

• This demonstrates the test process and loop at the CDI 
facility are repeatable even when small variations in the 
test fuel assembly or fiber batch are introduced 
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FA Repeatability Tests 
Figure 4 
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Repeatability Conclusion 

• Repeat tests have been conducted at both the 
Westinghouse and CDI test facilities. 

• Results indicate facilities and test process 
produce repeatable results. 

• Repeatability evaluation in combination with 
additional FA testing that has been conducted, 
supports the application using the test at CDI to 
define a fiber limit for the fleet. 
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Flow Required for LTCC 
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Coolant Flow Required for LTCC 

• Flow rates required to 
match boil-off becomes 
small quickly following the 
postulated event 

• For a Westinghouse 4-
Loop PWR 
– Within four (4) hours 

following a postulated 
LOCA,  required flow to 
match boil-off is ~250 
gallons per minute 

– At 30 hours, required flow 
to match boil-off is ~150 
gallons per minute 
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Fuel Assembly Testing: Overview 
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Debris Characteristics- 
Fuel Assembly Test 

• Chemical Surrogate: 
Aluminum Oxy-
hydroxide (AlOOH) 
– Shown by Argonne 

National Laboratory to 
produce the highest 
pressure drop among all 
of the chemical 
precipitates 

– Ensure AlOOH surrogate 
meets settling criteria of 
WCAP-16530-NP-A and 
its modification in the 
associated SER 

Fiber Sizes 

Fiber Length Target Range 

< 500 μm 77% 67% - 87% 

500 μm < 
1000 μm 18% 8% - 28% 

> 1000 μm 5% 0% - 15% 

• Particulates:    Silicon 
carbide: 
– 10 μm + 2 μm 
– Small size provides for 

maximum lift and 
penetration into fiber bed 
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Fuel Assembly Debris Capture Tests 
• Tests used: 

– Vendor bottom nozzle configurations 
– Hot-leg and cold-leg break flow rates 
 Westinghouse & B&W plants similar 
 CE plants had lower flow rates 

– Fiberglass, particulate and chemical surrogate debris 
• NRC Involvement: 

– Test Protocol has been shared with NRC 
– Comments received and addressed 
– NRC visited and observed a test 
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Summary of Fibrous Debris Dimensions 
from Replacement Screen Bypass 
Testing 

Plant 
Designation 

Bypass Test 
Number 

Distribution of Bypass Fiber Lengths 

< 100 μm 
(0.0040 in) 

< 300 μm 
(0.0118 in) 

< 500 μm 
(0.0197 in) 

< 1000 μm 
(0.0394 in) 

> 1000 μm 
(0.0394 in) 

A 
1   63% 21% 16% 

2   66% 25% 9% 

B 1   48.4% 39.3% 12.3% 

C 1   63.1% 27.3% 9.6% 

D 

1 16% 78%   6% 

2 17% 75%   8% 

3 17% 75%   8% 

4 17% 75%   8% 

5 17% 75%   8% 

E 
1   50% 45% 5% 

2   89% 11% 0% 

F 

1   90% 10% 0% 

2   84% 14% 2.0% 

3   94.2% 4.7% 1.1% 

4   96% 4% 0% 

F 
1   80% 18.5% 1.5% 

2   95% 4.5% 0.5% 
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Water Testing 
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FA Water Tests 
• CDI test facility defined very conservative fiber limits 
• PWROG investigates differences between the water used 

in the CDI and RTU test facilities 
• PWROG conducted three FA water tests at RTU test 

facility  
• 25 gram fiber/particulate used 

• Summary of measured head loss shown on following plot 
• RTU tap water 
• CDI tap water 
• Deionized water 

• Results indicate CDI water is very conservative 
• Additional testing considered 
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FA Water Tests 
Water test results: 
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